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Date of Meeting: November 27-28, 1959

Date of Memo: November 1, 1959.

Memorandum No. 1

Subject: Uniform Rules of Evidence - Hearsay Evidence Division

In addition to the summary contained in Appendix B, (attached),

you may refer for a detailed step by step summary of action taken by

the Commission and the Bar Committee on the Hearsay Evidence division

of Uniform Rules of Evidence to the summary dated November 13, 1958

(a copy of which is enclosed with this memorandum).

In considering these materials, two general comments should be

kept in mind:

(1) The phrase "action or proceeding" has been substituted

in the revised rules for the word "proceeding" or "action." This is in

accord with a decision of the Commission that the phrase "action or

proceeding" should be used in the Uniform Rules of EVidence where

appropriate.

(2) Rule 65A, a new rule, should be studied before considering

the other rules in the Hearsay Evidence Division since Rule 65A is

referred to in a number of the exceptions to Rule 63.

Respectfully submitted,

John H. DeMoully
Executive Secretary
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APPENDIX A

VET OF

Revised Uniform Rules of EVidence - Hearsay Evidence Division
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(34(L)) 10/20/59

Note! This is Uniform Rule 62 as revised by the Commission. Changes
in the Uniform Rule (other than the mere shifting of language from one
part of the rule to another) are shown by underlined material for new
material and by bracketed and strike out material for deleted material.

RULE 62. DEFLNAIIONS.

As used in (Rale-63-asa-tts-easeptiess-amdAe-ake-fe3lewteg-raisel)

Rules 62 to 66, inclusive:

In (424] "Declarant" is a person who makes a statement.

121 [434] "Perceive" means acquire knowledge through one's awn

senses.

[444) "Public (Offtelakal officer or employee of a state or

territory of the United States" includes: [aa-effielal-ef-a-pelitaleal-

sabatvistea-ef-evek-state-er-aeranItery-aat-et-a-maatetpaltird

(a) In this State, an officer or employee of the State,or of any

county. eitv. city and county. dietriot.seughoritV. agency 0* other political

eUhdiTtsion of the State.

(b) In other states and in territories of the United States, an

officer or employee of any public entity that is substantially equivalent

to those included under subparagraph (a) of this paragraph.

.01 (454] "State" includes each of the United States and the

District of Columbia.

[44] "Statement" means not only an oral or written expression

but also non-verbal conduct of a person intended by him as a substitute for

words in expressing the matter stated.

11 [474] "Unavailable as a witness" includes situations where

-1-
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the witness is:

(a) Exempted on the ground of privilege from testifying concerning

the matter to which his statement is relevant. [7-er]

(b) Disqualified from testifying to the matter. [7-er]

(c) Dead or unable [4e -be -present] to testify at the hearing

because of [deatik-er-thee-extiAtag] physical or mental illness. [7-er]

(d) Absent beyond the jurisdiction of the court to compel appearance

by its process. [7-er]

(e) Absent from the [plaee-e] hearing [keeasse] and the proponent

of his statement does not know and with diligence has been unable to

ascertain his whereabouts.

But a witness is not unavailable:

(a) if the judge finds that [kis] the exemption; disqualification,

inability or absence of the witness is due to 112 the procurement or

wrongdoing of the proponent of his statement for the purpose of preventing

the witness from attending or testifying [7] or [be] (ii) the culpable

act or neglect of such [party] proponent; [7] or

(b) If unavailability is claimed [willerelause-(14-et-the-preeedAng

paragraph] because the witness is absent beyond the jurisdiction of the

court to compel appearance by its process and the judge finds that the

deposition of the declarant could have been taken by the proponent by

the exercise of reasonable diligence and without mane hardship [7] or

expense. [amel-that-the-prebable-laiperiasee-ef-the-teet4isery-ie-emek-as-te

deetify-the-expense-e-taking-seek-elepeetttesw]

[f64--244-Misinesru-ae-tteed-in-exeepetee-4134-ehell-taelvile-every

Idad-ef-bastsese7-prefeeelea7-eeeepatiea7-ealitag-er-eperatier-ef-issettn-

tiees7-whether-earriedren-fer-prefit-er-net7]

-2-
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34(L) 10/22/59

Note: This is Uniform Rule 63 as revised by the Commission. Changes

in the Uniform Rule (other than the mere shifting of language from one
part of the rule to another) are shown by underlined material for new
material and by bracketed and strike out material for deleted material.

RULE 63. HEARSAY EVIDENCE EXCLUDED -- EXCEPTIONS.

Evidence of a statement which is made other than by a witness

while testifying at the hearing offered to prove the truth of the matter

stated is hearsay evidence and inadmissible except:

(1) (A-statemea*-previeasay-made-by-a-persea-wke-te-preeest

a*-iske-hearteg-aad-available-ter-aress-examtaa*tea-with-reepee*-te-tAte

sta*emeat-and-its-subdee4-aeMerl-peev4ded-Ole-statement.wetiAtt-Ise-ad-

miestble-4C-mate-by-deelairae*-wkiae-4e644cykag-as-amwliaesst] When a

-Person is a witness at the hearing& a statement made by him, though not

made at the hearing, is admissible to prove the truth of the matter

stated if the statement would have been admissible if made by him while

testifying and the statement:

(a) Is inconsistent with his testimony at the hearing and is

offered in compliance with Rule 22; or

(b) Is offered after evidence of a prior inconsistent statement

or of a recent fabrication by the witness has been received and the

statement is one made before the alleged inconsistent statement or

fabrication and is consistent with his testimony at the hearing; or

(c) Concerns a matter as to which the witness has no present

recollection and is a writing which was made at a time when the facts

-3-
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recorded in the writing actually occurred or at such other time when the

facts recorded in the writing were fresh in the witness's memory and the

writing was made (i) by the witness himself or under his direction or

(ii) by some other person for the purpose of recordinj the witness's

statement at the time it was made.

(2) [Aftlaavits-46-tke-emten%-admisstble-by-the-s;a4aises-ef-thts

State}] To the extent otherwise admissible under the law of this State:

(a) Affidavits.

(b) Depositions taken in the action or proceedillg in which they

are offered.

(c) Testimony given by a witness in a prior trial or preliminary

hearing of the action or proceeding in which it is offered.

(3) (604est-te-thm.emme-liatitatens-and-ebdeettems-as-theugla

take-lieelaramt-velle-*est&frieg-km-perses7444-testimmay-IR-the-ferm-ef-a

Aelies1%&em-taken-im-sempliemes-wk4h-tke-Iaw-ef-thts-state-fer-use-as

testImemy-tm-tke-U4si-041-the-ae%kea-tm-whiek-eftered7-er-0,4-if-tke

dialige-tAmas-tka*-tke-deslavan4-49-unava4lable-as-a-witmess-at-Ole-kespiegy

teetmesy-givem-as-a-witmess-tm-asether-as4&en-cw-in-a-depssittem-takeR

in-eempitasse-wth-law-Ani-use-as-test4memy-&E-the-trial-ef-amAkew-aet4emy

wkem-(44-tke-testtmeay-48-aStereel-agatmet-a-party-wke-egVere4-I4-01-kis

ewa-beAalf-en-tke-Somear-oseaslani-op-agaimst-the-sueessesp-m-41aterest-ef

sush-pmptyi-or-44-the-issue-is-swell-tba*-the-adverse-pawty-ex-Vae-fgymer

eeeas4eza-kati-the-rigkt-ani-oppearty-ggiE-swess-exarsims.tkom-witk-am

imteFest-and-miA4ve-sue1a.r-te-tkat-wia441.-the-advewse-pawty-has-4a-tke

aeti4B-111-wh°11-4140-testAmaTIV-&s-oSeeFedfl Subject to the same limitations

and objections as though the declarant were testifying in persona testimony
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given under oath or affirmation as a witness in another action or proceed-

ing conducted bit or under the supervision of a court or other official

agency having the power to determine controversies or testimony taken by

deposition taken in compliance with law in such an action or proceeding,

but only if the ludge finds that the declarant is unavailable as a witness

at the hearing and that:

03.) Such testimony is offered against a party who offered it in

evidence on his own behalf in the other action or proceeding or against

the successor in interest of such party; or

(b) In a civil action or proceeding, the issue is such that the

adverseyary in the other action or proceeding had the right and

opportunity for cross-examination with an interest and motive similar to

that which the adverse karty has in the action or roceeding in which the

testimony is offered; or

(c) In a crimillio action or proceeding, the_present defendant

was a party to the other action or proceeding and had the right and

opportunity for cross-twnination with an interest and motive similar

to that which he has in the action or proceeding in which the testimony

is offered except that the testimony given at a preliminary hearing in

the other action or proceeding is not admissible.

(4) Sub,ject to Rule 65A, a statement:

(a) Which the judge finds was made while the declarant was per-

ceiving the event or condition which the statement narrates, describes

or explains; (7) or

(b) Which the judge finds (wae-marde-while-the-deelaraa%-was

-5-
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asleT-the-etress-ef-a-affveus-exei*emest-eausea-by-eaels-perseptieny-er]

(t) purports to state ghat the declarant perceived relating to an

event or condition which the statement narrates, describes or explains

and Ciibms made spontaneously while the declarant was under the stress

of a nervous excitement caused by such perception.

[(e4--4f-the-eleelatast-is-mava4laele-as-a-w44mesel-a-s4a*emem*

marvatiagy-deserOdng-er-explataimg-a.-event-er-eenAttien-wkiek-the-dadge

finele-was-made-W-4ke-ileelarant-a4-a-time-whea-the-matter-kai-Imea

reeently-pereelved-ey-kim-ani-wkkle-kis-reeelleetisa-was-eleary-and-was

made-In-geed-Faith-prier-be-tke-eemmeseemem4-ef-the-aettaat]

(5) Subject to Rule 65A, a statement by a [pereen-Rmayallable

as-a-wt*mese-beemuse-of-kie-dea*k] decedent if the judge finds that it

was made upon the personal knowledge of the declarant, under a sense

of impending death, voluntarily and in good faith and biktle-the

iee4.aam*-wes-eense4etts-of-kie-4mpeadtag-4eatk-amd-lieliewed] in the

belief that there was no hope of his recovery. [1]

(6) ( Ili- a- er4.mtnal-pre ee e lit mg- as- against,- the- ae ette -a -pr eviette

st=atement-by-hamrelat*ve-te-tke-errease-shaFge1-#ty-a841-elay-&e7-the

teeige-finets-tkat-the-aeeaseil-wkeaq-making-tke-statemsat-was-seaseteus-aael

was-eapable-er-IdElfileireteLleililig-what-he-eaid-ae4-4.4gdy-aed-that-he-ves-Het

indl:leed-te-larehe-the-etatement4a4-witeler-seapaskea-ev-hy-Innist&SM-911

threats-ar-inflietan-er-sulSering-upsia-kkia-op-anatkepy-er-by-pPoleaged

laterregatien-Tameler-susk-s-irewmotanees-as-te-peadezP-tka-statement-lawal-

tustaryi-or4b4-by-tkaleata-er-preskisee-eameeratag-aetOna-te-Ise-4e.ken-era

L
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pvblie-effteialwatia-weferesee-40-the-ellme7-14.kely-te-sause-414-e-aseused.-

*s-Bake-suek-a-statemest-Calsely7-asd-made-by-a-pel,seR-wkes-tke-assliseel-

veassmably-belteveg-tA-kave-4ke-pever-or-autkerity-te-etceeute-the-samei)

Subject to Rule 65At in a criminal action or proceeding, as against the

defendant, a previous statement by_him relative to the offense charged,

unless the judge finds pursuant to the procedures set forth in Rule 8

that the statement was made:

(a) Under circumstances likely to cause the defenant to make a

false statement; or

(b) Under such circumstances that it is inadmissible under the

Constitution of the United States or the Constitution of this State.

(7) Subject to Rule 65A and except as provided in paragraph (6)

of this rule, as against himself, a statement by a person who is a party

to the action or proceeding in his individual or [a] representative

capacity. [as4-if-the-latter7-irks-was-aetsg-4K-stiek-treptesestative

sapaelAy-ia-mak4mg-the-stateaest*)

(8) Subject to Rule 65A, as against a party, a statement:

(a) By a person authorized by the party to make a statement or

statements for him concerning the subject matter of the statement; [ , ]

or

(b) Of which the party with knowledge of the content thereof

has, by words or other conduct, manifested his adoptiOn or his belief

in its truth. [ * ]

-7-
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(9) As against a party, a statement which would be admissible

if made by the declarant at the hearing if:

(a) The statement concerned a matter within the scope of an

agency or employment of the declarant for the party and was made before

the termination of such relationship; [ 7 ] or

(b) [ ke-party-neel-the-doelarast-were-partteipating-in-a-plan

to-eammit-a-ertne-or-a-eivil-vrong-an&-tke-statement-was-reievant-te-the

plan-or-its-smbheet-natter-and-was-nade-wkiIe-the-plam-was-in-emistenee

and-bedtme-its-eomplete-eneention-or-other-terninationy] The statement

is that of a co-cons1irator of the party and (i) the statement was made

prior to the termination of the conspiracy and in furtherance of the

common object thereof and (ii) the statement is offered after proof by

independent evidence of the existence of the conspiracy and that the

declarant and the arty were both parties to the conspiracy at the time

the statement was made; or

(c) In a civil action or proceeding, one of the issues between

the party and the proponent of the evidence of the statement is a legal

liability of the declarant, and the statement tends to establish that

liability. ( * 1

(10) [Guladeet-to-the-1initatiene-ot-exoeptiea4647] Subject

to Rule 65A, if the declarant is not a party to the action or proceeding

and is unavailable as a witness, and if the judge finds that the

declarant had sufficient knowledge of the subject, a statement which the

judge finds was at the time of the [assertien] statement so far

contrary to the declarant's pecuniary or proprietary interest or so far

-8-
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C

subjected him to civil or criminal liability or so far rendered invalid a

claim by him against another or created such risk of making him an object

of hatred, ridicule or social disapproval in the community that a

reasonable man in his position would not have made the statement unless

he believed it to be true. ( * ]

(4.14--A-45atemes43-W-a-refer-easeern4Eg-his-Tasairiea4iens-te

vets-ets-the-fae*-ef-esakeri4-ef-kis-vet.eti

(12) Subject to Rule 65A1 unless the judge finds it was made in

bad faith, a statement of the declarant's:

(a) Then existing state of mind, emotion or physical sensation,

including statements of intent, plan) motive, design, mental feeling,

pain and bodily health, but not including memory or belief to prove the

fact remembered or believed, when such a mental or physical condition is

in issue or is relevant to prove or explain acts or conduct of the

declarant. f 7 -ow ]

(b) Previous symptoms, pain or physical sensation, made to a

physician consulted for treatment or for diagnosis with a view to

treatment, and relevant to an issue of declarant's bodily condition. ( *

(13) Pdri4ings-efFereli-as-memetanda-er-reeerds-ef-aetsy-eesEli-

tteas-er-eveats-.4e-preve-tke-fae*s-sta*ed-tkereta/-if-*ke-huAge-fInds-tha4

they=vere-maae-ta-the-regalar-esurse-ef-a-biaaAaess-a4-sw-abaut-the-tme

et-tke-asty-sesittieR-er-evest-reeerdedy-aaa-tka*-tke-saufees-ef-lagorma-

*Aea-grom,v1=Aek-maae-aad-Mae-me*Itea-and-eieemms4aaees-ee-thetr-preparaties

-9-
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C

were-strap-as-4se-inglieate-%ketr-%restwer*kinessi A writing offered as a

record of an act, condition or event if the custodian or other qualified

witness testifies to its identity and the mode of its preparation and

if the judge finds that it was made in the regular course of a business,

at or near the time of the act, condition or event, and that the sources

of information, method and time of preparation were such as to indicate

its trustworthiness. As used in this paragraph, "a business" includes

every kind of business, profession, occupatioill calling or operation of

institutions, whether carried on for profit or not.

(14) Evidence of the absence (ef-a-memereednwer-reeerd) from the

[Reeerenda-er-] records of a business (as defined in paragraph (13) of

this rule) of a record of an asserted act, event or condition, to prove

the non-occurrence of the act or event, or the non-existence of the

condition, if the judge finds that:

121 It was the regular course of that business to make [seek

memeranda4 records of all such acts, events or conditions at the time

thereof or within a reasonable time thereafter, and to preserve them; and

1112 The records of that business were prepared from such

sources of information and by such methods as to indicate their trustworth-

iness.

(15) Subject to Rule 64.4 statements of fact contained in a

written report [-s-ow-fIndings-ef-faed made by a public [effielaa]

officer or employee of the United States or by a public officer or

employee of a state or territory of the United States, if the judge finds

-10-
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that the making thereof was within the scope of the duty of such

[effiele] officer or employee and that it was his duty to:

(a) [4e] Perform the act reported; [ 7 or

(b) [te] Observe the act, condition or event reported; [ 7 ] or

(c) (tel Investigate the facts concerning the act, condition or

event. [and-te-make-Ciedinge-en-iraw-eonelastems-based-em-stkek-Olvestige-_

ttenst]

(16) Subject to Rule 64, writings made by persons other than

public officers or employees as a record, report or finding of fact, if

the judge finds that:

(a) The maker was authorized by a statute of the United. States

or of a state or territory of the United States to perform, to the

exclusion of persons not so authorized, the functions reflected in the

writing, and was required by statute to file in a designated public

office a written report of specified matters relating to the performance

of such functions; [ 7 ] and

(b) The writing was made and filed as so required by the

statute. [t]

(17) Subject to rule 64: [ 7 ]

(a) If meeting the requirements of authentication under Rule

68, to prove the content of the record, a writing purporting to be a

copy of an official record or of an entry therein. [ 7 ]

(b) If meeting the requirements of authentication under Rule

69 to prove the absence of a record in a specified office, a writing made by

-11-
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C

the official custodian of the official records of the office, reciting

diligent search and failure to find such record. *

(18) Subject to Rule 64, [ter4Aftea*es] a certificate that the

maker thereof performed a marriage ceremony, to prove the truth of the

recitals thereof, if the judge finds that:

(a) The maker of the certificate was, at the time and ;lade

certified as the time and place of the marriage [was] authorized by

law to perform marriage ceremonies; 7 ] and

(b) The certificate was issued at that time or within a reasonable

time thereafter. [ * ]

(19) Subject to Rule 643 the official record of a document

purporting to establish or affect an interest in property, to prove the

content of the original recorded document and its execution and delivery

by each person by whom it purports to have been executed, if the judge

finds that:

(a) The record is in fact a record of an office of a state

or nation or of any governmental subdivision thereof; [ 7 ] and

(b) An applicable statute authorized such a document to be

recorded in that office. [ 7 ]

(20) Subject to Rule 64, evidence of a final judgment adjudging

a person guilty of a felony, to proves against such person any fact

essential to sustain the judgment. [ * ]

-12-
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(21) To prove the wrong of the adverse party and the amount of

damages sustained by the judgment creditor, evidence of a final judgment

if:

j Offered by a judgment debtor in an action or proceeding

in which he seeks to recover partial or total indemnity or exoneration

for money paid or liability incurred by him because of the judgment; and

[ 7-previded ]

j The judge finds that the judgment was rendered for damages

sustained by the judgment creditor as a result of the wrong of the

adverse party to the present action or proceeding. [ t ]

(22) TO prove any fact which was essential to the judgment,

evidence of a final judgment determining the interest or lack of interest

of the public or of a state or nation or governmental subdivision thereof

in land, if offered by a party in an action or proceedin4 in which any

such fact or such interest or lack of interest is a material matter. [ f ]

(23) Subject to Rule 65I a statement of a matter concerning a

declarant's own birth, marriage, divorce, legitimacy, relationship by

blood or marriage, race -ancestry or other similar fact of his family

history, even though the declarant had no means of acquiring personal

knowledge of the matter declared, if the judge finds that the declarant

is unavailable as a witness. [-t-]

(24) Subject to Rule 65A, a statement concerning the birth,

marriage, divorce, death, legitimacy, race -ancestry, relationship by

blood or marriage or other similar fact of the family history of a person

-13-
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other than the declarant if the judge finds that the declarant is

unavailable as a witness and finds that:

(a) [fps -fiat.] The declarant was related to the other by

blood or marriage; or

Wals-tket-he) The declarant vas otherwise so intimately

associated with the other's family as to be likely to have accurate

information concerning the matter declared 7 1 and made the statement

1.1 as upon information received from the other or from a person related

by blood or marriage to the other [ 7 ] or (ii) as upon repute in the

other's funi1y. [ 7-aea-034-flads-tkat-Cse-aeelarant-te-uaavatialitle

as-a-wi%mesefi

(25) [A-statemeals-ef-a-deeiaraat-mat-a-etatemeet-ateissibie

wade'-emeeptieas4234-er-(244-ef-this-rule-vas-made-by-aeetker-deelaraa*T

effered-as-tea.iRg-%e-pweve-tke-trutk-efAbe-matter-deelared-by-beth

geelarantsy-EV-the-dutige-fitimis-tha*-beth-deslaralatis-are-weavailable-ae

vttaessesil

(26) Evidence of reputation among members of a family, if:

.112. The reputation concerns the birth, marriage, divorce, death,

legitimacy, race -ancestry or other fact of the family history of a member

of the fpmlly by blood or marriage; and

(b) The evidence consists of (i) a witness testifying to his

knowledge of such reputation or (ii) entries in family bibles or other

family books or charts, engravings on rings, family portraits, engravings

on urns, crypts and tombstones and similar evidence.
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(27) Evidence of reputation in a community as tending to prove

the truth of the matter reputed, if [4a4-] the reputation concerns:

j Boundaries of, or customs affecting, land in the community

[ / ] and the judge finds that the reputation, if any, arose before

controversy. (7 -ear]

(b) [44e-trepidatielt-eefteerns] An event of general history of

the community or of the state or nation of which the community is a part

[ and the judge finds that the event was of importance to the

community. [7-er]

(c) [eke-reputatten-esseerne] The date or fact of birth, marriage,

divorce [ s ] or death[7140Urgagy7-welaUstash4p-by-bleed-sw-mantage7

4;)-riage.anaeatry] of a person resident in the community at the time of

the reputation. [7-er-seme-other-eimilar,-fae4-ef-lats-famday-histevy-er

ef-kAs-pereenal-statlis-er,-eemi4ttem-irktek-tke-adge-ftsele-likeiy-40-kave

beeR-tke-subdeei-e`-a-wettable-repta44en-IR-4hat-eammunityt]

(28) If a person's character or a trait of a person's character

at a specified time is material, evidence of his general reputation with

reference thereto at a relevant time in the community in which he then

resided or in a group with which he then habitnplly associated, to prove

the truth of the matter reputed. [ P ]

(29) Subject to Rule 64, evidence of a statement relevant to a

material matter, contained in:

_cal A deed of conveyance or a will or other (else at] writing

purporting to affect an interest in property, offered as tending to prove

-15-
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the truth of the matter stated, if the judge finds that the matter

stated would be relevant upon an issue as to an interest in the

property [ 7 ] and that the dealings with the property since the state-

ment was made have not been inconsistent with the truth of the state-

ment. [ * )

(b) A writing more than 30 years old. when the statement has been

since generally acted upon as true 19y persons having an interest in the

matter, if the writer could have been properly allowed to make such

statement as a witness.

(30) Evidence of statements of matters of interest to persons

engaged in an occupation contained in a list, register, periodical E 7 ]

or other published compilation to prove the truth of any relevant matter

so stated if the judge finds that the compilation is published for use

by persons engaged in that occupation and is generally used and relied

upon by them. [ f ]

(31) A published treatise, periodical or pamphlet on a subject

of history, science or art to prove the truth of a matter stated therein

if the judge takes judicial notice, or a witness expert in the subject

testifies, that the treatise, periodical or pamphlet is a reliable

authority on the subject.
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(34(L)) 10/22/59

Note: This is Utalform Rule 64 as revised by the Commission. Changes

in the Uniform Rule (other th4a the -mere shifting' of language from one
part of the rule to another) are shown by underlined material for new
material and by bracketed and strike out material for deleted material.

RULE 64. DISCRETION OF JUDGE UNDER CERTAIN EXCEPTIONS TO HEARSAY

RULE TO Exam EVIDENCE.

Any writing admissible under exception Es] (15), (10, (17), (18),

(and] (19), (20) or (29) of Rule 63 shtir be received only if We party

offering such writing has delivered a copy of it4 or so much thereof as

may relate to the controversy, to each adverse party a reasonable time

before trial unless the judge finds that such adverse party has not been

unfairly surprised by the failure to deliver such copy. Nothing in

this section is intended to affect or limit the provisions of Sections

2016 to 2035, inclusive, of the Code of Civil Procedure, relating to

depositions and discovery.
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Note: This is Uniform Rule 65 as revised by the Commission. Changes
in the Uniform Rule (other than the mere shifting of language from one
part of the rule to another) are shown by underlined material for new
material and by bracketed and strike out materiel for deleted material.

RULE 65. CREDIBILITY OF DECLARANT.

Evidence of a statement or other conduct by a declarant

inconsistent with a statement of such declarant received in evidence

under an exception to Rule 63 1 7 ] is admissible for the purpose of

discrediting the declarant, though he had no opportunity to deny or

explain such inconsistent statement or other conduct. Any other evidence

tending to impair or support the credibility of the declarant is

admissible if it would have been admissible had the declarant been a

witness.
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Note; This is a new rule proposed by the Law Revision Commission.

RULE 65A. QUALIFICATION OF DECLARANT. (NRW)

Any statement otherwise admissible under paragraph (4), (5), (6),

(7), (0, (10), (12), (23) or (24) of Rule 63 is inAdmissible if the

judge finds that at the time of making the statement the declarant did

not possess the capacities requisite to qualify as a witness under Rule 17.

The burden of establishing that a statement is inadmissible because of

the provisions of this section is upon the person objecting to the

admission of the evidence.

-19-
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Note: This is Uniform Rule 66 as revised by the Commission. Changes
in the Uniform Rule (other than the mere shifting of language from one
part of the rule to another) are shown by underlined material for new
material and by bracketed and strike out material for deleted material.

RULE 66. Numnits masa.

A statement within the scope of an exception to Rule 63 (shall)

is not (be] inadmissible on the ground that it includes a statement made

by another declarant and is offered to prove the truth of the included

statement if such included statement itself meets the requirements of

an exception.

-20-
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(34(L)) APPENDI4 B

ACTION TAKEN

on

Uniform Rules of Evidence -- Hearsay Evidence Division

This summary indicates the action taken

on the Uniform Rules of Evidence (Hearsay

Evidence Division) by (1) the California

Law Revision Commission and (2) the State

Bar Committee to Consider the Uniform

Rules of Evidence.

November 1, 1959
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10/20/59

RULE 62 DEFINITIONS

Commission: The Commission has not finally approved
paragraphs (3) and (4) of the revised rule.

The Commission considered deletion of sub-
paragraph CO of the first paragraph of
paragraph (6) of the revised rule but deferred
final decision pending receipt of a report
from our research consultant. This report,
entitled "Whether Rules Which Disqualify
Certain Persons as Witnesses Also Disqualify
Hearsay Declarants" (Sept. 29, 1958), was
distributed at the last meeting. Our
consultant does not recommend the deletion
of paragraph (6)) of the revised rule;
he does recommend some changes in Rule 63
because of the provisions of revised rule
62(6) (first paragraph) (b) and in substance
recommends the new rule 65A.

The Commission has not considered the transfer
of the definition of "a business" from
Uniform Rule 62 to exception (13) of revised
rule 63 (to which this definition applies).

Bar Committee: The State Bar Committee has not finally
approved the final form of the revised rule
and has not considered the transfer of the
definition of "a business" from Uniform
Rule 62 to exception (13) of revised rule 63
(to which this definition applies).

ACTION BY
STATE BAR
COMICETTEE

AND BY
COMMISSION
REQUIRED

Note: The staff made a number of changes in the form of this
rule. The definitions are arranged in alphabetical
order and the entire rule is put in tabulated form to
improve readability. The sections to which the definitions
apply have been clearly specified in the revised rule.
The definition of "a business" has been transferred from
Rule 62 to exception (13) of revised rule 63.
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RULE 63 HEARSAY EVIDENCE EXCLUDED -- EXCEPTIONS

The General Rule

Commission: Approved without change.

Bar Committee: Approved without change.

Paragraph (1) - Previous Statements of Witnesses at Bearing.

Commission: Al]. members present (three) voted in favor ACTION BY
of revised rule. The Commission has not, COMMISSION
however, approved the revised rule. REQUIRED

Bar Committee: Approved as revised (in substance).

Note: The Commission staff has made a revision in form of
subparagraph (c) of revised rule 63(1). Same changes
in form of rule have been made by the staff.

Paragraph (2) - Affidavits; DeRositions and Prior Testimony in Same Proceeding.

Commission: Approved as revised.

Bar Committee: Approved as revised.

Note: The Commission staff has inserted "or proceeding" after
"action" in two places.

Paragraph (3) - Depositions and Prior Testimony in Another Proceeding.

Commission: Approved as revised.

Bar Committee: Approved as revised.

Note: The Commission staff has substituted "action or proceeding"
for "proceeding" in this rule and has improved the form of
the revised rule.

Paragraph (14) - Spontaneous Statements.

Commission: Approved as revised (but see note below).

Bar Committee: Approved as revised (but see note below)
EXUErx Bar Committee would insert prior to
N7iTaemeht" in the introductory clause

-2-

BAR COMMITTEE
AND COMMISSION
NOT IN AGREE-
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the words "if the declarant is unavailable NENT; ACTIOU BY
as a witness or testifies that he does not BOTH BAR
recall the event or condition involved." COMMITTEE: A=

COMMISSION
DI.,1

Note: Neither the Bar nor the Commission has approved the
insertion of the words "Subject to Rule 65A."

The Commission does not agree with the Bar on the
insertion of the words indicated under the prior action
of the Bar Committee.

The Commission staff has improved the form of the rule.

Paragraph (5) - Dying Declarations.

Commission: Approved as revised (but see note below). ACTION BY
BAR COMMITTEE

Bar Committee: Approved as revised (but see note below). AND COMMISSION
REQUISED

Note: Neither the Bar nor the Commission has approved the
insertion of the words "Subject to Rule 65A."

Paragraph (6) - Confessions and Other Admissions in Criminal Proceedings.

Commission: Approved as revised (but see note below). ACTION BY
BAR COMMITTEE

Bar Committee: Has not acted on revised rule. MID COMMISSION

REWIRED
Note: Neither the Bar nor the Commission has approved the

insertion of the words "Subject to Rule 65A."

The Bar Committee has not considered this revised rule.

"Action or proceeding" has been substituted for "proceeding"
and "defendant" has been substituted for "accused" and
the form of the rule has otherwise been improved.

Paragraph (7) - Admissions by Parties in Civil Proceedings.

Commission: Approved as revised (but see note below). ACTION BY
BAR COMMITTEE

Bar Committee: Approved as revised (but see note below). AND COMMISSION
REQUIRED

Note: Neither the Bar nor the Commission has approved the
insertion of the words "Subject to Rule 65A."

The staff has made changes to improve the form of the rule.

-3-
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Paragraph (8) - Authorized and Adoptive Admissions.

Commission: Approved as revised (but see note below).

Bar Committee: Approved as revised (but see note below).

Note: Neither the Bar nor the Commission has approved the
insertion of the words "Subject to Rule 65A."

Par (9) - Vicarious Admissions.

Commission: Approved as revised.

Bar Committee: Approved as revised.

Note: The words "or proceeding" have been inserted after the
word "action."

Paragraph (10) - Declarations Against Interest.

Commission: Approved as revised (but see note below).

Bar Committee: Approved as revised but Northern Section not
sufficiently represented to consider action
taken as final action of State Bar Committee
(but see note below).

Note: Neither the Bar nor the Commission has approved the
insertion of the words "Subject to Rule 65A."

The words "or proceeding" have been inserted after the
word "action."

Paragraph (11) - Voter's Statements.

Commission: Disapproved.

Bar Committee: Disapproved.

ACTION BY
BAR COMMITxsa
AND COMMISSION
REQUIRED

ACTION BY
BAR COMITIER
AND comassloNReal

Paragraph (12) - Statements of Physical or Mental Condition of Declarant.

Commission: Approved (but see note below).

Bar Committee: Approved; then determined to reconsider insofar
as precludes declarations relating to declarant's
donative intent at a prior time (cf. William
v. Kidd, 170 Ca/. 631). Referred to Messrs. Baker,

ACTION BY
BAR COMITIE1
AND COtiMIS-

SION REQUIREI
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Kaus, Kadison and Selvin for further study
and report. (see note below)

Note: Neither the Bar nor the Commission has approved the
insertion of the words "Subject to Rule 65A."

Paragrsph (13) - Business Entries and the Like.

Commission: Approved as revised (but see note below). ACTION BY
BAR COMMrPTEE

Bar Committee: Approved as revised (but see note below). AND COMMISSION
REQUIRED

Note: Neither the Bar nor the Commission has approved the
transfer of the definition of "a business" from
Rule 62 to Rule 63(13).

Paragraph (14) - Absence of Entry in Business Records.

Commission: Approved as revised (but see note below). ACTION BY
BAR COMMITTEE

Bar Committee: Approved as revised (but see note below). AND COMMISSION
REQUIRED

Note: Note that the definition of "a business" is specifically
incorporated by reference in the revised rule - this
has not been approved by either the Bar Committee or
the Commission. The section has been tabulated to
improve readability.

Paragraph (10 - Reports of Public Officers and EMployees.

Commission: Approved as revised.

Bar Committee: Has not considered revised rule.
ACTION BY
BAR COMIIITTRE
REQUIRED

Paragrayh (16) - Filed Reports) Made by Persons &elusively Authorized.

Commission: Approved as revised. ACTION BY
BAR COMMITTEE

Bar Committee: Has not considered revised rule. REQUIRED

Paragraph (17) - Content of Official Record.
ACTION BY

Commission: Approved (but see note below). BAR commaTEE
AM]) COMMISSION

Bar Committee: Approved (but see note below). REQUIRED

-5-
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Note: The words "if meeting the requirements of authentication
under Rule 69" have been inserted - this has not been
approved by the Bar or Commission.

Paragraph (16) - Certificate of Marriage.

Commission:

Bar Committee:

Approved as revised.

Approved as revised.

Paragraph (12) - Records of Documents Affecting an Interest in Property.

Commission:

Bar Committee:

Approved.

Approved.

Paragraph (20) - Judgment of Previous Conviction.

Commission: Approved as revised.

Bar Committee: Disapproved. State Bar Committee suggests
that if Commission does recommend paragraph (20),
it should be revised to make it clear that a
judgment admitted thereimilwr is not conclusive
but merely evidence. It was suggested that this
might be done by inserting "as tending" before
"to prove."

Paragraph (21) - Judgment Against Persons Entitled to Indemnity.

Commission: Approved.

Bar Committee: Disapproved in present form; Messrs. Hayes
and Patton to redraft for Committee's
further consideration.

Note: The words "or proceeding" have been inserted after the
word "action."

BAR
COMMITTEE
AND
COMMISSION
DISAGREE

BAR COMMITTEE
AND COMMISSION
DISAGREE

Paragraph (22) - Judgment Determining Public Interest in Land.

Commission: Approved.

Bar Committee: Approved.

Note: The words "or proceeding" have been inserted after the word

-6-
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Paragraph (23) - Statement Concerning One's Own Family History.

Commission: Approved (but see note below). ACTIOU BY
BAR COMMTMEE

Bar Committee: Approved (but see note below). RID COMMISSION
REQUIRED

Note: The words "as a witness" have been inserted at the end
of this paragraph to conform to the definition in
Rule 62 and to the following paragraphs of Rule 63.
This insertion has not been approved by either the
Commission or the Bar Committee. Neither has the
insertion of the words "Subject to Rule 65A" been approved.

Paragraph (24) - Statement Concerning Family History of Another.

Commission: Approved as revised (but see note below). ACTION BY
BAR COMMITTEE

Bar Committee: Approved as revised (but see note below). AND COMMISSION

RERDIRED
Note: Neither the Bar Committee nor the Commission has

approved the insertion of the words "Subject to Rule 65A."

Paragraph (25) - Statement Concerning Family History Based on Statement
of Another Declarant.

Commission: Disapproved.

Bar Committee: Disapproved.

Paragraph 126) - Reputation in Family Concerning Family History.

Commission: Approved as revised.

Bar Committee: Approved as revised.

Note: The Commission staff has improved the form of the revised rule.

Paragraph (27) - Reputation -- Boundaries, General History, Family History.

Commission: Approved as revised.

Bar Committee: Approved as revised.

Note: The Commission staff has improved the form of the revised rule.

-7-
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Parwaph (28) - Reputation as to Character.

Commission: Approved as revised.

Bar Committee: Approved as revised.

Paragraph (29) - Recitals in Writings.

Commission: Approved as revised.

Bar Committee: Approved as revised.

Paragra0 (30) - Conmercial Lists and the Like.

Commission: Approved.

Bar Committee: Disapproved as proposed; referred to Messrs.
Hayes, Hoberg, Kaus and Selvin for further
study and report to consider, among other
things, Whether paragraph (30) should be made
subject to Rule 64.

Paragirlph (31) - Learned. Treatises.

Commission: No action taken.

Bar Committee: Disapproved as proposed; referred to Messrs.
Hayes, Hoberg, Haus and Selvin for further
study and report to consider, among other
things, whether paragraph (31) should be
made subject to Rule 64.

-8-
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RULE 64 DISCRETION OF JUDGE UNDER CERTAIN EXCEPTIONS
TO HEARSAY RULE TO EXCLUDE EVIDENCE

Commission: Approved in principle only. ACTION BY
COMMISSION AND

Bar Committee: No action taken on revised rule. BAR comerxzx
REQUIRED

RULE 65 CREDIBILITY OF DECLARANT

Commission: Approved as revised.

Bar Committee: No final action taken; referred to Messrs ACTION BY
Baker and Patton to consider whether rule BAR COMMITTEE
should be modified as proposed in Patton REQUIRED
memorandum on paragraph (10) of Rule 63,
dated June 25, 1958.

RULE 65A QUALIFICATION OF DECLARANT [New Rule]

Commission: No action taken (see note below). ACTION BY
COMMISSION AND

Bar Committee: No action taken (see note below). BAR CCHMITTEE
REQUIRED

Note: This is a new rule. It is referred to in paragraphs
(4), (5), (6), (7), (B), (10), (12), (23) and (24)
of Rule 63, as revised.

RULE 66 MULTIPLE HEARSAY

Commission: Approved. ACTION BY
COMMISSION AND

Bar Committee: Approved. BAR COMMITTEE

REWIRED
Note: The Commission staff has improved the form of

this rule.
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November .13, 1958

SUMMARY OF ACTION TAKEN BY THE

CALIFORNIA LAW REVISION CCMMISSION

AND THE STATE EAR COMMITTEE TO

CONSIDER THE UNIFORM RULES OF

EVIDENCE,

C
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Rule 8

1. As proposed:

Inquir-, by Judge. When the quali-
fication of a person to be a witness, or the admiss-
ibility of evidence, or the existence of a privilege
is stated in these rules to be subject to a condition,
and the fulfillment of the condition is in issue, the
issue is to be determined by the judge, and he shall
indicate to the parties which one has the burden of
producing evidence and the burden of proof on such
issue as implied by the rule under which the question
arises. The ,11.4iga nay hear and determine such matters
out of the presence or hearing of the jury, except that
on the admissibility of a confession the judge, if re-
quested, shall hear and determine the question out of
the presence and hearing of the jury. But this rule
shall not be construed to limit the right of a party
to introduce before the jury evidence relevant to
weight or credibility.

2. Action of Commission:

Not yet considered.

3. Action of Northern Section:

Has not yet considered Rule itself but approved
Professor Chadhourn's proposal to add following at
end of Rule: "In the determination of the issue
aforesaid, exclusionary rules shall not apply,
subject, however, to Rule 45 and any valid claim
of privilege."

Action of Southern Section:

Not yet considered.
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1. As

Rule 19

proposed:

Revised
July 28, 1958

Prerequisites of Knowledge and Exterience.
As a prerequisite for the testimony of a witness
on a relevant or material matter, there must
be evidence that he has personal knowledge there-
of, or experience, training or education if such
be required. Such evidence may be by the testi-
mony of the witness himself. The judge may
reject the testimony of a witness that he
perceived a matter if he finds that no trier
of fact could reasonably believe that the
witness did perceive the matter. The judge
may receive conditionally the testimony of
the witness as to a relevant or material matter,
subject to the e7idence of knowledge, experience,
training or education being later supplied in
the course of the trial.

2. Original Action of Commission:

Has not considered Rule as proposed. In connection
with consideration of opening Paragraph of Rule 63,
proposed to add following paragraph to Rule 19:

As a prerequisite for evidence of the conduct
of a person reflecting his belief concerning a
material or relevant matter tut not constituting
a statement as defined in 52(1), there must be
evidence that the person had at the time of his
conduct personal knowledge of such material or
relevant matter or exnerience, training or edu-
cation, if such be required.

3. Action of State Bar Committee:

Did not consider Rule itself. Disapproved amend-
ment proposed by Commission.

4. Action of Northern Section:

Approved first two sentences of Rule as proposed.
Disapproved last two sentences.

5. Action of Southern Section:

Considered Rule as proposed preliminarily and
referred to Messrs. Patton and Selvin for redraft.
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Rule 19 (cont.)

6. Action of Commission 7/19158:

Withdrew proposed amendment of Rule 19.

r

Revised
July 28, 1958
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C Rule 20

1. As proposed:

See "Action of Commission."

2. Action of Cormissi.on:

Approved as proposed with modification as shown:

7vidence GenerallY Affectin7 Credibility.
gAdabeteWIE,te4pAlea:gl-am4-22 Except as otherwise
provided in Rules 21 and 22 or any other of these
Rules, for the purpose cf impairing or, when the
credibility of the witness has been attacked,
supporting the credibility of a witness, an7 party
including the party calling him may examine him
and introduce extrinsic evidence concerrins any
conduct by him and any other matter relevant upon
the issues of credibility.

3. Action Northern Section:

Found rule acceptable in principle except for
inclusion of words "or supporting"; would limit
supporting evidence to cases where credibility
has been attacked. Referred Rule 20 to Mr. Baker
to draft an amendment or a separate rule to cover
admissibility of evidence to support the credi-
bility of a witness.

4. Action Southern Section:

Not yet considered.

C
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Rule 21

1. As proposed:

Limitations on Evidence of Conviction of
Crime as Affecting Credibility. Evidence of
Mg-Conviction f a witness for a crime not
involving dishonestr or false statement shall
be inadmissible for the purpose of impairing
his credibility. If the witness be the accused
in a criminal proceeding, no evidence of his
conviction of a crime shall be admissible for
the sole purpose of impairing his credibility
unless he has first introduced evidence ad-
missible solely for the purpose of supporting
his credibility.

2. Action of Commission:

Discussed but final action not taken.

3. Action Northern Section:

Proposed following as substitute for first
sentence:

Evidence of the conviction of a witness
of a misdemeanor, or of a felony not
involving dishonesty or false statement,
shall be inadmissible for the purpose
of impairing his credibility.

Made several suggestions for changes in second
sentence; referred to Mr. Baker to draft revision.

4. Action Southern Section:

Not yet considered.
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Rule 22

1. As proposed:

Further Limitations on Admissibility of
Evidence Affecting CraIrfaitv. As affeoting
the credibility of a witness la) in examining
the witness as to a statement made by him in
writing inconsistent with any part of his
testimony it shall not be necessary to show
or read to him any part of the writing provided
that if the judge deems it feasible the time
and place of the writing and the name of the
person addressed, if any, shall be indicated
to the witness; (b) extrinsic evidence of prior
contradictory statements, whether oral or
written, made by the witness, may in the
discretion of the judge be excluded unless the
witness was so examined while .testifying as
to give him an opportunity to identify, explain
or deny the statement; (c)evidence of traits
of his'character other than honesty or veracity
or their opposites, shall be inadmissible;'(d)
evidence of specific instances of his conduct
relevant only as tending to prove a trait of his
character, shall be inadmissible.

2. Action of Commission:

Approved.

3. Action Northern Section;

Approved (a) by divided vote.

Concluded subdivision (b) unclear and referred
to Mr. Baker to redraft for clarification.

Approved subdivision (c) with amendment to
insert "reputation for" after "than".

Approved subdivision (d).

4. Action Southern Section:

Not yet considered.
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Rule 45

1. As proposed:

Discretion of Jude Exclude Admissible
Evidence. Except as in terse rules otherwise'
provided, the judge may in his discretion exclude
evidence if he finds that its probative value is
substantially outweighea by the risk that its
admission will (a) necessitate undue consumption
of time, or (b) create substantial danger of undue
prejudice or of confusing the issues or of mislead-
ing the jury, or (c) unfairly and harmfully surprise
a party who has not had reasonable opportunity to
anticinate that such evidence would be offered.

2. Action of Commission:z

Approved insofar as applies to Rules 20 and 22.

3. Action of Northern Section:

Not yet considered.

Action of Southern Section:

Not yet considered.
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Rule 62

I. As proposed;

See "Action of t,41-i;e Ear Coinnac."

Ori3ina1.. Action. of Commission:

Revised
July 15, 1958

9/24/58

Approved subdtrIsf.an (1)

3. Action of State Bar Committee:

a) Approved all but paragraph numbered (6) as
proposed with modifications as shown:

nefinitions. As used in Rule 63 and its ex-
ceptions and in Rules 64, o5 and 66 tke-fellewiRg
pules,

(1) "Statement" means not only an oral or

r- written exnression but also non-verbal conduct of
a person intended by him as a substitute for words
in expressing the matter stated.

(2) "Declarant" is a person who makes a
statement.

C

(3) "Perceive" means acquire knowledge
through ones own senses.

(4) "Public Official" of a state or territory
of the United States includes an official of a
political subdivision of such state or territory
and of a municipality.

(5) "State" includes the District of Columbia.

(6) "k business" as used in exception (13)
shall include every kind of business, profession,
occupation, calling or operation of institutions,
whether carried on for profit or not.

(7) "Unavailable as a witness" includes
situations where the witness is (a) exempted on
the ground of privilege from testifying concerning
the matter to which his statement is relevant,
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Rule 62 (cont.)

Revised
July 15, 1958

9/W58

or (b) disqualified from testifying to the
matter, or (c) dead or unable to be present to
testify 'at the hearing because of 4ea4A-eP then
existing physical or mental illness, or (d) absent
beyond the jurisdiction of the court to compel
appearance by its process, or (e) absent from the
ease -e=' hearing beeauee and the proponent of his
statement does not know aril-7,41th diligence has
been unable to ascertain his whereabouzs.

But a witness is not unavailable (a) if the
judge finds that his exemption, disqualification,
inability or absence is due to procurement or
wrongdoing of the proponent of his statement for
the purpose of preventing the witness from attend-
ing or testifying, or to the culpable .neglect of
such proponent papty, or (b) if unavailability is
claimed under clause (d) of the preceding para-
graph and the judge finds that the deposition of
the declarant could have been taken by the proponent
by the exercise of reasonable diligence and without
undue hardship, or exnenseT-aRigi-that-tke-ppebable
iRpertahee-e;-tile-teetstesy-i-e-eek-ae-te-jiaetit.:!x
tke-expeRee-eg-tak4rig-eRek-4epee-it.leR.

b) Decided that the paragraph of Rule 62 numbered (6)
should be approved subject to such revision as may
be necessary to conform it to final action taken
on subdivisions (13) and (14) of Rule o3.

4. Action of Commission (9/6/58):

a) Approved as modified by State Bar Committee, with further

proposed modification of Subdivision (7) as shown:

(7) "Unavailable as a witness" includes situations
where the witness is (a) exempted on the ground of

privilege from testifying concerning the matter to

which his statement is relevant, or (b) disqualified

from testifying to the matter) or (c) dead or unable

te.lge present to testify at the hearing because of

rhea -existing physical or mental illness) or (d)

absent beyond the jurisdiction of the court to compel

C
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Rule 62 (cont.) Revised 9/24/58

C
appearance by its process, or (e) absent from
the 'nearing and the proponent of his statement
does not know and with diligence has been unable
to ascertain his whereabouts.

But a witness is not unavailable (a) if the
judge finds that his exemption, disqualification,
inability or absence is due to procurement or
wrongdoing of the proponent of his statement for
the purpose of preventing the witness from attend-
ing or testifying, or to the culpable act or
neglect of such proponent, or (b) if unavailability
is claimed under clause (d) of the preceding para-
graph and the judge finds that the deposition of
the declarant could have been taken by the proponent
by the exercise of reasonable diligence and without
undue hardship, or expense.

b) Considered deletion of Subdivision (4) but deferred final
decision pending receipt of staff report. (See Minutes
9/6/58)

c) Considered modification of Subdivision (5) but deferred
final decision pending receipt of staff report. (See

Minutes 9/6/58)

d) Considered deletion of subsection CO of Subdivision 7
but deferred final decision pending receipt of report
from Research Consultant.

e) Agreed with State Bar Committee that final form of Sub-
division (6) will have to be determined after Subdivision
(13) of Rule 63 is put in final form.

N.B. The California Law Revision Commission staff
has ascertained that the definition of "business"
in Subdivision (6) is identical with that in
C.C.P. § 1953e; hence no modification of Sub-
division (6) is necessary.

N.B. The California Law Revision Commission staff proposes that Sub-
division (4) be approved in the following form:

(4) "Public officer or employee of a state or
territory of the United Statedlincludes (1) in this
State, an officer or employee of any county, city,
city and county, district, authority, agency or other
political subdivision of the State and (2) in other

C
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Rule 62 (Cont,) Revised 9/24/58

states and in territories of the United States, an
officer or employee of any substantially equivalent
public entity.

The Staff suggests that Subdivision (5) be approved in the
following form:

(5) "State" includes each of the United States
and the District of Columbia.

It would be difficult to frame a definition which would state
what other areas under the jurisdiction of the United States in
one sense or another should or should not be included. This
should be left to the courts to do in defihing "territory of the
United States" where used in the Rules.
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Revised
July 15, 1958

9/24/58

Rule 63

As proposed:

Hearsay Evidence Excluded--Excentions. Evidence
of a statement "which is made other than by a witness
while testifying at the hearing offered to prove the
truth of the matter stated is hearsay evidence and
inadmissible except:

2. Action of Cormissio:

Approved but in connection therewith recotlimended
follmring addition to Rule 19:

[Same as one set forth on page entitled
"Rule 19")

3. Action of State Bar Coullittee:

Approved.

Note: It was the view of the State Bar Committee that
consideration should be given to the desirability of
stating affirmatively at an appropriate point in the
Rules (possibly in Rule 7) that the following kinds
of evidence are not excluded by Rule 63:

1) Extrajudicial statements not offered to prove
the truth of the matter stated.

2) Non-verbal conduct not intended by the actor
as a substitute for words - i.e., as a
communication.

4. Action of Commission 7/19/58:

Withdrew proposed amendment of Rule 19
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Subdivision (1), Rule 63

Revision
July 28, 1958

1. As proposed:

(I) Previous Statements of Persons Present
and Subject to Cross Examination. A statement
previously made by a person who is present at
the hearing and available for cross examination
with respect to the statement and its subject
matter, provided the statement would be admissible
if made by declarant while testifying as a witness;

2. Original Action of Commission:

Disapproved; proposed substitute, to read:

(1) Previous Statements of Witnesses at the
Hearing. When a person is a witness -at the hearing,
a statement made by him, though not made at the
hearing, is admissible to prove the truth of the
matter stated, provided the statement would have

(- been admissible if made by him while testifying
and Provided further:

(a) The statement is inconsistent with
his testimony at the hearing and is
offered in compliance witn Rule 22, or

(b) The statement is offered following an
attempt to impair his testimony as
being recently fabricated and the state-
ment is one made prior to the alleged
fabrication and is consistent wf.th his
testimony at the hearing, or

(c) The statement concerns a matter as to
which the witness has no present
recollection.

3. Action of State Par Committee:

Approved Commission substitute with modifications
as shown:

(1) Previous Statements of Witnesses at the
-

Hearing. When a person is a witness at the hearing,
raar,kent made by him, though not made at the
hearing, is admissible to prove the truth of the
matter stated, provided the statement would have
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Revised
July 28, 1958

Subdivision (1), Rule 63 (cont.)

been admissible if made by him while testifying
and provided further:

(a) The statement is inconsistent with
his testimony at the hearing and is
offered in compliance with Rule 22, or

(b) The statement is offered following an
attempt to impair his testimony as being
recently fabricated or when his testimony
has been impeached 137 evidence of a prior
inconsistent st7FETent and the statement
is one made prior to the alleged fabri-
cation or prior inconsistent statement
and is consister.t with his testimony at
the hearing, or

(c) The statement concerns a matter as to
which the witness has no present recollec-
tion and is a writinpLwhich (i) was made
by the witness himself or under his direction,
(iii was made at a time when the facts record-
ed in the writina actually occurred or at such
other time when the l'acts recorded in the
writing ware fresh' in the witness's memorv.
and Iiii) is verified by the witness as having
been true anJ correct when made.

4. Action of Commission 7/19/58:

1. Proposed new subsection (b) to read:

(b) The statement is offered after evidence
of a prior inconsistent statement or
supporting a charge of recent fabrication
by the witness has been received and the
statement is one made before the alleged
inconsistent statement or fabrication and
is consistent with his testimony at the
hearing, or

2. Declined to accept view of State Bar Committee on
subsection (c}; held to original action.
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November 13, 1958

5. Joint Meeting in Coronado 10-8-58:

After discussion, a proposal was made that Subdivision
(1) be approved in the following form:

(1) Previous Statements of Witnesses at the
Hearing. WE-gria person.is a witness at the hearing,
a statement made by him, though not made at the hearing,
is admissible to prove the truth of the matter stated,
provided the statement would have been admissible if
made by him while testifying and provided further

(a) the statement is inconsistent with his
testimony at the hearing and is offered
in compliance with Rule 22, or

(b) the statement is offered after evidence
of a prior inconsistent statement or of
a recent fabrication by the witness has
been received and the statement is one
made before the alleged inconsistent
statement or fabrication and is consistent
with his testimony at the hearing, or

(c) the statement concerns a matter as to
which the witness has no present recollec-
tion and is a writing which was made (1)
by the witness himself or under his direc-
tion or (2) by some other person for the
purpose of recording the witness's state-
ment at the time it was made and (3) at
a time when the facts recorded in the
writing actually occurred or at such other
time when the facts recorded in the writ-
ing were fresh in the witness's memory.

The State Bar Committee approved Subdivision (1) in
this form. A motion that the Commission approve
Subdivision (1) was made. Although all members of
the Commission present voted in favor of the motion,
it failed to carry because only three members were
present.

Note by Law Revision Commission Staff: .If the proposal
made at the Coronado meeting is adopted, should Subsection
(c) not read as follows:
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November 13, 1958

(c) the statement concerns a matter as to which the
witness has no present recollection and is a
writing which was made at a time when the facts
recorded in the writing actually occurred or at
such other time when the facts recorded in the
writing were fresh in the witness's memory and
the writing was made (1) by the witness himself
or under his direction or (2) by some other person
for the purpose of recording the witness's statement
at the time it was made.
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Revised
November 13, 1958

Subdivision (2), Rule 63

1. As proposed:

(2) Affidavits. Affidavits to the extent
admissible -7- the statutes of this State;

2. Original Action of Commission:

Proposed following substitute:

(2) To the extent otherwise adlaissible by the law
statutes of this State:

(a) Affidavits.
(b) Depositions taken in the action in which they

are offered.
(c) Testimony given by a witness in a prior trial

or preliminary hearing of the action in which
it is offel-ed.

3. Action of State Bar Committee:

(a) Approved as proposed; disapproved Commission
substitute.

(b) Proposed following new subdivision 2.1:

C2.1) To the extent admissible by the
statutes of this State:

(a) Depositions taken in the action in which
they are offered.

(b) Testimony given by a witness in a prior
trial or preliminary hearing of the action
in which it is offered.

4.. Action of Commission "i19/58:

Declined to accept view of State Bar Committee that
should have separate subsection (2.1); reaffirmed original
action with two modifications:

1. Substituted "under the law" for "by the statutes."

2. Added "taken in the action in which they are
offered" after "depositions."

5. Joint leetinr,, in Coronado 10/8/58:

State Bar Committee concurred in Commission action of 7/19/58.
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July 28, 1958

C

Subdivision (3), Rule 63

1. 111.2.E2292.21:

(3) Priory Subject
to the same limitation's and objections as though
the declarant were testifying in person, (a)
testimony in the form of a deposition taken in
compliance with the law of this state for use as
testimony in the trial ar the action in which
offered, or (b) if the judge finds that the
declarant is unavailable as a witness at the
hearing, testimony given as a witness in another
action or in a deposition taken in compliance
with law for use as to in the trial of
another action, when (i) the testimony is offered
against a party who offered it in his own behalf
on the former occasion, or against the successor
in interest of such party, or (ii) the issue is
such that the adverse party on the former occasion
had the right and opportunity for cross examination
with an interest and motive similar to that which
the adverse party has in the action in which the
testimony is offered;

2. Original Action of Commission:

Proposed f011owing as substitute (part of substance
having been incorporated in Commission substitute
for Subdivision (2):

(3) If the judge finds that the declarant is
unavailable as a witness at the hearing and subject
to the same limitations and objections as though
the declarant were testifying in person, testimony
given as a witness in another action or in a
deposition taken in compliance with law in another
action is admissible in the present action when

(a) The testimony is offered against a
party who offered it in his own behalf
on the former occasion or against the
successor in interest of such party, or

(b) In a civil action, the issue is such
that the adverse party on the former
occasion had the right and opportunity
Tor cross-examination with an interest
and motive similar to that which the
adverse party has in t1- action in which
the testimony is offered, or
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Subdivision (3), tile 63 (cont.) Revised
July 15, 1958

Cc) In a criminal action, the present
defendant was a party to the prior
action and had the right and oppor-
tunity for cross-examination with
an interest and motive similar to
that which he has in the action in
which the testimony is offered;
provided, however, that testimony
given et apneliminery hearing in
the prior action is not admissible,

3. Action of S+*aA-e Bar Comittee:

Approved Commtssion substitute with modifications
as shown:

(3) Depositions and Prior Testimoir, in
Another ProceedinY.

aplae-amei au zlect to the same imitations and
cojections as though the declarant were testi-
fying in person, testimony given unrier oath or
affirmation as a witness in another aetiea
roceedincz conducted by or under the sunervision

o a court or other official agenc7,._agthe
power to cletsrrdine control,ersies or in a depo-
sition taken in compliance law in aAether
aet4eR such a nroceedinv is-admleetiale-in-the
pPeeetat-aet4ea provided the .fudge finds that the
declarant is unavailable as a witness at the
hearing. aria when:

4.a.). 111 The Such testimony is offered against
a party who offered it in e-ridence on
his own behalf es-she-Rermeo-eeeaelten
in the other proceeding or against the
successor in interest of such party, or

4. (ii) In a civil action, the issue is such
that the adverse party eh-the-=srsep
eeeae4eR in the other proceeding had the
right and opportunity or cross-examination
with an interest and motive similar to that
which the adverse party has in the aet4eli
,proceeding in which the testimony is offer-
ed, or

4e4 (iii.) In a criminal aetiea prsceeding the prese%1;
- defendant was a party tertTe pritep-aeteie

other proceeding and had the right and
opportunity for cross-examination with an
interest and motive similar to that which
he has in the aetiesi proceeding in which
the testimony is offered; provided, how-
ever, that the testimony given at a pre-
liminary hearing in the prfter-aet4ea other
proceeding is not admissible.
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November 13, 1958

Subdivision (3), Rule 63 (cont.)

4. Action of Commission 7/19/58:

Approved substitute proposed by State Bar Committee'
except that will designate subpangraphs (a), (b)
and (c) rather than (i), (ii) and (iii).

5. Joint Meeting in Coronado 10-8-5g:

State Bar Committee concurred in Commission action of
7/19/58.
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Subdivision (4), Rule 63

Revised
July 28, 1958

1. As proposed:

See "Action of Commission".

2. Original Action of Commission:

Approved as proposed with modifications as shown:

(4) Contemporaneous Statements and Statements
Admissible on Ground of Necessity Generally. A
statement (a) which the judge finds was made while
the declarant was perceiving the event or condition
which the statement narrates, describes or explains,
or (b) which the judge finds was made while the
declarant was under the stress of a nervous excite-
ment caused by such perception, or (c) if the judge
finds that the declarant is unavailable as a witness,
a statement written or otherwise recorded at the
time the statement was made narrating, describing
or explaining an event or condition which the judge
finds was made by the declarant at a time when the
matter had been recently perceived by him and while
his recollection was clear, and was made in good
faith prior to the commencement of the action;

3. Action of State Bar Committee:

Proposed following as substitute:

(4) Spontaneous Statements. If the declarant
is unavailable' as a witness or testifies that he does
not recall the event or condition involved, a statement
(a) which the judge finds was made spontaneously and
while the declarant was perceiving the event or con-
dition which the statement narrates, describes or
explains, or (b) which the judge finds purports to
state what the declarant perceived relatine to An

event or conaitiOn which tne statement narrates,
describes or explains, and was made spontaneously
while the declarant was under the stress ox a ner-
vous excitement caused by such perception.
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Subdivision (4), Rule 63 (cant.)
Revised
July 28, 1958

9/24/58

4. Action of Commission 7/19/58:

1. Did not accept State Bar Committee proposal to
add "If the declarant is unavailable as a witness
or testifies that he does not recall the event or
condition involVed".to Subdivision (4).

2. Disapproved clause (a) of State Bar,Committee
substitute for Uniform Rules of Evidence Sdb-
divigiaa (4).

3. Accepted clause (b) of State Bar Committee sub-
stitute for Subdivision (4).

4. Concurred with State Bar Committee view that sub-
section (c) of Uniforraftles of Evidence Subdivision
(4) should not be adopted in this State.
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5. Joint Meeting in Coronado 10-8-58.

After discussion the Commission by unanimous vote
reaffirmed its intention, as presently advised, to
recommend that Subdivision (4) be enacted in the
following form:

() Spontaneous Statements. A statement (a)
which the judge finds was made while the declarant
was perceiving the event or condition which the
statement narrates, describes or explains, or (b)
which the judge finds purports to state what the
declarant perceived relating to an event or con-
dition which the statement narrates, describes
or explains, and was made spontaneously while the
declarant was under the stress of a nervous excite-
ment caused by such perception.

The State Bar Committee concurred with the action of
the Commission except that it would insert prior to
"A statement" the words "If the declarant is unavailable
as a witness or testifies that he does not recall the
event or condition involved."
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Subdivision (5): Rule 63

1. As proposed:

See "Action of Commission."

2. Orikinal Action of °omission:

Approved as proposed with modification as shown:

(5) Dying Declarations. A statement by a
person unavailable as a witness because of his
death if the Lude finds that it web made upon
the personal knowledge of the declarant and that
11 was made voluntarily and in good faith and
171lan the declarant was conscious of his impending
death and believed that there was no hope of his
recovery;

3. Action of state Bar Committee:

Approved as modified by Commission with further
modification as shown:

(5) Dying Declarations. A statement by a
decedent pepeek-,almavaIable-as.a-witkess-besause
4 -his -death if the judge finds that it was made
upon the personal knowledge of the declarant,
under a sense of impending death, amd-that-tt-was
made voluntarily and in good faith, and viktle
the-eisslaraftt-was-esassielas-ef-kte-4mpesdikg-death
and-helieved in the belief that there was no hope
of his recovery.

4. Action of Commission 7/19/58:

Approved in form proposed by State Bar Committee.

L
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Subdivision (6) , Rule 63

i. As proposed:

See "Action of State Bar Committee."

2. original. Action of Commission:

Disapproved; substituted amendment of
subdivision (7).

3. Action of State Ear Committee:

Approved as proposed with modification as shown:

(6) Confessions. In a criminal proceeding as
against the accused, a previous statement by him
relative to the offense charged if, and only if,
the judge finds that the accused when making the
statement was conscious and was capable of under. -
standing what he said and did, and that he was not
induced to make the statement (a) under compulsion
or by infliction or threats of infliction of suffer-
ing upon him or another, or by prolonged interrogation
under such circumstances as to render the statement
involuntary, or (b) by threats or promises concerning
action to be taken by a putlic official with refer-
ence to the crime, likely to cause the accused to
make such a statement falsely, and made by a person
whom the accused reasonably believed to have the
power or authority to execute the same or (c) under
such other circumstances that the statement was not
EreelY and voluntarily made;

Note: At its meeting of July 11 and 12 in San Francisco
the State Bar Committee did not discuss specifically
whether the word "reasonably" should be deleted from
clause (b)
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Subdivision (6), Rule 63 (cont.) Revision of 9/24/58

4. Action of Commission 9/6/58:

Proposed following as substitute for Subdivision 6:

(6) Confessions and Other Admissions in Criminal Pro-
ceedings, In a criminal proceeding, as against the accused,
a previous statement by him relative to the offense charged,
unless the judge finds., pursuant to the procedures set forth
in Rule 8, (a) that the statement was made under circumstances
likely to cause the defendant to make a false statement, or
(b) that the statement was made under such circumstances that
it is inadmissible under the Constitution of the United States
or the Constitution of this State.

C
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Subdivision (7), Rule 63

Revised
November 17, 1958

1. As proposed:

See "Action of Commission."

2. Origiral Action of Commission:

Approved as proposed with modification as shown:

(7) Confessions and Admissions by Parties. As
against himserristatement by a person who is a party
to the action in his individual or a representative
capacity and if the latter, who was acting in such
representative capacity in making the statement; pro-
vided, ha:ever, that if the statement was made by the
defendant in a criminal proceeding it shp11 not be
admitted if the ,;udge finds, pursuant to the procedures
set forth in Rule ti, that the statement vas made under
circumstances likely to cause the defendArt to make a
false statement,

3. Action of State Bar Committee:

Rejected modification proposed by Commission
and approved as proposed in Uniform Rules of
Evidence with modifications as shown:

(7) Admissions by Parties in Civil
Actions. Except as provided in exception (6),
as against himself a statement by a person
who is a party to the action in his individual
or representative capacity an4-1g-the-Iattepi
whe-was-astiRg-&R-suek-pepPeeentat&ve-eapas&ty
is -Ralf ag-the-statemestv

1i. kotlop _9; Commission 7/19/58:

1. Deleted "and if the latter, who was acting in
such representative capacity in making the
statement"

2. Discussed but did not take final action on
other differences between the Commission and
State Bar Committee views re form of Subdivision
(7),.
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subdivision (7), Rule 63 (cant.) Revision 11-13-58

5. Action of Commission 9/6/58:

Approved as proposed to be modified by State Bar, with
further modification Of title to read: "Admissions by
Parties in Civil Actions."

6. Joint Meeting in Coronado 10-8-58.

State Bar Committee concurred in Commission action of
9/6/58.
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Subdivision (8), Rule 63

1. As rroposed:

Revised
July 28, 1958

(8) Authorized and Adoptive Admissions.
As against a party, a statement. (a) by a person
authorized by the party to make a statement or
statements for him concerning the subject of the
statement, or (b) of which the party with knowledge
of the content thereof has, by words or other conduct,
manifested his adoption or his belief in its truth;

2. Original Action of Commission:

Approved.

3. Action of State Bar Committee:

Approved with insertion of "matter" after "subject"
in (a).

4. Action of Commission 7/19/58:

Inserted "matter" after "subject" in clause (a).
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July 15, 1958

Subdivision (9), Rule 63

C
1. As proposed:

See "Action of Comraission",

2. Action of Commission:

Approved as proposed with modification as shown:

(9) Vicarious Admissions. As against a party,
a statement which would be admissible if made by
the declarant at the hearing if (a) the statement
concerned a matter within the scope of an agency
or employment of the declarant for the party and
was made before the termination of such relation-
ship, or (b) the party and the declarant were
participating in a plan to commit a crime or a
civil wrong and the statement was relevant to the
plan or its subject matter and was made while
the plan was in existence and before its complete
execution or'other termination, or (c) in a _civil
action one of the issues between the party and the
proponent of- the evidence of the statement is a
legal liability of the declarant, and the statement
tends to establish that liability;

3. Action of State Par Committee:

Approved (a) and (a).

Disapproved (b) and proposed, in lieu thereof, the
following as subdivision 9.1:

(9.1). Admissions of Co-consyirators. After proof
by independent 'evidence oT the exis-beixe of the con-
spiracy and that declarant and the party against whom
the statement is offered were both then parties to the
conspiracy, against his co-conspirator, the statement
of a conspirator in furtherance of the common object
of the conspiracy and prior to its termination.

4. Action of Commission 9/6/58:

Re: State Bar Committee proposal re. statements of co-conspirators

a) Approved in principle.

C
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Subdivision (9), Rule 63 (cont.) Revision of 9/2k/58

b) Should be incorporated in Subdivision 9 if
possible and requested staff to submit draft
for consideration.

c) Decided if to be 9.1 should be revised to read
as follows:

(9.1) Admissions of Co-conspirators. As
against a FaRy, after proof by in ependent
evidence of the existence of tke a conspiracy
and that declarant and the party against whom
the statement is offered were both then parties
to the conspiracy, against his co-conspirator,
the statement of a conspirator in furtherance
of the common object of the conspiracy and prior
to its termination, provided the statement would
be admissible if made by the declarant at the
EaiEg7-

N.B. The following is the staff's suggestion of a form in
which the substance of proposed Subdivision 9.1 could
be made subsection (b) of Subdivision (9):

(b) the statement is that of a co-conspirator of
the party and (1) the statement was made prior to
the termination of the conspiracy and in furtherance
of the common object thereof, and (2) the statement
is offered after or subject to proof by independent
evidence of the existence of the conspiracy and
that declarant and the party were both parties to
the conspiracy at the time the statement was made.
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5. Joint Meeting in Coronado 10-8-58:

The Commission and the State Bar Committee agreed to
approve Subdivision (9) in the following fot.m:

(9) Vicarious Admissions. As against a party,
a statement which would be admissible if made by the
declarant at the hearing if

(a) the statement concerned a matter within
the scope of an agency or employment of
the declarant for the party and was made
before the termination of such relation-
ship, or

(b) the statement is that of a co-conspirator
of the party and (1) the statement was made
prior to the termination of the conspiracy
and in furtherance of the common object there-
of, and (2) the statement is offered after
proof by independent evidence of the exist-
ence of the conspiracy and that declarant and
the party were both parties to the conspiracy
at the time the statement was made, or

(c) in a civil action, one of the issues between
the party and the proponent of the evidence
of the statement is a legal liability of the
declarant, and the statement tends to es-
tablish that liability;
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(Revised 7/28158)
Subdivision (10), Rule 63

1. As proposed:

See "Action of Commission."

2. Original Attion of Commission:

Approved as proposed with modification as shown:

(10) Declarations against Interest. Subject

to the limitations of exception (L.1;, a statement
made by a declarant who is unavailable as a witness
which the judge finds was at the time of the assertion
so far contrary to the declarant's pecuniary or prop-
rietary interest or so far subjected him to civil or
criminal liability or so far rendered invalid a claim
by him against another or created such risk of making
him an object of hatred, ridicule or social disapproval
in the community that a reasonable man in his position
would not have nade the statement unless he believed
it to te true;

3. Action of State Bar Committee:

Approved as modified by Commission with further modifica-
tion as shown:

(10) Declarations Against Interest, ellaWeet-te

tke-li.altatless-sg-EmeepiThi:44-a-s4atemeat-aade-lay-a
Except as against tire accused in a criminal proceeding,
if the declarant whe is unavailable as a witness yklek
iroid7a the juage finds that the declarant had sufficient
EXIRge of the subject, a statement which the judge
finds was at the time of the asseptiea statement so far
contrary to the declarant's pecuniary or proprietary
interest or so far subjected him to civil or criminal
liability or so far rendered invalid a claim by him
against another ev-epeatei-sash-risk-el-mahtsg-him-ah
sWeet-e=-igatpe47-24diewle-er-sea=a1-iisappreval-ta
the-eammuwity that a reasonable man in his position
would not have made the statement unless he believed
it to be true.
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9/24/58

Subdivision (10), Rule 63 (cont.)

4. Action of Commission 7/19/58:

1. Approved substitution of "statement" for "assertion."

2. Disapproved deletion of clause re making object of
hatred, ridicule etc.

3. Discussed but did not take final action on other
amendments proposed by State Ear Committee.

5. Action of Commission 9/6/58:

Approved proposal of State Bar Committee with modifications
as shown:

(10) Denlarations Against Interest. Subject to the
limitations of Exception (6), gmeept-as-agalast-the-aeeused
in-a-eviminal-preesediagy if the declarant is unavailable
as a witness and if the judge finds that the declarant had
sufficient knowledge of the subject, a statement which the
judge finds was at the time of the statement so far contrary
to the declarant's pecuniary or proprietary interest or so
far subjected him to civil or criminal liability or so far
rendered invalid a claim by him against another or created
such risk of making him an object of hatred, ridicule or
social disapproval in the community that a reasonable man
in his position would not have made the statement unless
he believed it to be true.
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November 13, 1958

6. Joint Meeting in Coronado .19:17,58:

After discussion all present agreed that Subdivision (10)
should be approved in the following form:

(10) Declarations Against Interest. If the declarant
is not a party to-THe action and is unavailable as a witness,
and if the judge finds that the declarant had sufficient
knowledge of the subject, a statement which the judge finds
was at the time of the statement so far contrary to the
declarantts pecuniary or proprietary interest or so far
subjected him to civil or criminal liability or so far
rendered invalid a claim by him against another or created
such risk of making him an object of hatred, ridicule or
social disapproval in the community that a reasonable man
in his position would not have made the statement unless
he believed it to be true.

A motion that the Commission approve the insertion of ffExcept
as against the a.:cused in a criminal pi.oceeding" at the
beginning of Subdivision 10, did not carry.

Inasmuch as tne Northern Section of the 'state Bar Cemmittoo

was not sufficiently represented the action taken with respect
to Subdivision (10) is not to be deemed the final action of
the State Ear Committee.
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Subd:Lvision (11), Rule 63

Revised
July 15, 195q

1. As proposed:

(1i Voterts Statements. A statement by a
voter :once.-nirg his qualifications to vote or
the fact or content of his vote;

2. Action of Conaission:

Disapproved.

3. Acton. of State Ear Committee:

Disapproved.

C
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Revised
July 15, 1958

Subdivision (12), Rule 63

1. As nrsaosed:

(12) Statements of Physical or Mental Condition
of Declarant. Unless the judge finds it was made in
Erd faith, a statement -of the declarant's (a) then
existing state of mind, emotion or physical sensa-
tion, Including statements of intent, plan, motive,
design, mental feeling, pain and bodily health, but
not including memory or belief to prove the fact
remembered or believed, when such a mental or
physical condition is in issue or is relevant to
prove or explain acts or conduct of the declarant,
or (b) previous symptoms, pain or physical sensation,
made to a physician consulted for treatment or for
diagnosis with a view of treatment, and relevant
to an issue of declarant's bodily condition;

2. Action of Commission:

Approved.

3. Action of State Bar Committee:

Approved; then determined to reconsider insofar as
precludes declarations relating to declarant's
donative intent at a prior time (cf. Williams v.
Kidd -170 Cal. 631). Referred to Messrs. taker,
Kane, Kadison and Selvin for further study and
report.
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Revised
July 28, 1958

9/24/58

Subdivision (13), Rule 63

1. AS oposed:

(13) Business Entries and the Like. Writings
offered as memoranda or records of acts, conditions
or events to prove the facts stated therein, if the
judge fit1.41s that they were made in the regular course of
a b'Asiness at or about the time of the act, condition
or event recorded, and that the sources of information
from which mace and the method and circumstances of
their preparation were such as to indicate their trust-
worthiness;

2. Original Action of Commission:

Approved.

3. Action of State Bar Committee:

Disapproved; would substitute an exception embodying
the present California Business Records as Evidence
Act, subject to such textual modification as may be
necessary to conform to the Uniform Rules of Evidence.

Action of Commission 7/19/58:

Agveed to substitute for Subdivision (13) a provision
embodying the present California Business Records as
Evidence Act with such formal textual modifications
as may be necessary to conform it to the Uniform Rules
of Evidence.

N. B. The following (the text of present C.C.P. Section 1953f with
deletions as shown) is proposed by the California Law Revision
Commission staff as languase to be substituted for Subdivision
(13) to accomplish the stated objective of the Commission and
the Committee:

(13) Bilsirwss Records. A record of an act,
condition or event 911AllviAax1.6fAr-az-p0141w444.5-1;
ccupetant,evidan4a if the. custodian or other
qualified witness testifies to
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Subdivision (13), Rule 63 (cont.) Revision 9/24/5S

11-13-58

its identity and the mode of its preparation,
and if it was 'made in the regular course -of
business, at or near the time of the act,
condition or event, and if, in the opinion
of the court, the sources of information,
method and time of prenaratim were such as
to justify .4ts admisSlon.

5. Joint Lieeting in Coronado 10-8-58:

The Law Revision Commission and the State Bar Committee
approved Subdivision (13) in the following form:

(13) Business Records. A writing
OrrglraricFgEord of an act,
condition or event if the
custodian or other qualified
witness testifies to its
identity and the mode of its
preparation and if the judge
finds that it was made in
the regular course of business,
at or near the time of the act,
condition or event, and that
the sources of information,
method and time of preparation
were such as to indicate its
trustworthiness.
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Subdivision (14), Rule 63

Revised
July 28, 1958
9/24/58

1. As proposed:

See "Action of Commission."

2. Original Action of Commission:

Approved as proposed with modification as shown:

(14) Absence of Entry in Business Records.
Evidence of the absence of a memorandum or
record from the memoranda or records of a
business of an asserted act, event or condition,
to prove the non-occurrence of the act or event,
or the non-existence of the condition, if the
judge finds that it was the regular course of
that business to make such memoranda of all
such acts, events or conditions at the time
thereof or within a reasonable time thereafter,
and to preserve them, and that the memoranda

r- and the records of the business were prepared
from such sources of information and by such
methods as to indicate their trustworthiness;

3. Action of State Bar Committee:

Approved as modified by Commission subject to
such textual modification as may be necessary to
conform to subdivision (13) as eventually approved.

4. Action of Commission 7/19/58:

Reaffirmed original action and agreed to make such textual
modification as may be necessary to conform to Subdivision
(13) as eventually approved.

N. B.

C

The following is proposed by the CLRC Staff as
necessary modifications in Subdivision (14) (as
previously modified) to accomplish the stated
objective of the Commission and the Committee:
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Subdivision (14), Rule 63 (cont.) Revision 9/24/58

(14) Absence of Entry -#R Business Record.
Evidence of the absence ef-a-memavaaius-er-vseerd
from the meamPaada-sr records of a business of a
record of an asserted act, event or condition, to
prove the non-occurrence of the act or event, or
the non-existence of the condition, if the judge
finds that it was the regular course of that
business to make svek-memerasda records of all
such acts, events or conditions a -We -time
thereof or 'within a reasonable time thereafter,
and to preserve them, and that the -Ramona -and
the records of the business were prepared from
such sources of information and by such methods
as to indicate their trustworthiness;
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November 13, 1958

5. Joint Meeting in Coronado 10-8-58:

The Commission and the State Bar Committee agreed to
approve Subdivision (14) in the following form:

(14) Absence of Business Record. Evidence
of the absence from the records of
a business of a record of an as-
serted act, event or condition,
to prove the non-occurrence of the
act or event, or -the non-existence
of the condition, if the judge
finds that it was the regular course
of that business to make records of
all such acts, events or conditions
at the time thereof or within a
reasonable time thereafter, and to
preserve them, and that the records
of the business were prepared from
such sources of information and by
such methods as to indicate their
trustworthiness;

N.B. The Commission stated that in its explanatory notes
to Subdivision (14) it would report that it has
omitted mention of a "memorandum" because the
definition of "writing" in Subdivision (13) of Rule
1 is so broad as to make "memorandum" surplusage
in Subdivision (14) of Rule 63.
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Subdivision (15), Rule 6:3

1. As proposed:

Revised
July 15, 1958
9/24/5

(15) Re,D2141,s and Findirls of Public Officials.
Subject too4 writtenreports or findings of(
fact made by a public official of the United
States- or of a state or territory of the United
States, if the judge finds that the making thereof
was within the score of the duty of such official
and that it was his duty (a) to perforn the act
reported, or (b) to observe the act, condition
or event reported, or (c) to investigate the facts
concerning the act, condition or event and to make
findings or draw conclusions based on such investi-
gation;

2. Action of Commission:

Disapproved; requested staff to draft a new
subdivision to replace Subdivisions 15 and 16
which will embody the substance of C.C.P. 1920.

3. Action of State Bar Committee:

Disapproved; will consider Commission redraft.

4. Action of Commission 9,16/58:

Approved with modifications as shown:

(15) Reports and-nRdlags of Public g4fleials
Officers and Emplo,rees. Subject to statements
of fact contained in a written reports ep-f11,144gs-ef
feet made by a public effeial officer or employee of
the United States or of a state or territory of the
United States, if the judge finds that the making
thereof was within the scope of the duty of such
eff4eal officer or employee and that it was his duty
(a) to perform the act reported, or (b) to observe
the act, condition or event reported, or (c) to
in7estigate the facts concerning the act, condition
or event. andt-to-Rake-;ineARge-ep-4paw-eeneitte4ens
base4-eia-sueil-iRvest4gat4eRf
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Revised
July 15, 1958
9/24/58

Subdivision (16), Rule 63

1. As proposed;

(16) Filed Reports, Made by Persons Exclusively
Authorized. Subject to Rule 64, writings made as
a record, report or finding of fact, if the judge
finds that (a) the r.:aker was authorized by statute
to perform, to the exclusion of persons not so
authorized, the functions reflected in the writing,
and was required by statute to file in a designated
public office a written report of specified matters
relating to the performance of such functions, and
(b) the writing was made and filed as so required
by the statute;

2. Action of Commission:

Disapproved; requested staff to draft a new sub-
division to replace Subdivisions (15) and (16)
which will embody the substance of C.C.P. § 1920.

3. Action of State Ear Committee:

Mo final action taken; will consider new subdivision
to be prepared by Commission.

Action of Commission 9/6/58:

(16) Filed Reports, Made by Persons Exclusively
Authorized. Subject to Rule 64, writings made by
persons other than public officers or emoloyees as a
record, report or finding of fact, if the judge finds
that (a) the maker was authorized by a statute of the
United $tates or of a state or territory of the United
States to perform, to the exclusion of persons not so
authorized, the functions reflected in the writing,
and was required by statute to file in a designated
public office a written report of snecified matters
relating to the performance of such functions, and
(b) the writing was made and filed as so required by
the statute;

4.
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Subdivision (17), Rule 63

1. As orq22ped:

Revised
July 15, 1958

(17) Content of Official Record. Subject
to Rule 04, (a) if meeting theyequirements
of authentication under Rule 58, to prove the
content of the record, a writing purporting
to be a copy of an official record or of an
entry therein, (b) to prove the absence of a
record in a specified office, a writing made
by the official custodian of the official
records of the office, reciting diligent
search and failure to find such record;

2. Action of Commission:

Approved.

3. Action of State Far Committee:

Approved on understanding that Rule 68 will be
amended as proposed by Professor Chadbourn (Re
latter, believes amendment to Rule 68(d) should
read "and is not an office of the United States
Government.")
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Subdivision (18), Rule 63

1. As proposed:

Revised -
July 2g, 1958

(18) Certificate of Marriage. Subject to
Rule 64. certificates that the maker thereof
performed a marriage ceremony to prove the
truth of the recitals thereof, if the judge
finds that (a) the maker of the certificate
at the time and place certified as the time
and place of the marriage was authorized by
law to perform marriage ceremonies, and (b)
the certificate was issued at that time or
within a reasonable time thereafter;

2. Original Action. of Commission:

Approved.

3. Action of State Bar Committee:

Approved in substance; suggests form be changed
as follows:

(18) Certificate of Marriage. Subject to
Rule 64 a certificate that the maker thereof per-
formed a marriage ceremony, to prove the truth
of the recitals thereof, if the judge finds that:

(a) the maker of the certificate was,
at the time and place certified as
the time and place of the marriage,
authorized by law to perform marriage
ceremonies, and

(b) the certificate was issued at that
time or within a reasonable time
thereafter.

4. Action of Commission 7/19/58:

Approved as redrafted by State Bar Committee.
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Revised
July 15, 1958

Subdivision (19), Rule 63

1. As proposed;

(19) Records of Documents Affecting an
Interest in Property. Subject to Rule 54
the official record of a document purporting
to establish or affect an interest in property,
to prove the content of the original recorded
document and its execution and delivery by each
person by whom it purports to have been executed,
if the judge finds that (a) the record is in fact
a record of an office of a state or nation or of
any governmental subdivision thereof, and (b) an
applicable statute authorized such a document to
be recorded in that office;

2. Action of Commission:

Approved.

3. Action of State Ear Committee:

Approved.
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Subdivision (20), Rule 63

1. As_ propose'.:

See "Action of Commission."

..

Revised
July 28, 1958

9-4-58
11/13/58

prigitjal Actiat of Commission:

Approved as proposed with modification as shown:

(20) Jildment o' Previous Conviction.
Evidence of a final. judgment adjudging a
person guilty of a felony to prove, Afain?:41
such _erson, any fact essential to sustain
the judgment;

3. Action of State Par Committee:

Disapproved.

4. Action of Commission 7/19/58:

Discussed hut did not take final action on recommendation
of State Bar Cormittee.

Joint Iieeting in Coronado 10-8-58:

The Commission reaffirmed action.Of 9/6/58. State Bar
Committee declined to concur. The State Bar Committee
suggested that if thp Comtissiondoes recommend Subdivision

(20) of Rule 63, it Should be revised to make it clear that

a judgment admitted thereunder is' not conclusive but merely
evidence; it was suggegted that this might be done by
inserting "as tending"ibefore prove."
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Subdivision (21), Rule 63

1. As proposed:

Revised
July 15, 1958

(21)
to :ndemn4ly. .0c prove e wrong o_ the
adverse party and the amount of damages
sustained by the judgment creditor, evidence
of a final judgment debtor in an action in
which he seeks to recover partial or total
indemnity or exoneration for money paid
or liability incurred by him because of
the judgment, provided the judge finds that
the judgment was rendered for damages sustained
by the judgment creditor as a result of the
wrong of the adverse party to the present
action;

2. Action of Commission:

Approves.

3. Action of State Par Committee:

Disapproved in present form; Messrs. Hayes and
Patton to redraft for Committee's further
consideration.
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(revised 7/15/58)

Subdivision (22), Rule 63

C
1. As proposed:

(22) Judgment
in Lea. To prove any feet which was essentialtoe judgment, evidence of a final judgment
determining the interest or lack of interest
of the public or of a state or nation or
governmental division thereof in land, if
offered by- a party in an action in which any
such fact or such interest or lack of interest
is a material matter;

2. Action of Commission:

Approved

g. Action of State Bar Committee:

Approved.

C
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Subdivision (23), Rule 63

1. As proposed:

(23) Statement Concerning One's Own Family
History. rnateinent of a matter concerning a
declarants own birth, marriage, divorce,
legitimacy, relationship by blood or marriage,
race -ancestry or other similar fact of his
family history, even though the declarant
had no means of acquiring personal knowledge
of the matter declared, if the judge finds
that the declarant is unavailable;

2. Action of Commission:

Approved.

3. Action of State Bar committee:

Approved

C
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Subdivision (24), Rule 63

1. As proposed:

(24) Statement Concerning Family History of Another.
A statemenrconcerning the birth, marriage, divorce, death,
legitiriney, race -ancestry, relationship by blood or marriage
or other similar fact of the family history of a person
other than the declarant if the judge (a) finds that the
declarant was related to the other by blood or marriage or
finds that he was otherwise so intimately associated
with the other's fear as to be likely to have accurate
information concerning the matter declared, and made the
statement as upon information received from the other or
from a person related, by blood or marriage to the other,
or as upon repute in the other's faMVy, and (b) finds
that the declarant is unavailable as a witness;

2. Original Action of Commissions

Approved with fallowing punctuation changes in clause (a)
to make clear that clause beginning 'and made the state-
ment as upon" does not apply to a declarant related by
blood or marriage: (1) inserted comma after "marriage";
(2) deleted comma after "declared".

3. Action of State Bar Committee:

Approved as proposed to be punctuated by Commission;
suggestion made that might be even clearer if redrafted.

4. Action of Commission 7/19/53:

Approved with changes ,n form as follows:

(24) Statement Concerning Family History of Another. 4
statement concerning the birth, mar age, divorce, death,
legitimacy, race -ancestry, relationship by blood or marriage
or other similar fact of the family history of a PeFAck0414r
than the declarant if the judge finds that the de ,a,rept IA
unavailable as a witness and

,

(a) finds that the declarant was related to the Other
by blood or marriage or
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Subdivision (24), Rule 63 (continued) (Revised 14,W7n8

4 finds that ha the declarant was otherwise so
in imately associated with the other's family as
to be likely to have accurate information concern-
ing the matter declared, and made the statement as
upon information received from the other or from a
person related by blood or marriage to the other,
or as upon repute in the other's family asit-(b4-Stads
that-the-deelasast-is-usavaileale-as-e-wittaessf

5. Joint Meeting in Coronado 10-8-58:

State Bar Committee concurred in Commission's
action of 7/19/58.
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Revised
July 28, 195

Subdivision (25), Rule 63

1. As proposed:

(25) Statement Concerning Family History
Based on Statement of Another Declarant. A
statement oT-a declarant that a statement
admissible under exceptions (23) or (24) of
this rule was made by another declarant,
offered as tending to prove the truth of
the matter declared by both declarants, if
the judge finds that both declarants are
=available as witnesses;

2. Original Action of Commission:

Approved.

3. Action of State Bar Committee:

Disapproved.

4. Action of Commission 7/19/58:

Disapproved.

C
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Subdivision (26), Rule 63

Revised
July 28 , 1958

1. Asyroposed:

(26) Reputation in Familz_22ncerning
_yFamilyistory. Evidence of reputation

among members of a family, if' the reputation
concerns the birth, marriage, divorce, death,
legitimacy, race -ancestry or other fact of
the family history of a member of the family
by blood or marriage;

2. Original Action of Commission

Approvod.

J. 1,31:,J.on u 3t,ette 3ar Coiamittee:

Approved with modification as shown:

26) Re;utaticn in Family Concerning Family
Historv. Evidence of reputation among members of a
family, if the reputation concerns the birth, marriage,
divorce, death, legitimacy, race -ancestry or other fact
of the family history of a member of the family by
blood or marriage.

Such reputation may beproved_only by a witness
testiT7TriFi,o his knowledge of such reputation or by
entries in family bibles or other famiy books or
charts ir enravin s on rin-s b- ?amil nortraits
y engraving;s on urns, crypts and tom stones, anc
the like.

4. Action of Commission 7/l?/58:

Approved as proposed to be modified by State Bar
Committee.
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Subdivision (27), Rule 63

1, As proposed:

(27) Reputation --Boundaries, General
History; Family History, Evidence of reputa-
tion in a community as tending to prove the
truth of the matter reputed, if (a) the
reputation concerns boundaries of, or customs
affecting, land in the community, and the
judge finds that the reputation, if any, arose be-
fore controversy, or (b) the reputation concerns
an event of general history of the community
or of the state or nation of which the com-
114mity to a part; and the judge finds that the
e rent was of importance to the community, or
(o) the reputation concerns the birth, marriage,
divorce, death, legitimacy, relationship by
blood or marriage, or race -ancestry of a
person resident in the community at the
tine of the reputation, or some other similar
fact of his family history or of his personal
status or condition which the judge finds
likely to have been the subject of a reliable
reputation in that community;

2. Orizinal Action of Commis4on:

Approved.

3. Action of State Ear Committee:

Approved with modification as shown:

(27) Reputation -- Boundaries General History,
Family History. Evidence of reputation in a community
as tending to prove the truth of the matter reputed, if
(a) the reputation concerns boundaries of, or customs
affecting, land in the community, and the judge finds
that the reputation, if any, arose before controversy,
or CO the reputation concerns an event of general
history of the community or of the state or nation of
which the community is a part, and the judge finds that
the event was of importance to the community, or (c) the
reputation concerns the date or fact of birth; marriage,
divorce or death7-legitimasy,-F41steaskip-loy-lasek.er
mapi.iager-ep-rase-aaeeetpy of a person resident in the
community at the time of the reputation; a*.seme-etillar

sisalap-fast-ef-k4s-faaltly-idstery-er7,f-malwrolional
status-gy-ssaeUtkia-walek-the-hladge,Oasia-Okely-te-bave
uses-the-siabjeet-ef-a-rel4able-repltation-im-that-commumitr
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9/24/58

Subdivision (27), Rule 63 (cont.)

.. Action of Commtssion 7/19/58:

Discussed but did not take final action on modifications
proposed by State Bar Conmittee.

5. Action of Commission 9/6/58:

Approved as modified by State Bar Committee.
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July 28, 1958

Subdivision (28), Rule 63

1. As proposed:

(28) Rep2tation as to Character. If a
trait of a personts character at a specified
time is material, evidence of his reputation
with reference thereto at a relevant time in
the community in which he then resided cr in
a group with which he then habitually associated,
to prove the truth of the matter reputed;

2. Original Action of Commission:

Approved with addition of "a person's character or"
after "If."

3. Action of State Bar Committee:

Approved as amended by Commission and with further
amendment to add "general" before "reputation."

4. Action of Commission 7/19/58:

Reaffirmed original action and. added "general"
before "reputation."
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(Revised 7/28:58)

Subdivision (29), Rule 63

1. As proposed:

See "Action of Commission."

2. Original Action of Commission:

Approved as proposed with amendment as shown:

(29) Recitals in Documents Affecting Property.
Evidence of a statement relevant to a material
matter: (a) Contained in a deed of conveyance or
a will or other document purporting to affect an
interest in property, offered as tending to prove
the truth of the matter stated if the judge finds
that the matter stated would be relevant upon an
issue as to an interest in the property, and that
the dealings with the property since the statement
was made have not been inconsistent with the truth
of the statement; or (b) Contained in a document
or writing more than 30 years old when the statement
has been since generally acted upon as true by persons
having an interest in the matter provided:the writer
Tam have been properly allowed to make such state-
ment as a witness;

3. Action of State Ear Committee:

Approved as proposed to be amended by Commission with
further modification as shown:

(29) Recitals in Writings Eseemeats-Affseting
prepopty. Subject to Rule 54, evidence of a statement
relevant to a material matter (a) contained in a deed
of conveyance or a will or other 4eeameat writing pur-
porting to affect an interest in property, offered as
tending to prove the truth of the matter stated if the
judge finds that the matter stated would be relevant
upon an issue as to an interest in the property, and
that the dealings with the property since the statement
was made have not been inconsistent with the truth of
the statement or (b) contained in a 4esameat-aP writing
more than thirty years old when the statement has been
since generally acted upon as true by persons having an
interest in the matter, provided the writer could have
been properly allowed to make such statement as a
witness.
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July 28, 195

Subdivision (29), Rule 53 (cont.)

4. Action of Commission 7/19/58:

1. Concurred in State Bar Committee proposals
for amendment of Subdivision (29).

2. Redrafted to read:

(29) Recitals in Writings Subject to
Rule 64, etnrence of U st;temOnt relevant
to a material matter

(a) contained in a deed of conveyance
or a will or other writing purporting to
affect an interest in property, offered as
tending to prove the truth of the matter
stated if the judge finds that the matter
stated woulc be relevant upon an issue as
to an interest in the property, and that
the dealings with the property since the
statement was made have not been incon-
sistent with the truth of the statement or,

(b) contained in a writing more than
thirty years old when the statement has
been since generally acted upon as true
by persons having an interest in the matter,
provided the writer could have been properly
allowed to make such statement as a witness.

5. Joint Meetincn Coronado .10-4-58:

State Bar Committee concurred in Commission action of
7/19/58.

C
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Subdivision (30), Rule 63

1 As proposed:

(30) Commercial Lists and the Like.
Evidence of statements of matters of interest
to persons engaged in an occupation contained
in a list, register, periodical, or other
published compilation to prove the truth of
any relevant matter so stated if the judge
finds that the compilation is published for
use by persons engaged in that occupation and
is generally used and relied upon by them;

2. Action of Commission:

Approved.

3. Action of State Bar Committee:

Disapproved as proposed; referred subject matter
of subdivisions (30) and (37) to Messrs. Hayes,
Hoberg, :taus and Selvin for further study and
report. Suggested study should consider, inter
alia, whether any subdivision proposed should be
made subject to Rule 64.
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(Rev.,id 7/15/58)

Subdivision (31), Rule 63

C
1. As proposed:

(31) Learned Preatises A published
treatise, periodical or pamphlet on a
subject of history, science or art to
prove the truth of a matter stated therein
if the judge takes judicial notice, or a
witness expert in the subject testifies,
that the treatise, periodical or pamphlet
is a reliable authority in the subject.

2. Action of Commission:

Discussed but did not take final action,

3, Action of State Bar Committee:

See report on subdivision (30)

C
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Rule 64 (Revised 7/15/58)
9/24/58

1. As proyosed:

DiscretLIELLIf12/2_11nder &me tione (15). (l6)
xc'evidence. Any wrIting

admissible under e;:ceptions .15), (16), .(,17). (13),
and (19) of Rule 63 shall be received only if the
party offering such writing has delivered a copy of
it or so much thereof as may relate to the controversy,
to each adverse party a reasonable time before trial
unless the judge finds that such adverse party has
not been unfairly surprised by the failure to deliver
such copy.

2. Action of Commission:

Not yet considered.

3. Action of State Bar Commlttee:

Approved with amendment to refer to eadivlaion (29).

4. Action of Commission 9/458t

Approved as modified with further amendment to refer to
Subdivision (20) and proposed amendment to make clear
that does no's affect discovery powers conferred by
1957 legislation.

C
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Rule 65 (Revised 7/15/58)

As Pvmosed:

See "Action of Commission."

2. Action of Commission:

Approved as proposed with modification as shown:

,3redibilitv.of Declarant. Evidence of a
statement or other ceeuct by a declarant incon-
sistent with a statement of such declarant
received in evidence under an exception to Rule
63 is admissible for the purpose of discrediting
the declarant, though he had no opportunity to
deny oT explain such inconsistent statement or
other conduct. Any other e-idence tending to
impair or support the credibility of the declar-
ant is admissible if it would have been admis-
sible had the declarant been a witness.

3 . Action of state Sax cn-nrittee:

Did not take final action; referred to Messrs, Baker
and Patton to consider whether Rule should be modified as
proposed in Patton memorandum on Subdivision (10) of
Rule 63, dated June 25, 1958.
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(Revised 7/15/58)
Rule 66

1. As proposed:

MT4tiLle Hearsay. A statement within the scope of
an exception to Rule 63 shall not be Inadmissble on
the cround that it includes a statement made by another
declarant and is offered to prove the truth of the in-
cluded statement if such included statement itself
meets the requirements 02 an exception.

2. Action of Commission:

Approved.

3. Action of Ste.te Pax coloattee:

App-eoved.

C
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Rule 68

I. As proposed:

See "Action of Commission".

2. Action of Commission:

Approved as proposed with modification as shown:

RULE 68, Authentication of Copies of
Records. A writing purporting to be a copy
of an official record or of an entry therein,
meets the requirement of authentication if
(a) the judge finds that the writing purports
to be published by authority of the nation,
state or subdivision thereof, in which the
record is kept; or (b) evidence has been
introduced sufficient to warrant a finding
that the writing is a correct copy of the
record or entry; or (o) the office in which
the record is kept is within this state or is
an office of the United States government
whether within or without this state, and the
Writing is attested as a correct p Pc the
record or entry by a person purporting to be
an officer, or a deputy of an officer, having
the legal custody of the record; or (d) if the
office is not within the state, or is not an
office of the United States government, the
writing is attested as required in clause (c)
and is accompanied by a certificate that such
officer has the custody of the record. If the
office in which the record is kept is within
the United States or within a territory or
insular possession subject to the dominion of
the United States, the certificate may be
made by a judge of a court of record of the
district or political subdivision in which
the record is kept, authenticated by the seal
of the court? or may be made by any public
officer having a seal of office and having
official duties in the district or political
subdivision in which the record is kept,
authenticated by the seal -of his office. If
the office in which the record is kept is in a
foreign state or country, the certificate may
be made by a secretary of an embassy or legation,
consul general, consul, vice consul, or consular
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agent or by any officer in the foreign
service of the United States stationed
in the foreign state or country in which
the record is kept, and authenticated by 4.

the seal of his of -rice.

3. Action Northern Section:

Concurred in Commission action except would make first
word in underlined part of (d) "and" instead of "or".

4. Action Southern Section:

Not yet considered.
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Septer 24, 1958
Rule 69

1. As proposed

RULE 69. Certificate of Lack of Record. A
writing admissible under exception (17)Tb) of Rule
63 is authenticated in the same manner as is provided
in clause (c) or (d) of Rule 68.

2. Action of Commission:

No final action taken; requested Professor Chadbourne
to redraft Rule 69.

C
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Date of Meeting: November 27-28, 1959

Date of Memo: November 5, 1959

Memorandum No. 1-a

Subject: Qualification of Declarant Under Proposed Rule 65-A.

Proposed Rule 65-A, as contained in Memorandum No. 1 (11/1/59) is

intended to present certain policy questions to the Commission for decision.

The second sentence of Rule 65-A contains the following provision:

The burden of establishing that a statement is inadmissible

because of the provisions of this section is upon the

person objecting to the admission of the evidence.

Because the sentence quoted above indicates only one of several

alternative ways of phrasing the second sentence of Rule 65-A, the following

provisions are also submitted for consideration:

The burden of establishing that a statement is not inad-

missible because of the provisions of this section is upon

the person offering the evidence of the statement.

If objection is made to the admission of the evidence

of a statement on the grounds that the declarant at the

time of making the statement did not possess the capacities

requisite to qualify as a witness under Rule 17, the

burden of establishing that the statement is not inad-

missible because of the provisions of this section is upon

the person offering the evidence of the statement.

-1-
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FinAlly, the Commission may decide to omit the second sentence of

Rule 65-A and make no provision concerning who has the burden of establishing

that the hearsay declarant possessed the qualifications of a witness.

Respectfully submitted,

John H. Deily
Executive Secretary
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Date of Meeting: November 27-28, 1959

Date of Nemo: November 18, 1959

Memorandum No.

Subject: Uniform Rules of Evidence - Report on activities of Bar

Committees on medical treatises and medical panels.

The Commission may not want to take action on paragraph (31)

of Rule 63 at the November meeting. The Commission originally deferred

action on paragraph (31) of Rule 63 (Hearsay exception for Learned

Treatises) until the Commission was advised as to what action the Bar

was taking on medical treatises and medical panels.

The California State Bar has been studying for some time a statute

providing for the admissibility in evidence of a statement of fact or

opinion on a subject of science or art, in the discretion of the court,

in an action on contract or tort for malpractice. At the same time the

Bar has been considering a plan to set up a system of panels and other

procedures to be used in connection with malpractice claims. The

Board of Governors of the Bar has referred the proposed statute on

admission of evidence of medical treatises, etc., to the Committee to

Consider Uniform Rules of Evidence. The Southern Section of that

Committee is now working on this problem and may have a report available

for our December meeting.

Respectfully submitted,

John H. DeMoully
Executive Secretary

J
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NTRODUCTION

This memo is a study of Rule 63 subdivision (31) pro-

vidttg se l' 1/

"Rule 634 den* a stat
is made other than a witness ' e
testifying at the hearing offered to
prove the truth of the matter stated is
hearsay evidence and inadmissible except:

"(31) A published treatise, periodical or
pamphlet on a subject of history, science
or art to prove the truth of a matter
stated therein if the judge takes judicial
notice, or a witness expert in the subject
testifies, that the treatise, periodical
or pamphlet is a reliable authority in the
subject."

Learned Treatises - Common -Law

There is a common-law exception to the hearsay rule
1

dealing with "scientific books" or "books of science and art".

The scope of the exception is, however, imprecise; Wigmore states

that the exception clearly embraces tables of mortality and

almanacs but it "is doubtful whether a general rule in favor of

of dictionaries and works of general literature are "undefined"

(W4 §1699). He concludes, therefore, that the exception does not

extend broadly to all learned treatises. He finds that the

exception exists in this broad form only in the state of Alabama

and cites many cases from other jurisdictions reiectiaf a wide

variety of medical and other professional works.

standard tables of scientific calculations of all sorts can be
2

regarded as established." He states further that "it is doubtful

[whether) there is yet any general exception in favor of works of
3

history," and that the limits within which the use is allowable
4

5
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Learned Treatises - California Statutory Exception

In California we have a statute which, on its face,

seems to liberalize and clarify the scope of the common-law

exception, This enactment is C.C.P. 11936 providing as follows:

"Historical works, books of science or
art, and published maps or charts, when
made by persons indifferent between the
parties, are prima facie evidence of
facts of general notoriety and interest."

This seems tobe both reasonably precise and liberal.

The appearance is, however, deceiving. The leading California
7

case construing 11936 is Gallagher v. Market St. Ry. CO., a

personal injury case. Plaintiff's attorney called a Doctor and

had him testify that "Gross on Surgery" is a Standard authority on

the subject. The Dottor was then excused and the attorney proposed

"to read from said book, as though the author were a witness then

and there present in court, and testifying in the case before the

jury." Defendant's objections being overruled, plaintiff's attorney

"read the book, at great length, to the jury as evidence." This

was held to be error on the following grounds:

"'Maier common-law procedure it was not
competent to read books of science to
a jury as evidence, because the state-
ments therein contained were not only
wanting in thl sanctity of an oath, but
were made by one who was not present, and
was not liable to eross-examination. For
that reason they were excluded, notwith-
standing the opinion under oath of
scientific men, that they were books of
authority. .

-2-
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"But it is contended that the common-law
rule has been changed by the Code law.
Section 1936 of the Code of Civil Procedure
makes 'historical works, books of science
or art, and published maps or charts, when
made by persons indifferent between the
parties, . prima facie evidence of facts
of general notoriety iiirrnterest,' and the
question arises, whether such books, which
were not regarded before the adoption of the
Codes as competent evidence, are not, by
force of that provision of the Code, made
competent, Doubtless the intention of that
legislation was to extend the rule of
evidence rather than to restrict it. But
the extension is limited by the terms 'facts
of general notoriety and interest.'

"What are 'facts of general notoriety and
interest?' We think the terms stand for
facts of a public nature, either at home or
abroad, not existing in the memory of men,
as contradistinguished from facts of a
private nature existing within the knowledge
of living men, and as to which they may be
examined as witnesses. It is of such public
facts, including historical facts, facts of
the exact sciences, and of literature or
art, when relevant to a cause that, under
the provisions of the Code, proof may be
made by the production of books of standard
authority. . .

"Such facts include the meaning of words and
allusions, which may be proved by ordinary
dictionaries and authenticated books of
general literary history, and facts in the
exact sciences founded upon conclusions
reached from certain and constant data by
processes too intricate to be elucidated by
witnesses when on examination. . . Thus
mortuary tables for estimating the probable
duration of the life of a party at a given
age, chronological tables, tables of weights,
measures and currency, annuity tables,
interest tables, and the like, are admissible
to prove facts of general notoriety and
interest in connection with such subjects as
may be involved in the trial of .a cause. ,
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"But medicine is not considered as one
of the exact sciences. It is of that
character of inductive sciences which
are based on data which each successive
year may correct and expand, so that,
what is considered a sound induction
last year may be considered an unsound
one, this year, and the very book which
evidences the induction, if it does not
become obsolete may be altered in
material features from edition to edition,
so that we cannot tell, in citing from
even a living author, whether what we
read is not something that this very
author now rejects. . 'if such
treatises were to be held admissible, the
Question at issue might be tried, not by
the testimony, but upon excerpts team Works
presenting partial views of variant and
perhaps contradictory theories.'"

"Science", then, in the i1936 sense means "exact science". Medicine

is not such a science. Therefore, medical texts are not within the

(=

statutory designation of "books of science": FUrthermore, medical

facts are not "facts of general notoriety and interest" in the

sense of 111936. For these two reasons 111936 is inapplicable to

medical literature and to the literature'of.other "inexact"

sciences. Such literature, therefore, remains inadmissible

hearsay, as it was at common-law. It is thus improper to read
8

a medical text as substantive evidence; to have a witness quote
9

from the text on direct examination; or to read the teat in the
10

course of arguing to the jury. However, to some extent which is

more Or less uncertain the treatise may be used upon cross-
11

examination.

Learned Treatises 6. TIRE Exception (31)

Subdivision (31) exceptd from exclusion under Rule 63

a "published treatise, periodical or phamphlet on a subject of
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history, science or -art" titalies added.] which treatise etc. is

"a reliable authority". Undoubtedly the Commissioners intend

to repudiate the notion that "science" means only "exact science"

and they intend to include medicine and comparable disciplines
12

under the head of "science or art". Yet their choice of language

is ill -adapted to their purpose. "Science or art" is the phrasing.

of the California statute and of the Iowa statute on which the

California enactment is based. Both jurisdictions have held that
13

this phrasing does not embrace medicine. This phrasing is not,

therefores.the clear-cut designation of medicine and like disciplines

that the new -rule should contain. Especially is this so if the new

rule'iS to be adopted in this state. Hence, we suggest that (31)

be amended to insert the words "medicine or other".immediately

before the word "science".

Is (31), as thus amended, a desirable exception? In

,sOpport of an affirmative answer the following arguments may be

advanced: (1) If proponent's objective is to give the jury Doctor!.

Author X's views as substantive evidence (so that the jury may

reason: X said it; it's true) proponent will in most cases need

this exception. The alternative (calling X as witness) will in

most -cases be either downright impossible or inordinately

inconvenient and expensive. There is, therefore, a necessity here

in the sense that such necessity is an element of other recognized
14

exceptions to the hearsay rule. (2) There is, moreover, a

special trustworthiness of this kind of hearsay arising from

scientific nature of the work. Whatever elements of bias or

partisanship there may be in a given work are apt to be in

relation to scientific theory. This kind of slanting should no
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more discredit a book than it discredits a specialist -witness who

15
espouses a particular scientific school of thought. (3) Today

(without the exception) we freely allow the expert to testify

though (if he is really qualified) his opinion will practically
18

always be compounded in part of his book -learning. If the book -

background is this indirectly brought before the jury, why not

allow it directly? Consider, for example, the extent to which the

Freudian psychiatrist testifying as expert will, of necessity,

rely on Freud's works. If we accept, as we do, the witness'

opinion so based, why not the books themselves?

There is (in our opinion) sufficient force in these

considerations to justify the new rule dispensing with cross-

examination of an author who is found to be a "reliable authority"

on "a subject of history, medicine or Other science or art."

(2 If it be objected that the jury will be confused by

technical terms and concepts, the answer is that proponent's self-

interest may be trusted to prompt him to place an expert on the

stand for whatever exposition is necessary under the circumstances,

If it be objected that text -extracts may be distorted by lifting

them out of context, the answer is that opponent's self-interest
17

may be trusted to prompt him to expose the distortion. If it be

objected that under the new rule the trial may degenerate into a

"battle of books" the answer is that under Rule 45 the trial judge
18

possesses a discretion adequate to guard against this danger.

In sum, (in our opinion) Exception (31),amended as
19 20

proposed above, is desirable and is recommended for approval'
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FOOTNOTES

1. Wigmore §1690.

2. Wigmore §1698.

3. Wigmore §1700.

4. Wigmore §1699.

5. Wigmore 11693.

6, Wigmore §1696 note 1.

7. 67 Cal. 13 (1885).

8. Gallagher, supra note 7.

9. !Alley v. Parkinson, 91 Cali 655 (1891); Bally v. Kruetzmann,

141 Cal. 519 (1904).

10. People v. Wheeler, 60 Cal. 581 (1882).

11. Gluckstein v. Lipsett, 93 C.A. 2d 391 (1949); Lewis v. Johnson,

12 C. 2d 558 (1939); 23 S.C. L. Rev, 403; 2 U.C.L4A. L. Rev.

252; Wigmore §1700.

12. (31) is based on the A.L.I. Rule of which it is substantially

a copy. Morgan says of the A.L.I. Rule that it "has long

been advocated by Mr. Wigmore." 18 A.L.I. Proceedings, 195.

The rule advocated by Wigmore would, of course, include

medical torts. See Wigmore 1§1691-1692 and his reference in

§1693 note 3 to the "California heresy" of the Gallagher case,

supra, note 7.

13, Wigmore §1693, note 3,

14. Wigmore §1691:

. . there are certain matters upon which the
conclusions of two or three leaders in the
scientific world are always preeminently desirable;
and it is highly unsatisfactory that, except in the
region where they happen to live, the opinions of
world-famous investigators should have no standing
of their own. Whether such persons are legally
unavailable, or whether it is merely a question of

-7-
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relative expense, the principle of Necessity
is equally satisfied; and we should be per-
mitted to avail ourselves of their testimony
in the printed form in which it is most
convenient."

Wigmore §1692:

"(a) There is no need of assuming a higher
degree of sincerity for learned writers as a
class than for other persons; but we may at
leapt say that in the usual instance their
stn-te of mind fulfils the ordinary requirement
for the Hmrsay exceptions, namely, that the
declarant should have 'no motive to misrepresent'.
They may have a bias in favor of a theory, but it
is a bias in favor of the truth as they see it;
it is not a bias in favor of a lawsuit or of an
individual. Their statement is made with no view
to a litigation or to the interests of a. litigable
affair. When an expert employed by an electric
company using the alternating or the single current
writes an essay to show that the alternating
current is or is not more dangerous to human life
than a single current, the probability of his bias
is plain; but this is the exceptional case, and
such an essay could be excluded, just as any
Hearsay statement would be if such a powerful
counter -motive were shown to exist.

"(b) The writer of a learned treatise publishes
primarily for his profession. He knows that every
conclusion will be subjected to careful professional
criticism, and is open ultimately to certain
refutation if not well-founded; that his reputation
depends on the correctness of his data and the
validity of his conclusions; and that he might
better not have written than put forth statements
in which may be detected a lack of sincerity of
method and of accuracy of results. The motive,
in other words, is precisely the same in character
and is more certain in its influence than that
which is accepted as sufficient in some of the other
Hearsay exceptions, namely, the unwelcome probability
of a detection and exposure of errors,

"(c) Finally, the probabilities of accuracy, such as
they are, at least are greater than those which
accompany the testimony of so many expert witnesses
on the stand. The abuses of expert testimony,
arising from the fact that such witnesses are too
often in effect paid to take a partisan view and
are practically untrustworthy, are too well-known
to repeat. It must be conceded that those who

-8-
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write with no view to litigation are at least.
as trustworthy, though unsworn and unexamined,
as perhaps the greater portion of those who
take the stand for a fee from one of the
litigants.

"it may be concluded, then, that there is in
these cases a sufficient circumstantial
probability of trustworthiness. The Court in
each instance should in its discretion exclude
writings which for one reason or another do not
seem to be sufficiently worthy of trust."

16. McCormick §296.

17. Wigmore §1690:

"Another objection sometimes raised is the danger
of confusing the jury by technical passages with-
out oral comment and simplification, A number of
answers to this will suggest themselves; it is
enough to point out that, so far as it is an
appreciable danger, the counsel may be trusted to
protect themselves, where necessary, against this
danger by calling also an expert to take the stand.

"Another objection, once made, is that the treatises
may be used unfairly, by taking passages which are
explained, away or contradicted in other books or
in other parts of the book. Here, again, so far as
the possibility is appreciable, the opposing counsel
may be trusted to protect his client's interests,
exactly as he does, by bringing to the stand one
expert to oppose another, and with much less
difficulty and expense."

18. See Morgan's statement in 18 A.L.I. proceedings 195:

"[T]he danger that has been suggested to us is that
there will be a battle of the books if you do
adopt this Rule. The answer to that is, of course,
the.answer Judge Hand made - the control of the
trial judge."

The battle -of -books objection was long ago made by Alderson,

B. though with a different figure of speech. "We must", he

said, "have the evidence of individuals, not their written

opinions. We should be inundated with books if we were to

hold otherwise." Queen v. Crouch, 1 Cox's Cr. Cases 94,
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quoted in People vi Vheeler, 60 Cal. 581, 586 (1882)i

19a One desirable feature is stated as follows by the Commissioners;

, The extent to which and the condition
under which a learned treatise may be used
upon cross-examination are the subject of much
conflict! The restrictions upon its use are in
the last analysis based upon the million that to
permit the expert to be tested by the statements
in a treatise is indirectly to get the content of
the statement before the jurors who will use it
as evidence of the truth of the matter statedf
This exception will eliminate all prohibitions
upon the use of a treatise for purposes of moos -
examination which would not equally apply to the
use of testimony or propoped available testimony
of another expert for the same purpose."

On this point consider the references in note 11 suPrse

204 The provisions of Exception (30) could be regarded as broad

enough to include Scientific Treatises, If (31) is approved

it is, of course, of no importance that there is this possible

overlap. If (31) is disapproved, it may be advisable to

qualify (30) to exclude its possible application to Scientific

Treatises!
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Date of Meeting: December 18-19, 1959
Date of WAO: December 10, 1959

Memorandum Ro. 3

Subject: Uniform Rules of evidence learsei Evidence Division.

Attached is the text of the Uniform Rules of Evidence -- Hearsay

Evidence Division -- as revised to date by the Commission.

This material is to be used vith Memorandum. No. 4 (December 10,

1959). Memorandum No. 4 indicates the action already taken on each of

the rules in the Hearsay Evidence Division and the problems still to iv?.

resolved by the Cormission.

Respectfully submitted,

John R. DeMoully
Executive Secretary
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Note: This is Uniform Rule 62 as revised by the Commission. Changes
in the Uniform Rule (other than the mere shifting of language from one
part of the rule to another) are shown by underlined material for new
material and by bracketed and strike out material for deleted material.

RULE 62. DE:Malt/NS.

As used in [Raas-63-aad-tts-exeeptiems-aad-ta-4he-fellewtag-raies7]

Rules 62 to 66, inclusive:

12.4 (424) "Declarant" is a person who makes a statement.

j [R34] "Perceive" means acquire knowledge through one's own

senses.

IN] "Public (Geffietalz) officer or employee of a state or

territory of the United States" includes: [aa-efftelal-et-a-peltitea&-

sabolivistea-ef-eueh-sta4e-er4erritery-aad-er-a-mas&eipai44yv]

(a) In this State, an officer or employee of the State_ or of any

22111EtZuSiattMs..iiiatkieti eabOritAjg2IFY or other poli0q4'0154tvietban

of the State.

(b) In other states and in territories of the United States, an

officer oremployee of any public entity that is substantially equivalent

to those included, under subparagraph (a) of thislarawaph.

SN R591 "State" includes each of the United States and the

District of Columbia.

121 f414) "Statement" means not only an oral or written expression

but also non-verbal conduct of a person intended by him as a substitute for

words in expressing the matter stated.

[(74] Except as otherwise provided in paragraph (7) of this

rule, "unavailable as a witness" includes situations where the witness is:

-1-
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(a) Exempted on the ground of privilege from testifying concerning

the matter to which his statement is relevant. (7-er]

(b) Disqualified from testifying to the matter. (-ear]

(c) Dead or unable Ns -be -present] to testify at the hearing

because of (glea*h-er,..4kea-exts4tael physical or mental illness. (7-00

(6) absent beyond the jurisdiction of the court to compel appearance

by its process. (7-00

(e) Absent from the (plisee-ef) hearing (bemuse] and the proponent

of his statement does not know and with diligence has been unable to

ascertain his whereabouts.

(7) For the purposes of paragraph (6) of this rule, [iW] a witness

is not unavailable:

(a) If the judge finds that (we] the exemption, disqualification,

death, inability or absence of the witness is due to 112 the procurement or

wrongdoing of the proponent of his statement for the purpose of preventing

the witness from attending or testifying (71 or [te] (ii) the culpable

act or neglect of such [par*y] proponent; (7] or

(b) If unavailability is claimed (aader-eaause-iij-ef-tke-preeeitag

paragraph] because the witness is absent beyond the jurisdiction of the

court to compel appearance by its process an& the judge finds that the

deposition of the declarant could have been taken by the proponent by

the exercise of reasonable diligence and without undue hardship [7] or

expense. [aaml-tkat-the-prehable-impertemee-et-4he-tes4imeay-is-euels-as-te

dastify-the-expense-ef-Ukteg-wash-depeslitieav]

464--gA-busteessg-as-ased-ta-exeepttee.(134-shali-iaeaude-every

klael-et-basftess7-prefeselem7-eeeupaittea7-ealates-er-eperattea-ef-Imetteu-

tteas7-whether-earr4ed-en-fer-preftik-er-se4.]

-2-
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314.(L)

Revised 12/10/59

10/22/59

Vote: This is Uniform Rule 63 as revised by the Commission. Changes

in the Uniform Rile (other than the mere shifting of language from one
part of the rule to another) are shown by underlined material for new
material and by bracketed and strike out material for deleted material.

RULE 63. HEARSAY EVIDENCE EXCLUDED -- EXCEPTIONS.

Evidence of.a statement which is made other than by a witness

while testifying at the hearing offered to prove the truth of the matter

stated is hearsay evidence and inadmissible except:

(1) [A-Mia*emeek-prewteusay-male-by-a-peweem-whe-4s-present

at-0A-hese4mg-ani-avaiaeble-Stior-aress-emem&hattem-with-respect-te-the

sta4emeat-aael-its-subdee*-ma**ery-peevaded-the-steAemem*.veeld-be-ai-

mAss011e-tf-maAe-by-deliaraalb-wialie-4e044.04mg-as-awk;meast] hen a

person is a witness at the hearing, a statement made blr hims thou& not

made at the hearing, is admissible to prove the truth of the mater

stated if the statement would have been admissible if made by him while

testifying and the statement:

(a) Is inconsistent with his testimog at the hearing and is

offered in coMr3lance with Ile 22) or

(121 Is offered after evidence of a, prior inconsistent statement

or of a recent fabrication by the witness has been received and the

statement is one made before the alleged inconsistent statement or

fabrication and is consistent with his testimony at th± hearing; or

(c) Concerns a matter as to which the witness has no present

recollection and is s. writing which was made at a time vhen the facts

-3-
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recorded in the writin4 actually occurred or at such other time when the

facts recorded in the writinf were fresh in the witness's memory and the

writing was made (I) by'the witness himself or under hisdirection or

(ii) byy 3,me other poridnfor the purpose of recording the witness's

statement at the time it was mode.

(2) [Afilmiavtaf-ae-aks-emaem4.s4miesikae-ky-like-elltaistes-sf-4k4s

gossiistl Two the extent otherwise admissible under the law of this State:

Affidavits.

0) Depositions taken in the action or proceeding in which they

are offered.

(c) Testimony given by a witness in a prior trial or3reliminary

hearing of the action or proceeding in which it is offered.

(3) 1Ssaiteese-W-tke.ssassaaissiaalukaMs-amfl-ek6eettems-as-thettek

the-deelavaatt-wens-testsgyisg-fis-persesT4a4-ilestOmemy-ia-like-ferm-er-a

depesit&ea.tpakes-Ita.oeispliasee-iwitlik-tke-Iav-sr-4kis-state-fer-wee-as

testiasesy-ia-tke-twia24-eS-ake-ali4em-is-widek-effesed7-es-0)4-0-the

julige-ekads-toka*-tke-desitaraai.ts.lanevaillakae-as-a-witaess-a*-ake-kearkagy

testimesiy-givem-as-a-witaess-ika-eaeliker-aeCies-ew-1a-a-aspes4ea-takes

tm-eempillamee-wiletk-lew-Ses-w.se-as-testimemy-lm-tke-tria&-elsasetker-settes7

whea444-the-testimeey-ts-efiereol-agataeli-a-par4y-wke-ettered-it.ta-kis

eva-bekale-ea-the-fersmar-eesasieft-er-agaliast-tke-ettesesses-fia-katerest-5/

smek.pastyy-es-4##.4ke-tseue.1s-egek-that-tke -advesse-partly-sa.tke -femme,

eeeestea-kai.tke-sigkt.asA-eppestuakty-Vew-lasess-exemasat&ea-wiltk-aa

istewest-aa4.msaive-eimilaw-te.tUat.wkiek-Us-advesee-pasty-has-&a-tke

aettess-4a-wkish..4ke.testtmsay-is-etreweilt) Subject to the same limitations

and objections as though the declarant were testifying in . reon, testimony
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given underunder oath or affirmation as a witness in another action or roceed-

ing conducted by or under the supervision of a court or other official

agency ha i the r to determine controversies or test taken b

depositia.: taken in compliance with law in such an action or proceeding,

but only Ji? finds that the declarant is unavailable as a witness

at the hearing and that:

(a) Such testimony is offered against a party who offered it in

evidence on his own behalf in the other action or proceeding or against

the succecbor in interest of sudiru4r; or

ILI in a civil action or proceeding, the issue is such that the

adverse party in the other action or proceeding had the rift and

opportunity for cross-examination with an interest and motive similar to

that which the adverse party has in the action or proceeding in Which the

testimony is offered; or

(c) In a criminal action or proceeding& the present defendant

limu_parV to the other action or proceeding and had the right and

opportunity for cross-examination with an interest and motive similar

to that which he has in the action or2roceeding in which the testimony

is offered except that the testimony given at a preliminary hearing in

the other action or proceeding is not admissible.

(4) Sub eat to Rule 65AI a statement:

(a) Which the judge finds was made while the declarant was per-

ceiving the event or condition which the statement narrates, describes

or explains) [7] or

(b) Which the judge finds (wee-made.0kAle-tke-deelaran4-vas

-5-
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eater-4ke-siress-el-e-nearvevs-exsitemea41-eaused-by-seek-pereepikea7-er1

(i) purport* to state "hat the declarant_ perceived relating to an

event or condition which the statement narrated describes or explains

and (ii) 118,6 made syontaneouely iddle the declarant vas under the stress

of a nervous excitement causell by such .erception.

f(e4--ef-tite-dee&araat-ia-vmssailabile-as-a-viikeess7-a-statesseet

ake.reatingt-deseekbaiwer-expiadming-aa-eveirt.or-eutgitiaw.vklek-the-ev.dige

fiade-was-wmge-by-tke-Elealarast-at-a-t4me-wkes-ake-isatter-bad-bees

regentay-pereetved-by-kfiat-asi-while-his-reeeitietties-vas-eleary-amd-vas

siaile-fia-geed-faith-priee-te-tike-ememeaseveals-et-the-setriea#1

(5) Subject to Rule 65A, a statement by a person unavailable

am a witness because of his death if the judge finds that it

vas made upon the personal knovleke of the declarant( under a sense

of ireponaing death, voluntarily and in good faith and brktie-the

Viesimvamt-vas-eessetelis-ef-kis-ikapeadiag-deeth-asi-belleveil in the

belief that there vas no hope of his recovery. [#1

(6) lam-a-erkisimai-preeeetting-se-agaiae4-411e-emmase4-a-previees

st4timisat4ri-hirm-eelative-te-tle-eirSease-ebarged-ity -aag-exly- lay -like

dudge-fidelisettat -the.efeased-ethea-atksing-the-stitemeat -dvas-eeeseSeas -sad

vas -eapabia-eS-mailevstaseligag-vkat -ke-eaid-and..111.47 -amd-that-ke-vas-aet

kadmeed-te.make-tke-sibatemeat4a4-vader-oempeAstea-ee.by-fianitettea-ev

thmeats-46-kraistiea-eS-maitevisg-vitea-kin-av-ametkevr-elp-by-ppeleaged

tustervegatATA-mader-smok-eilvevasitaaess-as-te-seader-the-statement-iavel-

eateryy -er,i11444y-tkraats so? -oreamieee-eemeeraing-ae*.iea- ter 4e -takes -by -e

-6-
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publie-offte4a1-wtak-sefeseame-40-4ke.ertme7-1&ke4-4e-eautte-*ke-aesused-

te-make-suek-a-e4a0eemeat-falselyraal-madm-by-amperesa.whawthe-aesuaed-

reaseaably-beitevet-te4save-4ke-pewes-er-au*beetty-te-ommeute-the-same*1

Subject to Rule 65A, in a criminal action or proceedin4, as against the

defendant, a previous statement by him relative to the offense charged,

unless the judge finds pursuant to the procedures set forth in Rae 8

that the statement was made:

(a) Under circumstances likely to cause the defendant to make a

false statement; or

(b) Under such circumstances that it is inadmissible under the

Constitution of the United States or the Constitution of this State.

(7) Subject to Rule 65A and except as provided in paragraph (61

of,thisrule as xvinst himself, a statement by a person echo is a party

to the action or proceeding in his individual or [a] representative

capacity. [ani-ii.4he-ia44er7-whe-was-aeitiwia,sue-h-repsessa6ative

eapaetty-ia-maktag-tke-sta4smenAst]

(8) Subject to Rule 65A, as against a party, a statement:

(a) By a person authorized by the party to make a statement or

statements for him concerning the subject matter of the statement [ 7 ]

or

(b) Of which the party with knowledge of the content thereof

has, by words or other conduct, manifested his adoption or his belief

in its truth. [

-7-
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(9) As against a party, a statement which would be admissible

if made by the declarant at the hearing if:

(a) The statement concerned a matter within the scope of an

agency or employment of the declarant for the party and vas made before

the termination of such relationship; [ 7 ] or

(b) Nke-peaty-rni-the-deelaran%-were-par4keirattag-ta-a-plaa

te-eaniAt-a-eAms-er-a-et7,41-imeng-aad-tke-statement-vas-relevan*-te-the

plan-sp-its-smIlAss4-matiser-and-vas-made-wkile-tke-plan-was-in-existenee

and-beame-its-eemplese-exeelatien-er-ethee-termiaatten7) The statement

is that of a co-conspirator of the party and ti) the statement was made

prior to the termination of the conspiracy and in furtherance of the

common object thereof and (ii) the statement is offered after proof by

independent evidence of the existence of the conspiracy and that the

declarant and the yarty were bothlarties to the conspiracy at the time

the statement was made; or

(c) In a civil action or proceeding, one of the issues between

the party and the proponent of the evidence of the statement is a legal

liability of the declarant, and the statement tends to establish that

liability. [ * ]

(10) (BeWee4-*e.tke-itai*ateas-sf-exeelAtea-(4471 Subject

to Rule 65A, if the declarant is not a party to the action or proceeding

and is unavailable as a witness, and if the judge finds that the

declarant bad sufficient knowledge of the subject, a statement which the

judge finds was at the time of the [assertion] statement so far

contrary to the declarant's pecuniary or proprietary interest or so far
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subjected him to civil or criminal liability or so far rendered invalid a

claim by him against another or created such risk of making him an object

of hatred, ridicule or social disapproval in the community that a

reasonable man in his position would not have made the statement unless

he believed it to be true. [ *
04

[(14.4--A-statenegit-by-a-vater-eeneentitig-kie-eittalifiest*Olie-te

rate-ee-4ke-fa4-er-een43eit%-et-kis-vetet]

(12) Subject to Rule 65A, unless the judge finds it was made in

bad faith, a statement of the declarant's:

(a) Then existing state of mind, emotion or physical sensation,

including statements of intent, plan, motive, design, mental feeling,

pain and bodily health, but not including memory or belief to prove the

fact remembered or believed, when such a mental or physical condition is

in issue or is relevant to prove or explain acts or conduct of the

declarant. [ 7-er ]

(b) Previous symptoms, pain or physical sensation, made to a

physician consulted for treatment or for diagnosis with a view to

treatment, and relevant to an issue of declarant's bodily condition. [ t

(13) [Writiegs-effeeed-aa-memeraada-er-reeerds-ef-ae4e7-eendi-

tieas-er-evestia-40-preve-tke-faets-stalsei-thereira7-if-tike-hudge-finds-that

tkey-weee-mate-ta-4ke-regular-eeurse-eg-a-baeisese-a*-er-abeat-the-tme

et-tke-as47-saadit4aa-oe-eveat-reeerdee17-anel-tka*-Qie-seurees-ef-tatema-

ttee-frem-whiek-made-ani,ake-aetkei-and-eireumstasees-at-tkeils-pseparatiea
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were-gliek-as-te-4aAleate-thetaP-tyugtworWalese* A writing offered as a

record of an act, condition or event if the custodian or other qualified

witness testifies to its identity and the mode of its preparation and

if the judge finds that it was made in the regular course of a business,

at or near the time of the act, condition or event, and that the sources

of information, method and time of preparation were such as to indicate

its trustworthiness. As used in this paragraph, "a business" includes

every kind of business) yrofession, occupation, calling or operation of

institutions, whether carried on for profit or not.

(14) Evidence of the absence [ef-ammeeerandue-er-reeord] from tkle

[memereeda-eE) records of a business (as defined in parapayh ill) of this

rule) of a record of an asserted act, (evee*-er] condition [T] or event,

to prove the non-occurrence of the act or event, or the non-existence of the

condition, if the judge finds that:

It was the regular course of that business to make feaek

Remora -pia] records of all such acts, (evea*s-er] conditions or events,

at or near the time [Otereet-eaP-TACata-a-reaftenable-Use-4hereaf4er] of the

act' condition or event, and to preserve them; and

IL) The sources of information and method and time of preparation

of the records of that business are such as to indicate the trustworthiness

of the records.

(15) Subject to Rule 64, statements of fact contained in a written

report [ s-ee-fiediags-eg-cae4] made by a public [e4Vielai] officer or

employee of the United States or by a public officer or employee

of a state or territory of the United States, if the judge finds

-10-
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that the making thereof was within the scope of the duty of such

[effieiail officer or employee and that it was his duty to:

(a) [4e3 Perform the act reported; [ y ) or

(b) [te] Observe the act, condition or event reported [ 7 ] or

(c) [*el Investigate the facts concerning the act, condition or

event. [aad-te-make-41444mge-er-draw-emelaeteme-liased-es-suek-teveetiga

tteast]

(16) Pub4set.ta-Rule-64A writings made by persons other than

public officers or employees as a record, report or finding of fact, if

the judge finds that:

(a) The maker was authorized by a statute of the United States

or of a state or territory of the United States to perform, to the

exclusion of persons not so authorized, the functions reflected in the

writing, and was required by statute to file in a designated public

office a written report of specified matters relating to the performance

of such functionsi [ 7 ] and

(b) The writing was made and filed as so required by the

statute. 63

(17) [Guladeet-4e-amle-6473(a) If meeting the requirements of

authentication under Rule 68, to prove the content of the record, a.

writing purporting to be a copy of an official record or of an

entry therein. ( ,

(b) If meeting the requirements of authentication under Rule

§22 to prove the absence of a record in a specified office, a writing made by
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the official custodian of the official records of the office, reciting

diligent search and failure to find such record. [ , ]

(18) [SWAJALot-to4W44-64,--eeeckiftea*es] A certificate that the

maker therecf performed a marriage ceremony, to prove the truth of the

recitals thereof, if the judge finds that:

(a) The maker of the certificate was, at the time and place

certified as the time and place of the marriagez [was] authorized by

law to perform marriage ceremonies; £ 7 ] and

(b) The certificate was issued at that time or within a reasonable

time thereafter. [ ]

(19) Lsubjaat-ta.Rule..64.1 The official record of a document

purporting to establish or affect an interest in property, to prove the

content of the original recorded document and its execution and delivery

by each person by whom it purports to have been executed, if the judge

finds that:

(a) The record is in fact a record of an office of a state

or nation or of any governmental subdivision thereof; [ 7 ] and

(b) An applicable statute authorized such a document to be

recorded in that office. I t

(20) Evidence of a final judgment adjudging a person Guilty of

a felony, to prove, againot cueh person, any fact eszential to.sustain

thejudgment unless ouch fact is admitted, [ , ]

-12-
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(21) To prove the wrong of the adverse party and the amount of

damages sustained by the judgment creditor, evidence of a final judgment

if:

12.1. Offered by a judgment debtor in an action or proceeding

in which he seeks to recover partial or total indemnity or exoneration

for money paid or liability incurred by him because of the judgment; and

7-preveled

Ski The judge finds that the judgment was rendered for damages

sustained by the judgment creditor as a result of the wrong of the

adverse party to the present action or proceeding. [ t ]

(22) TO prove any fact which was essential to the judgment,

evidence of a final judgment determining the interest or lack of interest

of the public or of a state or nation or governmental subdivision thereof

in land, if offered by a party in an action or proceeding in which any

such fact or such interest or lack of interest is a material matter. [ t ]

(23) Subject to Rule 654a statement of a matter concerning a

declarant's own birth, marriage, divorce, legitimacy, relationship by

blood or marriage, race -ancestry or other similar fact of his family

history, even though the declarant had no means of acquiring personal

knowledge of the matter declared, if the judge finds that the declarant

is unavailable as a witness. [-t-]

(24) Subject to Rule 65A, a statement concerning the birth,

marriage, divorce, death, legitimacy, raceaancestry, relationship by

blood or marriage or other similar fact of the family history of a person

-13-
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other than the declarant if the judge finds that the declarant is

unavailable as a witness and finds that:

(a) [W'#ads-that] The declarant was related to the other by blood

or marriage; or

ill [f ade-that-he] The declarant was otherwise so intimately

associated with the other's family as to be likely to have accurate

information concerning the matter declared [ 7 ] and made the statement

LI as upon information received from the other or from a person related

by blood or marriage to the other [ 7 ] or (ii) as upon repute in the

other's family. [ 7-aad-44-fie-that-the-declarant-#e-veavatiahle

ae-a-witaess*]

(25) [A-statemeat-ef-a-declarant-that-a-etatemeat-admieethie

antler-exeeptiens-(234-er-(244-of-thde-fie-was-made-hy-aaethea-deelaffaat7

effewed-as-teadteg-te-preve-the-trath-eC-the-matter-deeaaeed-hy-heth-

deelaraateT-tt-the-jedge-finde-that-heth-deeiaraats-awe-usavatlable-as

witaeseest)

(26) Evidence of reputation among members of a family, if:

The reputation concerns the birth, marriage, divorce, death,

legitimacy, race -ancestry or other fact of the family history of a member

of the family by blood or marriage; and

(b) The evidence consists of (i) a witness testifying to his

knowledge of such reputation or (ii) such evidence as entries in family

bibles or other family books or charts, engravings on rings, family

portraits or engravings on urns, crypts or tombstones.
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(27) Evidence of reputation in a community as tending to prove

the truth of the matter reputed, if (4a4-3 the reputation concerns:

it.) Boundaries of, or customs affecting, land in the community

[ 7 3 and the judge finds that the reputation, if any, arose before

controversy. (7-er3

[4ke-repeWsies-seReems) An event of general history of

the community or of the state or nation of which the community is a part

1 7 ) and the judge finds that the event was of importance to the

community. [7-er1

(c) [tke-repetattem-eeneentie] The date or fact of birth, marriage,

divorce [ 7 ] or death[ 7legAtUlagy7-lelaiLemahtp.by-tilsad-or-maawciage,

Jaw-waaoamasstwy] of a person resident in the community at the time of

the reputation. [7-er-same-etker-similas-Cae4-ef-his-Saiday-kistery-ae

af-lais-perssmal-sikailets-ereentitttem-Idatek-Ole-dsidge-fieis-iikeay-*0-kaye

bees-41ae-subdee4-sf-a-reltal4e-repatatiee-4m-4-kat-eemmusi*yt]

(28) If a person's character or a trait of a person's character

at a specified time is material, evidence of his general reputation with

reference thereto at a relevant time in the community in which he then

resided or in a group with which he then habitually associated, to prove

the truth of the matter reputed. [ t ]

(29) Subject to Rule 64, evidence of a statement relevant to a

material matter, contained in:

Lel A deed of conveyance or a will or other (ieeemen40 writing

purporting to affect an interest in property, offered as tending to prove

-15-
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the truth of the matter stated, if the judge finds that the matter

stated would be relevant upon an issue as to an interest in the

property [ and that the dealings with the property since the state-

ment was made have not been inconsistent with the truth of the state-

ment. [ *

(b) A writing more than 30 years old when the statement has been

since generally acted upon as true by sons having an interest in the

matter, if the writer could have been properly allowed to make such

statement as a witness.

(30) Evidence of statements of matters of interest to persona

engaged in an occupation contained in a list, register) periodical 7 ]

or Other published compilation to prove the truth of any relevant matter

so stated if the judge finds that the ccepilation is published for use

by persons engaged in that occupation and is generally used and relied

upon by them. 1 t )

(31) A published treatise, periodical or pamphlet on a subject

of history, science or art to prove the truth of a matter stated therein

if the judge takes judicial notice, or a witness expert in the subject

testifies, that the treatise, periodical or pamphlet is a reliable

authority on the subject.
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(3(L))

Revised 12/10/59

10/22/59

Note: This is Uniform Rule 64 as revised by the Commission. Changes

in the Uniform Rule (other than the mere shifting' of language from one
part of the rule to another) are shown by underlined material for new
material and by bracketed and strike out material for deleted material.

RULE 64. DISCRETION 0? JUDGE UNDER CERTAIN EXCEPTIONS W HEARSAY

RULE TO ECOLUDE EVIDENCE.

Any writing admissible under (emeelAkeimi) paragraph (is) t74647

0,74741447-an34194) or (29) of Rule 63 shall be received only if the party

offering such writing has delivered a copy of it, or so much thereof as

may relate to the controversy, to each adverse party a reasonable time

before trial unless the judge finds that such adverse party has not been

unfairly surprised by the failure to deliver such copy. .

-17-
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(31.(L)) 10/22/59

Note: This is Uniform Rule 65 as revised by the Commission. Changes
in the Uniform itule (other than the mere shifting of language from one
part of the rule to another) are shown by underlined material for new
material and by bracketed and strike out material for deleted material.

RULE 65. CREDIBILITY OF DECLARANT.

EVidence of a statement or other conduct by a declarant

inconsistent with a statement of such declarant received in evidence

under an exception to Rule 63 [ 7 ] is admissible for the purpose of

discrediting the declarant, though he had no opportunity to deny or

explain such inconsistent statement or other conduct. Any other evidence

tending to impair or support the credibility of the declarant is

admissible if it would have been admissible had the declarant been a

witness.

-IS-
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Revised 110/59

10/22 59

Note: This is a new rule proposed by the Law Revision
Commission.

RULE 65A. QUALIFICATION OF DECLARANT. [NEW]

Any statement otherwise admissible under paragraph (4), (5), (6),

(7), (8), (10), (12), (23) or (24) of Rule 63 is inadmissible if the

judge finds that at the time of making the statement the declarant

was incapable of underatandinALthe duty of a witness to tell the truth.

The burden of establishing that a statement is inadmissible because of

the provisions of this section is upon the person objecting to the

admission of the evidence.

C
-19-:
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Rote: This is Uniform Rule 66 as revised by the Commission. Changes
in the Uniform Rule (other than the mere shifting of language from one
part of the rule to another) are shown by underlined material for new
material an by bracketed and strike out material for deleted material.

RULE 66. MULTIPLE HEARSAY.

A statement within the scope of an exception to Rule 63 [shall]

is not [be] inadmissible on the ground that it includes a statement made

by another declarant and is offered to prove the truth of the included

statement if such included statement itself meets the requirements of

an exception.

C
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Date of Meeting: December 1e-19, 1959

Date of Memo: Dedember 10, 1959

MEMORANDUM NO. 4

Subject: Uniform Rules of Evidence - Hearsay Evidence Division.

The attached material indicates the action already taken

by the Commission on each of the rules in the Hearsay Evidence

Division and the problems still to be resolved by the Commission.

This material is to be used with Memorandum No. 3 (December

10, 1959) which contains the text of the rules as revised to date

by the Commission.

Respectfully submitted,

John H. DeMoully
Executive Secretary
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December 10, 1959

ACTION TAKEN BY COMMISION ON

HEARSAY EVIDENCE PORTION OF UNIFORM RULES OF EVIDENCE

Rule 62

Rule 62 is set out as approved by the Commission at

the November meeting. The Commission suggested but has not,

however. approved the retabulation of Rule 62(6) into two

numbered paragraphs.

Rule 63

Introductory Clause

Approved.

Exception _(1)

Approved as revised.

Exception (2)

Approved as revised.

Exception (3)

Approved as revised.

Exception (4)

Approved as revised, except as to whether Rule

65A should apply.

Exception ()

Approved as revised, except as to whether Rule 65A

should apply.

Exception 16)

Approved as revised, except as to whether Rule 65A

should apply.

-1-
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Exception (7)

Approved as revised, except as to whether Rule 65A

should apply.

Exception (8)

Approved as revised, except as to whether Rule 65I

should apply.

Exception (9)

Approved as revised.

Exception (13)

Approved as revised, except as to whethe-r Rule 65A

should apply. Also, why is, the phrase "Subiect to the limita-

tions of exception (6)" deleted?

Exception (11)

Disapproved.

Exception (12)

Approved as revised, except as to whether Rule 65A

should apply.

Exception (13)

Approved as revised.

Exception (14)

Approved in principle - staff to revise to make

consistent in form with exception (13). Commission has not

approved revised form.

Exception (15)

Approved as revised.

Exception (16)

Approved as revised. Note that the reference

to Rule 6I is deleted.

-2-
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Exception (17)

Approved as revised. Note that the reference to

Rule 64 is deleted.

Exception (41

Approved as revised. Note that the reference to

Rule 64 is deleted.

Exceptio:1 (391

Approved as revised. Note that the :reference to

Rule 64 is deleted,

Excezti(mLa21

Approved as revised. Note that the words "Subject

to Rule 64" which had been inserted at the beginning of this

exception are deleted.

Exception (21)

Approved as revised.

Exception (22)

Approved as revised.

Exception (23)

Approved as revised, except as to whether Rule

65A should apply.

Exception (24)

Approved as revised, except as to whether Rule 654

should apply.

Exception (24)

Approved as revised, except as to whether Rule 65A

should apply.
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Exception (25)

Discnproved.

Exception (26)

Approved as revised.

Exception :22.).

A-frdroved as revised.

Exception c42

Api_::ocred as revised.

Exception i:79)

Apprcved as revised.

Exception (30)

Approved as revised.

Exception (31)

No action taken. Will consider after Bar

Committee has taken action on this exception.

Rule 64

Approved as revised.

Rule 65

Approved as revised.

Rule 65A

Approved, except that the application of this rule to

specific paragraphs of Rule 63 will be considered at a subse-

quent meeting.

Rule 66

Approved as revised.
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April 1, 1960

Wmorandum Ho. 39 (1960)

Subject: Uhiform Rules of Evidence - Hearsay Division

Attached are the Uniform Rules of Evidence (Hearsay Division)

as revised to date by the Commission. You may want to refer to this

material in connection with Chadbourn's memo concerning the problem

of incorporating the Uniform Rules in the Hearsay Division (Rules 62-

66) into the California Codes.

Respectfully submitted,

John H. DeMou]ly
Executive Secretary

gl
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UNIFORM RULES OF EVIDENCE

HEARSAY DIVISION

(34(L))

Revised March 1, 1960
Revised 12/10/59

10/20/59

Note: This is Uniform Rule 62 as revised by the Commission. Changes
in the Uniform Rule (other than the mere shifting of language from one
part of the rule to another) are shown by underlined material for new
material and by bracketed and strike out material for deleted material.

RULE 62. DEFINITIONS.

As used in [Rorie-6a-asil-44s-exeelAtions-and-ta-tke-fellewtmerale07]

Rules 62 to 66, inclusive:

[24] "Declarant" is a person who makes a statement.

Sal (3.4] "Perceive" means acquire knowledge through one's own

senses.

I444] "Public Wetels.12) officer or employee of a state or

territory of the United States" includes: (ae-etetal-ef-a-pelt44eal-
_

subdivis4ea-ef-sweek-state-er-*errOory-aal-ef-a-mate4paaVard

(a) In this State, an officer or employee of the State.or of any

pountya_oity. district,

of the State.

(b) In other states and in territories of the United States, an

officer or employee of any public entity that is substantially equivalent

to those included under subparagraph (a) of this paragraph.

(4541 "State" includes each of the United States and the

District of Columbia.

autbOrityr aSeaoy or other polial'sabdivielon

S.21 fil4) "Statement" means not only an oral or written expression

but also non-verbal conduct of a person intended by him as a substitute for

words in expressing the matter stated.

.02 [m] accept as otherwise provided in paragraph (7) of this

rule, "unavailable as a witness" includes situations where the witness is:

-1- #62
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C (a) Exempted on the ground of privilege from testifying concerning

the matter to which his statement is relevant. (7-er]

(b) Disqualified from testifying to the matter. fa-er]

(c) Dead or unable (4e-be-preses4) to testify at the hearing

because of blea*h-er-ithea-exis4ing) physical or mental illness. (7-ee]

(6) Lbsent beyond the jurisdiction of the court to compel appearance

by its process. (fir-er]

(e) Absent from the (plaee-ef] hearing (eeaase] and the proponent

of his statement does not know and with diligence has been unable to

ascertain his whereabouts.

CO For the purposes of paragraph (6) of this rule, [Baal a witness

is not unavailable;

(a) If the judge finds that (his] the exemption, disqualification,

death, inability or absence of the witness is due to the procurement or

wrongdoing of the proponent of his statement for the purpose of preventing

the witness from attending or testifying 61 or [try] (ii) the culpable

act or neglect of such (party] Rroyonent; [7] or

(b) If unavailability is claimed (aaier-elause-4414-44-4he-preeediag

paragraph] because the witness is absent beyond the jurisdiction of the

court to compel alpearance by its process and the judge finds that the

deposition of the declarant could have been taken by the proponent by

the exercise of reasonable diligence and without undue hardship (7] or

expense. -se- a- te

das*If3r64he-expease-44-4aking-saeh-depesities=1

(44--11A-busisesell-as-usei-la-eiceep4ies4134-shall-inelade-every

kisa-ef-bastness7-prefeestes7-esespaties7-eailiag-er-eperaties.-et-lss*4*a-

44ess7-whether-earr4e&-ea-cer-prefit-er-aeitv]

-2- 462
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Revised 12/10/59

10/22/59

Note: This is Uniform Rule 63 as revised by the Commission. Changes

in the Uniform Rule (other than the mere shifting of language from one
part of the rule to another) are shown by underlined material for new
material and by bracketed and strike out material for deleted material.

RULE 63. HEARSAY EVIDENCE EXCLUDED -- EXCEPTIONS.

EVidence of a statement which is made other than by a witness

while testifying at the hearing offered to prove the truth of the matter

stated is hearsay evidence and inadmissible except:

(1) [A-statemee*-preleteuely-made-by-a-pereen-whe-ts-preseat

at-the-keariag-aad-avallable-tee-eress-examiaa4stea-v4ta-respeet,4e-the

statemeat-aa4-44s-subdeet-mattery-peevided-the-stat.emea4-weald-be-ad-

akestble-41-aade-by-ileeiaraat-wkile-*estAfyiag-as-a-witResst) When a

person is a witness at the hearing,_ a statement made by him, though not

made at the hearing, is admissible to prove the truth of the matter

stated if the statement would have been admissible if made by him while

testifying and the statement:

(a) Is inconsistent with his testimony at the hearing and is

offered in compliance with Ru].e 22; or

(b) Is offered after evidence of a prior inconsistent statement

or of a recent fabrication by the witness has been received and the

statement is one made before the alleged inconsistent statement or

fabrication and is consistent with his testimony at the hearing; or

(c) Concerns a matter as to which the witness has no present

recollection and is a writiz5. which was made at a time when the facts

-3-
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recorded in the writing actually occurred or at such other time when the

facts recorded in the writing were fresh in the witness's memory and the

writing[was made by the witness himself or under his direction or

(ii) by some otheryerson for the purpose of recording the witness's

statement at the time it was made.

(2) [Affidavt4a-45.-the-extes*-admilsibaa-by-the-etatates-ef-iMe

Statet] To the extent otherwise admissible under the law of this State:

(a) Affidavits.

(b) Depositions taken in the action or proceeding in which they

are offered.

(c) Testimony given by a witness in a prior trial or preliminary

hearing of the action or proceeding in which it is offered.

(3) (gabdaet-lbe-the-same-Iimitat&ems-aad-ebdeet*eas-as-thaligh

the -eleolaraukt-brere-testifying-ta-persea74a4-testintisay-in.-tae-feria-ef-a

depesition-takaa-411-s.mpliases-witk-lake-law-ef-this-state-fer-use-as

testimay-ta-t4e-*rial-ot-the-aetten-tm-whiek-effewedy-er-cb4-&f-tke

die-f&mis-that-tae-dashrant-&s-usawailable-as-a-witsess-at-4ke-keariagr

*est*NoRY-gPfail-as-a-ewitmess-la-asether-aet4eR-eF-tm-a-dspositAell-takea

in-eompliamee-with-Iaw-for-uss-as-testAmmay-4A-tke-tFial-et-anether-astisay

wkea-44-the-tostimmay-ts-offepe4-agalast-a-par4y-wke-efierai-ii-ka-his

owa-behalt-es-tke-temew-oeeasUmi-cm-agaiRst-the-swesessow-An-istswest-of

owela-paztyy-or-(14-tke-isswe-is-swah-that-ths-Rdwe.roe-paa4y-wa-Mie-Cowner

osaasien-kad-tke-vAght-and-eppaptunAty-for-awese-examalmat&ex-w4th-aa

&iaterest-suld-mative-s4milar-to-tkat-wkiala-the-adverse-pawty-kas4a-the

ne*I0R-1/1.44.441U-tie-testimmly-is-ogeeredil Subject to the same limitations

and objections as though the declarant were testifying in person, testimony
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given under oath or affirmation as a witness in another action or proceed-

ing conducted by or under the supervision of a court or other official

agency having the power to determine controversies or testimony taken by

deposition taken in compliance with law in such an action or proceeding,

but only if the judge finds that the declarant is unavailable as a witness

at the hearing and that

(a) Such testimony is offered against a party who offered it in

evidence on his own behalf in the other action or proceeding or against

the successor in interest of such party; or

(b) In a civil action or proceeding, the issue is such that the

adverse party in the other action or proceeding had the right and

22portunity for cross-examination with an interest and motive similar to

that which the adverse apary has in the action or proceeding in which the

testimony is offered; or

(c) In a criminal action or proceeding, the present defendant

was a party to the other action or proceeding and had the right and

opportunity for cross-examination with an interest and motive similar

to that which he has in the action or proceeding in which the testimony

is offered except that the testimony given at a preliminary hearing in

the other action or proceeding is not admissible.

(4) A statement:

(a) Which the judge finds was made while the declarant was per-

ceiving the event or condition which the statement narrates, describes

or explains; [y) or

(b) Which the judge finds [was-made-while-Mae-deeiaraet-was

-5- #63
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ane-eff-the-strecs-sif-a-aelweus-eeitement-ealased-ey-saek-pefeeptisay-eld

(i) ports to state what the declerant perceived relating to an

event or condition 4hich the statement narrates, describes or explains

and (ii) was rade spontaneously while the declarant vas under the stress

of a nervous excitement caused by such perception.

fie4--##-tke-deelaloaat-is-aaavailable-as-a-wl*sessl-s-s*atemelit

aarmtiagy-1.eaearikbiag-sr-explataise-aa-event-er-esseligi+sa-wkiek-the-6114ge

fiads-was-made-by-the-eleelaran4-at-a-tIme-when.-04e-matter-ha&-been

reeen*Iy-pereetve#1-191-kilemasel-wkile-hts-reselleettes-was-eleary-and-was

samle-la-geed.-faitk-pries-te-iske-essmeseemest-st-4ke-aetteit]

(5) A statement by a person unavailable as a witness

because of tic- death if the judge finds that it was made

upon the personal knowledge of the declarant under a sense

of imyending death, voluntarily and in good faith and (vUtle-tke

eleelaraat-vas-eeseeltms-ef-Ms-impeadAes-dea411-aad-belteved] in the

belief that there was no hope of his recovery. (j)

(6) (In-a-e-rimisel-preeeeteltag-as-against-the-aseased7-a-previslas

state Vs -t -the -efse - eha -tie

hvelge-fiRds-tkat-the-aseasedwken-siakiag-tke-statessat-was-genssisas-aad

was-eapable-sf-mmlepstandisa-what-ke-sa1i-aaa-dtily-and-that-he-was-Bet

kaebdee4-*e-make-the-sta*amest-(a4-uader-sempulsiim-ep-by-taglistiss-sv

threats-44-04Itstioam-e-saefellsg-upsa-14a-eF-austhepr-011-by-ppolessed

interpegatkea-uneler-smek-slareumstanses-as-te-oesdew-the-statament-lavel-

ystavyr-er-OR4-by-threats-ev-premises-seseeTalsg-aettes-te-be-takea-by-a
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plit14-e-effAelel-wLt4-refel'esee-te-the-cFAne7-14.kely-ts-ealise-t1;.e-aeelksed-

te-maRP-4-q-utataen*-5-fa;.6ely-mnde,Isy-R-17e:sceA-we-aeetleed-

reasoln-W,e;.:..fer,TRI--ha7-41ae-prawei.--oT-ar4tr-to-cre.:N:gp-the-sameir]

In a c7irIL.Lal action or proceeding, as egainrlt the defetanrt

a_previous st::Itement by him relative to the offense charged,

unless the judge finds pursuant to the procedures set forth in Rule 8

that the statement was made

(a) Under circumstances likely to cause the defendant to make a

false statement; or

(b). Under such circumstances that it is inadmissible under the

Constitution of the United States or the Constitution of this State.

(7) Except as provided in paragraph (6) of this rule,

as against himself, a statement by a person who is a party

to the action or proceeding in his individual or [a] representative

capacity. [ate4S-the-lattet7-whe-was-ast-4ag-&a-suek-represeatative

eapaekty-ia-maktRg-the-staisement,]

(8) As against a party, a statementL

(a) By a person authorized by the party to make a statement or

statements for him concerning the subject matter of the statement; [ 7 ]

or

(b) Of which the party with knowledge of the content thereof

has, by words or other conduct, manifested his adoption or his belief

in its truth. [ f

-7_
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(9) As against a party, a statement which would be admissible

if made by the declarant at the hearing if:

(a) The statement concerned a matter within the scope of an

agency or employment of the declarant for the party and was made before

the termination of such relationship; [ or

(b) (tke-party-and-tUe-deelarent-were-partteipa*Ang-4a-a-plaa

*09-eamM4A-a-srime-es-a-s*vil-lageng-and-tke-sta*ement-was-relevaat-te-*Ite

plas-er-kts-subaset-mat%ey-and-was-made-wk&le-the-plan-mas-in-existesee

and,begare-14s-eamplete-eKeettiea-e.y-etsker-4erminatien73 The statement

is that of a co-conspirator of the party and (i) the statement was made

prior to the termination of the conspiracy and in furtherance of the

common object thereof and (ii) the statement is offered after proof by

independent evidence of the existence of the conspiracy and that the

declarant and the party were both parties to the conspiracy at the time

the statement was made; or

(c) In a civil action or proceeding, one of the issues between

the party and the proponent of the evidence of the statement is a legal

liability of the declarant, and the statement tends to establish that

liability. t

(10) (Gmbdeet-te-tke-llaitatEeas-et-emeep4tes-4471

If the declarant is not a_party to the action or proceeding

and is unavailable as a witness1 and if the judge finds that the

declarant had sufficient knowledge of the subject, a statement which the

judge finds was at the time of the [assevtiee] statement so far

contrary to the declarant's pecuniary or proprietary interest or so far

-a-
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C
subjected him to civil or criminal liability or so far rendered invalid a

claim by him against another or created such risk of looting him an object

of hatred, ridicule or social disapproval in the community that a

reasonable man in his position would not have made the statement unless

he believed it to be true. [ * )

((i.39--A-sta4sement-by-a-veter-eemeera4itg-hts-qualifteations-tae

vete-er-the-fast-se-esatest-eS-his-vetet)

(12) Unless the judge finds it was made in bad faith,

a statement of the declarants:

(a) Then existing state of mind, emotion or physical sensation,

including statements of intent, plan, motive, design, mental feeling,

pain and bodily health, but not including memory or belief to prove the

fact remembered or believed, when such a mental or physical condition is

in issue or is relevant to prove or explain acts or conduct of the

declarant. j 7 -or )

(b) Previous symptoms, pain or physical sensation, made to a

physician consulted for treatment or for diagnosis with a view to

treatment, and relevant to an issue of declarants bodily condition. ( t I

(13) (Writiage-effered-ae-memaimaia-er-reeerds-ef-seiser-eeedi-

tteas-ev-events-4e-preve-the-faets-s4a*ed-Vieweia7-ie-*he-dtage-figds4hat

tshey-were-make4a-Ote-regK4ar-asurse-ef-a-bve4sess-at-ew-abeu4-4ie-%4me

er-tke-ast7-Gesial4tise,-er-eves4-ffeeerded7-amil-tkat-tle-searses-se-IRfewma-

*iss-grem,.wkiek-made-and-4he-metksd-amdeiweums*aaees-oC-tkete-ppepawa*tea
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were-eftek-as-*e-lediea*e-Uletr-trashataese* A writing offered as a

record of an act, condition or event if the custodian or other qualified

witness testifies to its identity and the mode of its preparation and

if the judge finds that it was made in the regular course of a business,

at or near the time of the act, condition or event, and that the sources

of information, method and time of preparation were such as to indicate

its trustworthiness. As used in this paragraph, "a business" includes

every kind of business, profession, occupation, calling or operation of

institutions, whether carried on for profit or not.

(14) Evidence of the absence [04-a-memoraeamm-er-reeord] from the

[memeraada-er] records of a business (as defined in paragrsph (131 of this

rule) of a record of an asserted act, [eves* -es'] condition [7] or event,

to prove the non-occurrence of the act or event, or the non-existence of the

condition, if the judge finds that:

ittl It vas the regular course of that business to make [euelt

meaReaada] records of such acts, [evea4s-ew] conditions or events,

at or near the time [iskeyee#-or-vttkia-a-reaseeable-*fie-Qieffeaftew] of the

act, condition or event, and to preserve them; and

i) The sources of information and method and time of preparation

of the records of that business are such as to indicate the trustworthiness

of the records.

(15) Subject to Rule 64, statements of fact contained in a written

report [ s-cw,f#adiage-ef-tae*) made by a public [ytneial] officer or

employee of the United States or by a public officer or employee

of a state or territory of the United States, if the judge finds

-10- #63
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C that the making thereof was within the scope of the duty of such

[effiala&J officer or employee and that it was his duty to:

(a) (40-2 Perform the act reported; [ 7 or

(b) [te] Observe the act, condition or event reported; [ ) or

(c) [4e1 Investigate the facts concerning the act, condition or

event. [amil-te-make-Andiags-er-draw-eeasiasieas-tased-ea-eaek-isveeUga-_

tteast]

(16) pubjeiat-to-Riale-64,] writings made by persons other than

public officers or employees as a record, report or finding of fact, if

the judge finds that:

(a) The maker was authorized by a statute of the United States

or of a state or territory of the United States to perform, to the

exclusion of persons not so authorized, the functions reflected in the

writing, and was required by statute to file in a designated public

office a written report of specified matters relating to the performance

of such functional [ 7 3 and

(b) The writing was made and filed as so required by the

statute. [I-)

(17) [Aibile4t-46-4ule-6471(a) If meeting the requirements of

authentication under Rule 68, to prove the content of the record, a-

writing purporting to be a copy of an official record or of an

entry therein. [ 7

(b) If meeting the requirements of authentication under Rule

J.;2L to prove the absence of a record in a specified office, a writing made by
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the official custodian of the official records of the office, reciting

diligent search and failure to find such record. t ]

(18) PubjacI-#46SWIAN.624, eeEttfteates) A certificate that the

maker thereof performed a marriage ceremony, to prove the truth of the

recitals thereof, if the judge finds that:

(a) The maker of the certificate was, at the time and piece

certified as the time and place of the marriage, [was] authorized by

law to perform marriage ceremonies; [ 7 ] and

(b) The certificate was issued at that time or within a reasonable

time thereafter. (

(19) [.SujAject..taaike..64.] The official record of a document

purporting to establish or affect an interest in property, to prove the

content of the original recorded document and its execution and delivery

by each persoa by whom it purports to have been executed, if the judge

finds that:

(a) The record is in fact a record of an office of a state

or nation or of any governmental subdivision thereof; [ 7 and

(b) An applicable statute authorized such a document to be

recorded in that office. [ t

(20) Evidence of a final jungment adjudging a person guilty of

a felony, to prove, against such person, any fact essential to sustain

the judgment unless such fact is admitted. [ 7 ]

-12- #63
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C (21) To prove the wrong of the adverse party and the amount of

damages sustained by the judgment creditor, evidence of a final jndepPnt

if:

j Offered by a judgment debtor in an action or proceeding

in which he seeks to recover partial or total indemnity or exoneration

for money paid or liability incurred by him because of the judgment; and

[ 7-previdel

L2) The judge finds that the jildgment was rendered for damages

sustained by the judgment creditor as a result of the wrong of the

adverse party to the present action or proceeding. 13 I

(22) To prove any fact which was essential to the judgment,

evidence of a final judgment determining the interest or lack of interest

of the public or of a state or nation or governmental subdivision thereof

in land, if offered by a party in an action or proceeding in which any

such fact or such interest or lack of interest is a material matter. [ *

(23) A statement of a matter concerning a declarant's

own birth, marriage, divorce, legitimacy, relationship by

blood or marriage, race -ancestry or other similar fact of his family

history, even though the declarant had no means of acquiring personal

knowledge of the matter declared, if the judge finds that the declarant

is unavailable as a witness. [-*-]

(24) A statement concerning the birth, marriage, divorce,

death, legitimacy, race -ancestry, relationship by blood or marriage

or other similar fact of the family history of a person

-13- #63
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C other than the declarant if the judge finds that the declarant is

unavailable as a witness and finds that;

(a) (finds -that] The declarant was related to the other by blood

or marriage; or

(bads-that-kei The declarant was otherwise so intimately

associated with the other's family as to be likely to have accurate

information concerning the matter declared 1 , J and made the statement

(i) as upon information received from the other or from a person related

by blood or marriage to the other ( 7 ] or (ii) as upon repute in the

other's family. ( 7-aarl¢b4-ftads-that-tke-deelaraat-ts-Neavallable

as-a-wttaesst]

(25) [A-statement-ef-a-declarant-that-a-statement-admiss011e

usAtr-emeeptisms-034-er4244-ef-*kis-rule-was-maie-by-anetker-deelaraa47

effered-as-%enaing-te-preve-the-tvu4k-ef-the-ma4ter-deeaawed-by-betk-

deelaraately-4#-tke-dudge-fiaas-that-betk-deelaraats-aye-unavailable-as

wttaessest]

(26) Evidence of reputation among members of a family, if:

j The reputation concerns the birth, marriage, divorce, death,

legitimacy, race -ancestry or other fact of the family history of a member

of the family by blood or marriage; and

(b) The evidence consists of (i) a witness testifying to his

knowledge of such reputation or (ii) such evidence as entries in family

bibles or other family books or charts, engravings on rings, family

portraits or engravings on urns, crypts or tombstones.

#63
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(27) Evidence of reputation in a community as tending to prove

the truth of the matter reputed, if [4a4-] the reputation concerns:

Boundaries of, or customs affecting, land in the community

[ T I and the judge finds that the reputation, if any, arose before

controversy. [7-ew]

(b) [tke-reputattes-eeseeree] An event of general history of

the cominnity or of the state or nation of which the community is a part

[ 7 ] and the judge finds that the event was of importance to the

community. (7-0r)

(c) [4ke-weputaties-eeseerms] The date or fact of birth, marriage,

divorce [ 7 ] or death[7legItimagy7-welattemshAp-by-bleed-er-usrgAage7

or-rage.alasestwy] of a person resident in the community at the tine of

the reputation. [7-er-same-etker-stralaw-feet-a-hts-Raally-histery-er

ef-lais-vereenal-statue-eth-eendt4ies-whiek-tke-duage-ftmas-iikeiy-te-Nave

Iteem-the-sultdeei-ef-a-reItable-rert4a4iee-a-tkat-eammaa=*yt]

(28) If a person's character or a trait of a person's character

at a specified time is material, evidence of his general reputation with

reference thereto at a relevant time in the community in which he then

resided or in a group with which he then habitually associated, to prove

the truth of the matter reputed. [ I ]

(29) Subject to Rule 64, evidence of a statement relevant to a

material matter, contained in:

jai A deed of conveyance or a will or other [ile-atm-met] writing

purporting to affect an interest in property, offered as tmAing to prove
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the truth of the matter stated, if the judge finds that the matter

stated would be relevant upon an issue as to an interest in the

property [ 7 ] and that the dealings with the property since the state-

ment was made have not been inconsistent with the truth of the state-

ment. [ t

(b) A writing more than 30 years old when the statement has been

since generally acted upon as true by persons having an interest in the

matter, if the writer could have been properly allowed to make such

statement as a witness.

(30) EVidence of statements of matters of interest to persons

engaged in an occupation contained in a list, register, periodical 1 7 ]

or other published compilation to prove the truth of any relevant matter

so stated if the judge finds that the compilation is published for use

by persons engaged in that occupation and is generally used and relied

upon by them. [ t

(31) A published treatise, periodical or pamphlet on a subject

of history, science or art to prove the truth of a matter stated therein

if the judge takes judicial notice, or a witness expert in the subject

testifies, that the treatise, periodical or pamphlet is a reliable

authority on the subject.

#63
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Revised 12/10/59

10/22/59

Note: This is Uniform Rule 64 as revised by the Commission. Changes
in the Uniform Rule (other thba the- mere shifting' of language from one
part of the rule to another) are shown by underlined material for new
material and by bracketed and strike out material for deleted material.

RULE 64. DISCRETION OF JUDGE UNDER CERTAIN EXCEPTIONS TO HEARSAY

RULE TO EXCLUDE EVIDENCE.

Amy writing admissible under [exeeptioas) paragraph (15) f141647

41747-41847-amd-c194] or (29) of Rule 63 shall be received only if the party

offering such writing has delivered a copy of it, or so much thereof as

may relate to the controversy, to each adverse party a reasonable time

before trial unless the judge finds that such adverse party has not been

unfairly surprised by the failure to deliver such copy.
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(3(L)) 10/22/59

Note: This is Uniform Rule 65 as revised by the Commission. Changes
in the Uniform liule (other than the mere shifting of language from one
part of the rule to another) are shown by unlerlined material for new
material and by bracketed and strike out material for deleted material.

RULE 65. CREDIBILITY OF DECLARANT.

Evidence of a statement or other conduct by a declarant

inconsistent with a statement of such declarant received in evidence

under an exception to Rule 63 [ 7 ] is admissible for the purpose of

discrediting the declarant, though he had no opportunity to deny or

explain such inconsistent statement or other conduct. Ay other evidence

tending to impair or support the credibility of the dzOarsnt is

admissible if it would have been admissible had the dr.:19rant been a

witness.

-18- 065
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314-0.)) 10/22/59

Note: This is Uniform Rule 66 as revised by the Commission. Changes
in the Uniform Rule (other than the mere shifting of language from one
part of the rule to another) are shown by underlined material for new
material and by bracketed and strike out material for deleted material.

RULE 66. MULTIPLE HEARSAY.

A statement within the scope of an. exception to Rule 63 [shall]

is not [bei inadmissible on the ground that it includes a statement made

by another declarant and is offered to prove the truth of the included

statement if such included statement itself meets the requirements of

an exception.
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MEMORANDUM IN RE INCORPORATING

RULES 62-66 IN THE CALIFORNIA CODES

PART ONE

Introduction

This memo is predicated upon the following assumptions:,.

1. That the Commission will recommend that the Legislature

enact the Uniform Rules of Evidence, as revised by the Commission.

2. That the recommendation will be to incorporate the Rules

in Part IV of the Code of Civil Procedure.

Comment: C.C.P. § 1 provides as follows:

"This act shall be known as The Code of
Civil Procedure of California, and is
divided into four parts, as follows:

Part I Of Courts of Justice.
II Of Civil Actions.
III Of Special Proceedings of a

Civil Nature.
IV Of Evidence."

Penal Code § 1102 provides:

"The rules of evidence in civil actions
are applicable also to criminal actions,
except as otherwise provided in this code."

Probate Code § 1230 provides in part as follows:

"All issues of fact joined in probate
proceedings must be tried in conformity
with the requirements of the rules of
practice in civil actions."

Thus Part IV of The C.C.P. is the principal source

of statutory rules of evidence applicable to

civil, criminal and probate proceedings. It

seems, therefore, that any large-scale

revision of such statutes belongs in Part IV.
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3. That the Commission will publish a series of interim,

tentative reports on such divisions of the U.R.E. as Hearsay,

Privileges, etc.

4. That each such interim report should include suggestions

as to adjustments in the C.C.P. and other Codes relevant to the

subject matter of the particular report.

On the basis of the above assumptions we propose in this

study to explore the problems incident to and to make recommenda-

tions concerning the incorporation in The California Codes of

Rules 62-66 as revised by the Commission as of December 20, 1959.

This study is thus a proposed part of the interim report on the

Hearsay Division of the U.R.E.

General comparison of present statutory hearsay law and Rules

62-66

Rules 62-66 purport to provide a complete system governing

the admission and excluSion of hearsay evidence. The format of

the Rules is (a) Definitional provisions (Rules 62 and 63,

introductory paragraph) (b) Statement of general rule that

hearsay is inadmissable (Rule 63, introductory paragraph) (c)

Statement of thirty-one exceptions to the general rule (Rule 63,

subdivisions (1) - (31)).

Although we have today in California numerous code provisions

respecting hearsay, these provisions are not organized in any

structure comparable to the orderly format of Rules 62-66. Thus,

although we have a multiplicity of statutory exceptions to the

hearsay rule, we do not have any statutory definition of hearsay

evidence, nor any statutory statement of the general rule.

Moreover the statutory exceptions are not stated as such, nor are

-2-
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they collected together in any one place, nor are they

inconsiderable in number. In consequence, our present mass

of legislative hearsay law can scarcely be called a system.

It is in fact so disorganized and so disorderly that, taken as a

whole, it is entirely unsystematic.

Nevertheless, we shall now attempt a general description

of our present hearsay code provisions and a comparison, in

general terms, of such provisions with Rule 63.

Practically all of our hearsay statutes consist of

exceptions to the hearsay rule. For descriptive purposes we

may call them "general" and "special" exceptions. In this

context a general exception means a principle of general

application, like the principle of dying declarations,

declarations against interest, etc. A special exception

means a narrow ad hoc exception in the nature of a rule of thumb

directed only to a specially limited situation.

To illustrate:

C.C. P. II 1870 provides in part as follows:

"...evidence may be given upon a trial
of ...Whe act or declaration, verbal
or written, of a deceased person in
respect to the relationship, birth,
marriage, or death of any person related
by blood -or marriage to such deceased
person ..."

Under the classification we have in mind this is a "general"

exception. On the other hand Agricultural Code S 920 provides

in part as follows:

"Any sample taken by an enforcement
officer in accordance with rules and
regulations -promulgated under the provisions

-3-
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of this article for the taking of
official samples shall be prima facie
evidence, in any court in this State,
of the true condition of the entire
lot from !tick the sample was taken.
A t:ittem report issued by the State

lahviratory showing the analysis
of any sch sample shall be prima
facie evthence, in any court in this
State, of the true analysis of the
entire lot from which the sample was
taken."

This we regard as a "special" exception.

Analogues of the general exceptions are found in the

subdivisions of Rule 63s For example, the pedigree exception

above quoted is rcughly analogous to subdivisions (23) - (26)

of Rule 63. On the other hand, since the subdivisions of the

Rule for the most part fashion the exceptions in general terms

and since the statutory special exceptions deal with minutiae,

we find in the subdivisions of the Rule no counterparts

of the special exceptions, (except, of course, to the extent

that a special exception is a minute application of a general

principle stated in a subdivision).

A general program for adjusting the present hearsay code

provisions to the adoption of Rules 62-66.

Of course, the proposed adoption of Rules 62-66 must be

accompanied by appropriate recommendations concerning

adjustments in the present statutes. Ideally and logically,

since the Rules are a total system, the appropriate adjustment

would be a total repeal of all statutes now dealing with

hearsay. It is believed, however, that as the study progresses,

this ideal will appear to be impossible of accomplishment.

The program proposed herein is therefore something less

-4-
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than the ideal which the demands of abstract logic and

considerations of symmetry require.

Speaking generally the program is as follows:

1. Repeal specifically all of the present

code provisions which are general hearsay

exceptions and which are either inconsistent

with or substantially coextensive with the

Rule 63 counterparts of such provisions.

2. Leave intact the remainder of our present

statutory hearsay law.

We now turn to the analysis and discussion of the code

provisions which we submit in support of this program.

The Four Groups of Statutes.

The thirty-one subdivisions of Rule 63 are exceptions

to the hearsay rule whereby certain evidence is declared to be

admissible nothwithstanding such evidence is hearsay.

Virtually all of our statutory law relating to hearsay

likewise declares the admissibility of hearsay evidence and,

like the subdivisions of Rule 63, these statutes therefore

operate as exceptions to the hearsay rule.

Comparing our statutory exceptions with the exceptions

stated in the subdivisions of Rule 63, we find that the

statutory exceptions fall into the following four groups:

1. Those which are more restrictive than the

Rule 63 exceptions.

Illustration: C.C.P. 1870 provides in'part ad .,.

follows:

-5-
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... evidence may be given upon a
trial of the following facts:
in criminal actions, the act or
declaration of a dying person, made
under a sense of impending death,
respecting the cause of his death ..."

On the other hand, subdivision (5) of Rule

63 makes dying declarations admissible in

civil as well as criminal actions and does not

limit the subject matter of the declaration

to the cause of the declarant's death.

2. Those which are substantially coextensive with

the Rule 62 exceptions.

Illustration: C.C.P. §§ 1953e -1953h (the

Uniform Business Records as Evidence Act) is

coextensive with subdivision (13) of Rule 63,

as revised by the Commission.

3. Those which are more liberal than the Rule 63

exceptions.

Illustration: C.C.P. § 1849 provides in part

as follows:

"Where . one derives title to real property
from another, the declaration, act, or
omission of the latter, while holding the
title, in relation to the property, is
evidence against the former."

Under this the declaration is admissible irrespec-

tive of the availability of the declarant. Per

contra under subdivision (10) of Rule 63

(as revised by the Commission) such declaration

is admissible only if the declarant is unavailable

as a witness.
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Further illustration: Penal Code § 1107

provides that in a prosecution for forging

the note of a corporation, the fact of

incorporation may be proved by reputation.

Per contra subdivision (28) of Rule 63

permits reputation evidence only to establish

a person's character or trait of character..

4. Those which are minute applications of a prin-

ciple stated in a Rule 63 subdivision.

Illustration: Subdivision (17) of Rule 63

makes admissible a writing purporting to be a

copy of an official record or of an entry there-

in. Business and Professions Code § 8923

provides for admissibility of copies of records

and papers in the office of the Yacht and

Ship Brokers Commissioner. The latter is,

of course, a miniscule application of the

principle of the former.

It is believed that practically all of our statutory

hearsay law falls within the above classification. There is,

however, a small residuum which is not included. Thus, we

have a few special statutes which operate in this fashion:

they forbid the application of a principle stated in a Rule 63

subdivision to a particular situation.

To illustrate: Under Vehicle Code § 20013 a

person's accident report is not admissible

against him. This forbids the application
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to this particular situation of the admissions

principle stated in subdivision (7) of Rule 63.

Such legislation is, so to speak, an exception to an

exception stated in a Rule 63 subdivision.

Each of these groups of our present hearsay statutes

presents special problems of adjustment in connection with

incorporating Rules 62-66 into our Codes. We shall now

explore these problems with reference to each group and, then,

we shall attempt to formulate appropriate recommendations.

Groups One and Two (General Statutory Exceptions More

Restrictive Than_or Coextensive With the Subdivisions of

Rule 63).

The problems here are not acute. It seems self-evident

that, to the extent that our present statutory statements of

the traditional hearsay exceptions are more restrictive than

their Rule 63 counterparts, such statutes should be repealed.

For example, in proposing subdivision (5) of Rule 63 covering

the dying declaration exception, we would certainly propose

repeal of that portion of C.C.P. § 1870 which states this

exception in more restrictive form than subdivision (5).

The only problem we find in this area grows out of a few

statutes currently in force which operate to forbid the

application of a traditional hearsay exception to a particular

situation, as Vehicle Code § 20013 cited above. This, however,

does not (we think) require any special adjustment. Presently,

this Vehicle Code section operates as an exception to the

general admissions principle stated in 1870(2) ("...evidence

may be given of . [the] declaration of a party, as

-8-
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evidence against such party ..."). The substitution of the

Rule 63 admissions principle (i.e. the substitution of sub-

division (7)) for C.C.P. 1870(2) would not (we think) be

interpreted as intended to affect the Vehicle Code section.

As to group two: again it seems self-evident that in

proposing something coextensive with a present code section

or sections we should recommend repeal of the section or sections

Group Three (Statutory Exceptions More Liberal Than the

Subdivisions of Rule 63)

Above we have partially illustrated this type of statute.

We now proceed to develop the illustrations more fully. Penal

Code § 315 provides in part:

... in all prosecutions for keeping or
resorting to [a house of ill -fame] common
repute may be received as competent evidence
of the character of the house, the purpose
for which it is kept or used, and the
character of the women inhabiting or
resorting to it."

As pointed out above Penal Code 1 1107 provides in part:

"Upon a trial for forging any bill or
note purporting to be the bill or note
of an incorporated company the
incorporation of such ... company
may be proved by general reputation MOS 01

These, it seems, are two instances of reputation evidence

which would now be admissible but which would be inadmissible

under Rule 63. Reputation evidence is hearsay under Rule 63

and the exceptions to Rule 63 relating to reputation (sub-

divisions (26) - (28) do not cover the two kinds of reputation

specified in the two sections of the Penal Code.

Probate Code § 372 provides that subject to certain

conditions the court may "as evidence of the execution" of a

-9-
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contested will "admit proof of the handwriting of any of the

subscribing witnesses." Such proof seems to involve a hearsay

statement by the subscribing witness (namely, that he saw the

will execlAted), [See Wigmore § 1505 et seq.. We find nothing

in the subdivlsions of Rule 63 which would make such evidence

admissible.

Another illustration is the following: C.C.P. § 1870,

subdivision 5, which provides in part as follows;

tl evidence may be given of the
following facts: , 5. After proof
of a partnership or agency, the act or
declaration of a partner or agent of the
party, within the scope of the partner-
ship or agency, and during its existence.
The same rule applies to the act or
declaration of a joint owner, joint debtor,
or other person jointly interested with
the party.." titalics addedj.

We note the following as to the second sentence. Subdivision

(10) of Rule 63 as originally drafted would have made admissible

against a party the declaration of a person jointly interested

with the party provided such declaration was against the interest

of the declarant (as usually it would be). Such declaration

would be admissible even though the declarant is available.

That is, Rule 63 (10) in its original form would have covered

most of the ground embraced by C.C.P. 1870 (5), second

sentence. Rule 63 (10) as amended by the Commission to

require the unavailability of the declarant would not, however,

cover, as § 1870 (5) now does, declarations of an available

declarant.

Other instances are as follows: Civil Code § 224m

(written statement by person relinquishing child prima facie
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evidence of facts recited); § 1263 (declaration of homestead

prima facie evidence of facts stated); § 2924 (certain recitals

in deed prima facie evidence of facts. recited).

The it-re pingconstitutes a partial collection of

present slmtutory exceptions which are more liberal than

tha ciablf,vi*.ions of Rule 63. (See infra Part Two of this

memo for a full collection.) These exceptions, it seems,

a,imit that which Rule 63 would exclude altogether.

Now we turn to those present exceptions which are more

liberal than Rule 63 in that the exceptions admit unconditionally

that which the Rule admits only conditionally.

Subdivision (15) of Rule 63 (as revised by the Commission)

provides:

"Subject to Rule 64, statements of
fact contained in a written report
made by a public officer or employee
of the United States or by a public
officer or employee of a state or
territory of the United States [are
admissible], if the judge finds that
the making thereof was within the
scope of the duty of such officer
or employee and that it was his duty
to:

(a) Perform the act reported; or
(b) Observe the act, condition or

event reported; or
(c) Investigate the facts con-

cerning the act, condition
or event."

Presently we have an enormous number of code provisions

which constitute minute applications of this principle to

narrowly confined situations (Example: Government Code

526662 which provides:

"The return of the sheriff upon process
or notices is prima facie evidence of

-11-
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the facts stated in the return.").

However, none of our numerous present code provisions of

this character is subject to any condition such as Rule 64

to which subdivision (15) of Rule 63 is subject. It is in

this respect that all of these code provisions are more liberal

than subdivision (15).

The above review shows that code provisions in the third

group are more liberal than Rules 62-66 in either of two

respects:

1, The provisions either admit what the Rules exclude

altogether, or 2. The provisions admit without condition

what the Rules admit only conditionally.

This seems to raise the following questions for decision:

1. Should the code provisions be repealed or continued

in operation?

2. If they should be contined, how should this be

accomplished?

With reference to the first question, it is recommended

that the decision be to continue the provisions in force. We

perceive no reason to narrow the present scope of admissible

hearsay. Therefore (we think) present law should be preserved

tc the extent that it makes admissible what the Rules would

make altogether inadmissible,

What, however, is the situation as respects the unconditional

exceptions vis-a-vis subdivision (15) of :Rule 63,Which is subject

to the condition stated'in.Ruie 64? Logically, if we accept

the rationale of this condition, we should change all present
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law which is within the scope of the rationar6 and which does

not now impose the condition. Yet, from a practical stand-

point, this seems to be entirely infeasible. The code

provisions in question are as vast in number as they are minute

in scope. To attempt to alter them either by repealing them

(so that the general principle of Rule 63(15) would become

operative in the areas they now cover) or by amending them

(so that each would provide that it is subject to the conditions

of Rule 64) --such attempt would be an extraordinarily complex

effort. Moreover, in view of the fact that liberal discovery

and pretrial procedures reduce the significance of Rule 64,

the effort would be out of all proportion to the more or less

dubious profit that it would yield.

Turning then to the second question (viz, how to continue

present law in force), the answer is (we think) to amend Rule

83 by adding thereto a new subdivision to be numbered (32)

and to read as follows:

(32) Any hearsay evidence not admissible
under the foregoing provisions of this Rule
but declared by other law of this state to
be admissible.

Group 4 (Statutory Exceptions Which are Minute Applications

of Rule 63 Principles)

The provisions which fall under this head are narrow

provisions making admissible certain copies of certain documents

and records. Such provisions are simply small applications of

the large principle stated in subdivision (17) of Rule 63

( as revised by the Commission, eliminating the Subject -to -

Rule -64 feature). It may be thought, therefore, that to leave
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these statutes in the books would make the codes needlessly

prolix and untidy. It is our belief, however, that specific

repeal of these provisions would be an intricate operation

which would not be worth the man-hours it would require

to produce repeal and to make the adjustments incident to such

repeal. We advise, therefore, against any attempt to effect

specific repeal of the provisions in question.

If such provisions are not to be repealed specifically,

what then? Our idea is to incorporate in the U.R.E. an

amendment whereby such provisions are identified in terms of

general reference and whereby in such terms it is provided for

continuing the provisions in force. For this purpose

we suggest adding Rule 63A as follows:

When hearsay evidence is declared to be

admissible by any of subdivisions (1)-(31)

of Rule 63 and when such evidence is also

declared to be admissible by some law of

this state other than the subdivision,

the subdivision shall not be construed to

repeal such other law.

In evaluating this proposal it should be remembered that

Rule 63A would have no effect on those general code provisions

which are coextensive or substantially coextensive with Rule 63

subdivisions, since under our proposed program such provisions

would be specifically repealed. The sole purpose and proposed

effect of 63A is to clarify the status of the numerous special

code provisions which are consistent with Rule 63 subdivisions.

As pointed out above, in our opinion these are too numerous
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and too much enmeshed with the various acts of which they are a

part to make specific repeal a feasible venture. Moreover,

it seems (to us) unwise to have the status of all such

provisions in doubt. The only course remaining is (we think)

to declare the continued vitality of these provisions.

The purpose and intent of proposed Rule 63A to make such

declaration.

PART TWO

In this Part we propose (a) to indicate all of the

California legislation touching hearsay which our research

has disclosed, and (b) to indicate how such legislation would

be affected by the proposals set forth in Part One of the memo.

All of the Codes have been examined and also Deeringts

General Laws.

We shall first give the relevant provisions of the C.C.P.,

next those of the Civil, Penal and Probate Codes, and thereafter

those of the other codes in the alphabetical order of such

other codes.

CODE OF CIVIL PROCEDURE

1848. "The rights of a party
cannot be prejudiced by the decla-
tion, act, or omission of another,
except by virtue of a particular
relation between them; therefore,
proceedings against one cannot
affect another."

1849. "Where, however, one derives
title to real property from another,
the declaration, act, or omission of
the latter, while holding the title,
in relation to the property, is
evidence against the former."
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COMMENT: No repeal. Remains in effect nuclei 63(32). Suppose

A deeds Blackacre to B. Later B declares that he had agreed

with A that the deed should operate as a mortgage. Still later

B deeds the property to C. A now sues C to redeem the property.

A wishes to prove B's declaration. B is available. Under

1849 the evidence is admissible. Under Rule 63 (10) as

originally drafted the evidence would be admissible. However,

under that rule as amended by the Commission to require that

declarant be unavailable the evidence would be inadmissible.

1849 is therefore retained as a provision more liberal than

Rule 63 (10) as revised.

1850. "Where also, the declaration,
act, or omission forms part of a trans-
action, which is itself the fact in
dispute, or evidence of the fact, such
declaration, act, or omission is
evidence, as part of the transaction."

COMMENT: Repeal. This, it seems, is the 19th Century version

of the so-called Res Gestae doctrine. It should be regarded

KS superseded by URE Rule 63 (4) and should be repealed.

§ 1851, "And where the question in
dispute between the parties is the
obligation or duty of a third person,
whatever would be the evidence for or
against such person is prima facie
evidence between the parties."

COMMENT: Repeal. Superseded by 63 (9) (c).

§ 1852. "The declaration, act, or
omission of a member of a family who is
a decedent, or out of the jurisdiction,
is also admissible as evidence of
common reputation, in cases where, on
questions of pedigree, such reputation
is admissible."

COMMENT: Repeal. Superseded by URN Pedigree Rules - 63 (23) -

(27).
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§ 1853. "The declaration, sot, or
omission of a decedent, having
sufficient knowledge of the subject,
against his pecuniary interest, is
also admissible as evidence to that
extent against his successor in interest."

COMMENT: Repeal. Superseded by 63 (10).

1855a, "Whenr .in any action, it is
desired to prove the contents of any
public record or document lost or
destroyed by conflagration or other
public calamity and after proof of such
loss or destruction, there is offered
in proof of such contents (a) any
abstract of title made and issued and
certified Ps correct prior to such loss
or destruction, and purporting to have
been prepared and made in the ordinary
course of business by any person, firm
or corporation engaged in the business
of preparing and making abstracts of
title prior to such loss or destruction;
(b) any abstract of title, or of any
instrument affecting title, made, issued
and certified as correct by any person,
firm cr corporation engaged in the
business of insuring titles or issuing
abstracts of title, to real estate
whether the same was made, issued or
certified before or after such loss or
destruction and whether the same was
made from the original records or from
abstracts and notes, or either, taken
from such records in the preparation
and upkeeping of its, or his, plant in
the ordinary coarse of its business, the
same may, without further proof, be
admitted in evidence for the purpose
aforesaid. No proof of the loss of the
original document or instrument shall be
required other than the fact that the
same is not known to the party desiring
to prove its contents to be in existence;
provided, nevertheless, that any party
so desiring to use said evidence shall
give reasonable notice in writing to
all other parties to the action who have
appeared therein, of his intention to
use the same at the trial of said
action, and shall give all such parties
a reasonable opportunity to inspect the
same, and also the abstracts, memoranda,
or notes from which it was compiled,
and to take copies thereof."
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COMMENT: No repeal. Remains in effect under 63 (32) or

63A. The destruction or loss of a document excuses non -

production of the document as proof of its terms and lays a

foundation for secondary evidence under both C.C.P. i 1855 and

URE Rule 70. If, however, such secondary evidence is hearsay

e.g., a certificate or an affidavit (cf. viva voce testimony

of a witness who testifies from present memory as to the

terms of the document,) we must find some exception to the

hearsay rule to make it admissible. When the hearsay is in

the form of a purported certificate, i.e., a certified copy

by the custodian of the public document, the evidence (the

hearsay) is admissible under Rule 63 (17) and its C.C.P. counter-

parts. § 1855a, however, deals with a special and different

kind of hearsay, viz, the abstracts therein specified.

These abstracts would not be made admissible by 63 (17).

Possibly they would be admissible under 63 (13). In any

event it seems wise to leave § 1855a intact in order to

be sure that the method of proof therein provided for

continues in force.

§ 1870. "In conformity with the
preceding provisions, evidence may
be given upon a trial of the
following facts: ...

2. The act, declaration, or
omission of a party, as evidence
against such party;
3. An act or declaration of
another, in the presence and
within the observation of a
party, and his conduct in
relation thereto;
4. The act or declaration,
verbal or written, of a de-
ceased person in respect to the
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relationship, birth, marriage,
or death of any person related
by blood or marriage to such
deceased person; the act or
declaration of a deceased person
done or made against his interest
in respect to his real property;
and also in criminal actions, the
act or declaration of a dying
person, made under a sense of
impending death, respecting the
cause of his death;
5. After proof of a partnership
or agency, the act or declaration
of a partner or agent of the party,
within the scope of the partnership
or agency, and during its existence.
The same rule applies to the act or
declaration of a joint owner, joint
debtor, or other person jointly
interested with the party;
6. After proof of a conspiracy, the
act or declaration of a conspirator
against his co-conspirator, and
relating to the conspiracy;
7. The act, declaration, or omission
forming part of a transaction, as
explained in Section 1850;
8. The testimony of a witness
deceased, or out of the jurisdiction,
or unable to testify, given in a
former action between the same
parties, relating to the same matter; ...
11. Common reputation existing previous
to the controversy, respecting facts
of a public or general interest more
than thirty years old, and in cases of
pedigree and boundary; ...
13. Monuments and inscriptions in public
places, as evidence of common reputation;
and entries in family bibles, or other
family books or charts; engravings on
rings, family portraits, and the like,
as evidence of pedigree;

COMMENT:

i 1870 (2). Repeal.

only to "statement."

"act, declaration or

"statement" includes

Superseded by 63 (7). Note: 63 (7) refers

On the other hand 4 1870 (2) refers to

omission." However, under Rule 62 (1)

assertive acts or conduct. Under Rule 63

-19-
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only statements are hearsay. Thus non-assertive acts or

omissions are admissible as non -hearsay. Thus Rule 62 (1)

plus Rule 63 plus 63 (7) would cover the area of "act, declaration

or omission" of a party now embraced by § 1870 (2).

1870 (3). Repeal. Superseded by 63 (8) (b).

i 1870 (4). Repeal. Clause one superseded by 63 (23); clause

two superseded by 63 (10); clause three superseded by 63 (5).

§ 1870 (5), first sentence. Repeal. Superseded by 63 (8) (a)

and (9) (a).

1870 (5), second sentence, No repeal. Continues in effect

under 63 (32). See text at p. 10 .

1870 (6). Repeal. Superseded by 63 (9) (b).

i 1870 (7). Repeal. Superseded by 63 (4) (b).

i 1870 (8). No repeal. Continues in effect under 63 (2) (6).

1870 (11). Repeal. Superseded by 63 (27).

§ 1870 (13). Repeal. Superseded by 63 (26).

COMMENT: Repeal

by 63 (17).

1893. "Every public officer having
the custody of a public writing, which
a citizen has a right to inspect, is
bound to give him, on demand, a
certified copy of it, on payment of
the legal fees therefor, and such copy
is admissible as evident -0 An like cases
and with like nfloot as the original
writinv.-

second clause. .
Second clause superseded
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§ 1901. "A copy of a public -Writing
of any state or country, attested by
the certificate of the officer having
charge of the original, under the
public seal of the state or country, is
admissible as evidence of such writing."

COMMENT: Repeal. Superseded by 63 (17).

1905. "A judicial record of this
state, or of the United States, may
be proved by the production of the
original, or by a copy thereof,
certified by the clerk or other
person having the legal custody
thereof. That of a sister state
may be proved by the attestation
of the clerk and the seal of the
court annexed, if there be a clerk
and seal, together with a certificate
of the chief judge or presiding
magistrate, that the attestation
is in due form."

COMMENT: Repeal. Superseded by 63 (15) and (17).

i 1906. "A judicial record of a
foreign country may be proved by
the attestation of the clerk, with
the seal of the court annexed, if
there be a clerk and a seal, or of
the legal keeper of the record with
the seal of his office annexed, if
there be a seal, together with a
certificate of the chief judge,
or presiding magistrate, that the
person making the attestation is the
clerk of the court or the legal
keeper of the record, and, in
either case, that the signature
of such person is genuine, and that
the attestation is in due form.
The signature of the chief judge
or presiding magistrate must be
authenticated by the certificate
of the minister or ambassador, or
a consul, vice-consul, or consular
agent of the United States in such
foreign country."

§ 1907. "A copy of the judicial record
of a foreign country is also admissible
in evidence, upon proof:
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C

C

1. That the copy offered has
been compared by the witness with
the original, and is an exact
transcript of the whole of it;
2. That such original was in the
custody of the clerk of the court
or other legal keeper of the same;
and,
3. That the copy is duly attested
by a seal which is proved to be the seal
of the court where the record remains, if

it be the record of acourt; or if there
be no such seal, or if it be not a record
of a court, by the signature of the legal
keeper of the original."

COMMENT: Repeal. Superseded by 63 (15) and (17).

§ 1918. "Other official documents may
be proved, as follows:

1. Acts of the executive of this
state, by the records of the state
department of the state; and of the
United States, by the records of the
state department of the United States,
certified by the heads of those
departments respectively. They may
also be proved by public documents
printed by order of the legislature
or congress, or either house thereof.

2. The proceedings of the legis-
lature of this state, or of congress, by
the journals of those bodies respectively,
or either house thereof, or by published
statutes or resolutions, or by copies
certified by the clerk or printed by
their order.

3. The acts of the executive, or
the proceedings of the legislature of
a sister state, in the same manner.

4. The acts of the executive, or
the proceedings of the legislature of
a foreign country, by journals pub-
lished by their authority, or commonly
received in that country as such, or
by a copy certified under the seal of
the country or soverign, or by a rec-
ognition thereof in some public act of
the executive of the United States.

5. Acts of a county or municipal
corporation of this state, or of a
board or department thereof, by a copy,
certified by the legal keeper thereof,
or by a printed book published by the
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authority of such county or
corporation.

6. Documents of any other
class in this state, by the original,
or by a copy, certified by the legal
keeper thereof.

7. Documents of any other class
in a sister state, by the original,
or by a copy, certified by the legal
keeper thereof, together with the
certificate of the secretary of state,
judge of the supreme, superior, or
county court, or mayor of a city of
such state, that the copy is duly
certified by the officer having the
legal custody of the original.

8. Documents of any other class
in a foreign country, by the original,
or by a copy, certified by the legal
keeper thereof, with a certificate,
under seal, of the country or sovereign,
that the document is a valid and sub-
sisting document of such country, and
the copy is duly certified by the officer
having the legal custody of the original,
provided, that in any foreign country
which is composed of or divided into
sovereign and/or independent states or
other political subdivisions, the cer-
tificate of the country or sovereign
herein mentioned may be executed by
either the chief executive or the head
of the state department of the state.
or other political subdivision of such
foreign country in which said documents
are lodged or kept, under the seal of
such state or other political subdivision;
and provided, further, that the sig-
nature of the sovereign of a foreign
country or the signature of the chief
executive or of the head of the state
department of a state or political
subdivision of a foreign country must
be authenticated by the certificate of
the minister or ambassador or a consul,
vice consul or consular agent of the
United States in such foreign country.

9. Documents in the departments
of the United States government, by the
certificate of the legal custodian
thereof."

COMMENT; Repeal. Superseded by 63 (15) and (17) and 68.
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COMMENT:

§ 1919. "A public record of a
private writing may be proved by
the original record, or by a copy
thereof, certified by the legal
keeper of the record."

Repeal. Superseded by 63 (15),(17) and (19).

§1 1919a -..1919b.

COMMENT: No repeal. Continues in effect under 63 (32).

These sections set up an elaborate system for proof by

certified copy of the contents of church records. Rule 63

(17) does not seem

"official" records

to apply because church records are not

and 63 (17) applies to proof by certified

copy only of official records. 1919a and b gives us a means of

proof not supplied by the URE and these sections should be

retained.

§ 1920. "Entries in public or other
official books or records, made in the
performance of his duty by a public
officer of this State, or by another
person in the performance of a duty
specially enjoined by law, are prima
facie evidence of the facts stated
therein."

COMMENT: Repeal. Superseded by 63 (15).

§ 1920a. "Photographic copies of the
records of the Department of Motor
Vehicles when certified by the depart-
ment shall be admitted in evidence with
the same force and effect as the
original records."

COMMENT: No repeal. Continues in effect under 63A. A

"photographic copy" described in § 1920a would under 63 (17)

and 1 (13) be "a writing purporting to be a copy of an official

record." Rules 1 (13) and 63 (17) therefore make such

photographic copy admissible. However, this is the type of
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miniscule provision consistent with Rule 63 which Rule 63A is

intended to continue in effect. See text at pp.13-15 .

1920b. "A print, whether enlarged or
not, from any photographic film including
any photographic plate, microphotographic
film, or photostatic negative, of any
original record, document, instrument,
plan, book or paper may be used in all
instances that the original record,
document, instrument, plan, book or
paper might have been used, and shall
have the full force and effect of said
original for all purposes; provided,
that at the time of the taking of said
photographic film, microphotographic,
photostatic or similar reproduction, the
person or officer under whose direction
and control the same was taken, attached
thereto, or to the sealed container in
which the same was placed and has been
kept, or incorporated in said photo-
graphic film, microphotographic photo-
static or similar reproduction, a
certification complying with the
provisions of Section 1923 of this
code and stating the date on which, and
the fact that, the same was so taken
under his direction and control.

COMMENT: No repeal. Continues in effect under 63 (32). This

is much broader than 63 (17). That does cover certified

photographic copies (see above under § 1920a) but only such

copies of official records. § 1920b, however, extends to

certified photographic copies of Liarecord, document or

paper.

§ 1920b is a highly desirable provision, not incorporated

in any of the URI provisions. It should be retained intact.

§ 1921. "A transcript from the record
or docket of a justice of the peace of
a sister state, of a judgment rendered
by him, of the proceedings in the action
before the judgment, of the execution
and return, if any, subscribed by the
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Justice and verified in the manner
prescribed in the next section, is
admissible evidence of the facts
stated therein.

COMMENT: Repeal. Superseded by 63 (17).

§ 1925. "A certificate of purchase,
or of location, of any lands in this
state, issued or made in pursuance of
any law of the United States, or of
this state, is primary evidence that
the holder or assignee of such certif-
icate is the owner of the land described
therein; but this evidence may be overcome
by proof that, at the time of the location,
or time of filing a preemption claim on
which the certificate may have been issued,
the land vas in the adverse possession
of the adverse party, or those under whom
he claims, or that the adverse party is
holding the land for mining purposes."

COMMENT: No repeal. Continues in effect under 63 (32).

1926. "An entry made by an officer,
or board of officers, or under the
direction and in the presence of either,
in the course of official duty, is
prima facie evidence of the facts
stated in such entry."
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COMMENT: Repeal. Superseded by 63 (15).

§ 1927. "Whenever any patent for
r - mineral lands within the State of

California, issued or granted by the
United States of America, shall con-
tain a statement of the date of the
location of a claim or claims, upon
which the granting or issuance of such
patent is based, such statement shall
be prima facie evidence of the date of
such location."

COMMENT: No repeal. Continues in effect under 63 (32).

§ 1927.5. "Duplicate copies and authenticated
translations of original Spanish title
papers relating to land claims in this
State, derived from the Spanish or Mexican
Governments, prepared under the supertision
of the Keeper of the Archives, authenticated
by the Surveyor -General or his successor
and by the Keeper of the Archives, and
filed with a county recorder, in accordance
with Chapter 281 of the Statutes of 1865-6,
are receivable as prima facie evidence in
all the courts of this State with like
force and effect as the originals and with-

,- out proving the executing of such originals."

COMMENT: No repeal. Continues in effect under 63 (32).

1928. "A deed of conveyance of real
property, purporting to have been executed
by a proper officer in pursuance of
legal process of any of the courts of
record of this state, acknowledged and
recorded in the office of the recorder
of the county wherein the real property
therein described is situated, or the
record of such deed, or a certified copy
of such record is prima facie evidence
that the property or interest therein
described was thereby conveyed to the
grantee named in such deed."

COMMENT: No repeal. Continues in effect under 63 (32).

1928.1 - 1928,4. (These sections make admissible certain

federal records or certified copies thereof respecting the

status of certain persons as dead, alive, prisoner of war,

interned, etc.)
-26-
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COMMENT: No repeal. Continues in effect unctir 63 (32) and

63A.

§ 1936. "Historical works, books
of science or art, and published
maps or charts, when made by persons
indifferent between the parties, are
prima facie evidence of facts of general
notoriety and interest."

COMMENT: Query. What adjustment, if any, is required here

depends on what finally becomes of 63 (30) and (31).

§ 1946. "The entries and other
writings of a decedent, made at or
near the time of the transactions
and in a position to know the facts
stated therein, may be read as prima
facie evidence of the facts stated
therein, in the following cases:

1. When the entry was amde against the
interest of the person making it.
2. When it was made in a professional
capacity and in the ordinary course of
professional conduct.
3. When it was made in the performance
of a duty specially enjoined by law."

COMMENT: Repeal. 11 1946 (1) is superseded by 63 (10).

i 1946 (2) is superseded by 63 (13). 1946 (3) is superseded

by 63 (16).

(I 1947. ',When an entry is repeated
in the regular course of business,
bne being copied from another at or
near the time of the transaction, all
the entries are equally regarded as
originals."

COMMENT: Repeal. Superseded by 63 (13).

1 1948. "Every private writing, except
last wills and testaments, may be
acknowledged or proved and certified
in the manner provided for the acknowl-
edgment or proof of conveyances of
real property, and the certificate
of such acknowledgement or proof A
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C prima facie evidence of the
execution of the writing, in
the same manner as if it were
a conveyance of real property."

COMMENT: No repeal. Continues in force under 63 (32).

§ 1951. "Every instrument con-
veying or affecting real property,
acknowledged or proved and certi-
fied, as provided in the Civil
Code, may, together with the cer-
tificate of acknowledgement or
proof, be read in evidence in an
action or proceeding, without
further proof; also, the original
record of such conveyance or
instrument thus acknowledged or
proved, or a certified copy of the
record of such conveyance or
instrument thus acknowledged or
proved, may be read in evidence, with
the like effect as the original
instrument, without further proof,

COMMENT: No repeal. Continues in effect under 63 (32) and

63A.

*I) 1953e - 1953h. (Uniform Business Records as Evidence Act.)

COMMENT: Repeal. Superseded by 63 (13).

(11 2009 - 2015. (Use of Affidavits.)

COMMENT: No repeal, Continues in effect, under 63 (2) (a),

§ 2047, "A witness is allowed to
refresh his memory respecting a
fact, by anything written by himself,
or under his direction, at the time
when the fact, occurred, or immediately
thereafter, or at any other time when
the fact was fresh in his memory, and
he knew that the same was correctly
stated in the writing, But in such
case the writing must be produced,
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this Code.)

1 166

1 224m

1 1263

1 2924

and may be seen by the adverse
party, who may, if he choose,
cross-examine the witness upon
it, and may read it to the jury.
So, also, a witness may testify
from such a writing, though he
retain no recollection of the
particular facts, but such evidence
must be received with caution."

COMMINT: Repeal second sentence, which is superseded by

63 (1) (c).

CIVIL CODE

(See below for comment on all the hearsay provisions of

(inventory prima facie evidence)

(written. statement relinquishing child
reciting maker entitled to sole custody
prima facie evidence of sole custody )

(declaration of homestead prima facie
evidence of facts stated )

(certain recitals in deed prima facie
evidence of facts recited

COMMENT: No repeal of any of above provisions of the Civil

Code. All continue in effect under 63 (32).

PENAL CODE

1 315 (in prosecution for keeping house of
ill -fame, character of house and inmates
provable by reputation )

COMMENT: No repeal. Continues in effect under 63 (32).

1 476a. (notice of protest admissible as proof
of presentation, nonpayment and protest)

COMMENT: No repeal. Continues in effect under 63 (32).
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§ 686 (former testimony )

COMMENT: No repeal. Continues in effect under 63 (2) (c).

§ 969(b) (judicial and penitentiary records
to establish prior conviction )

COMMENT: No repeal. Continues in effect under 63 (32) and 63A.

1107 (in prosecution for forging note of
corporation, incorporation provable by
reputation )

COMMENT: No repeal. Continues in effect under 63 (32).

§§ 1334.2.- 1334.3 (certificate prima facie
evidence under Uniform Act to secure
the attendance of witnesses from with-
out the state in criminal cases )

COMMENT: No repeal. Continues in effect under 63 (32).

1 4852.1 (records admissible in application
for restoration of rights )

COMMENT: No repeal, Continues in effect under 63 (32) and 63 A.

PROBATE CODE

§§ 329 and 372 (proof of execution of will
by establishing signature of sub4.
scribing witness )

COMMENT: No repeal. Continue in force under 63 (32). See

discussion in text at p. 9.40.

i§ 351 and 374 (certain former testimony
admissible)

COMMENT: No repeal. Continued in force by 63 (2) (c).
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§ 712. (claim presented by notary,
certificate prima facie evidence
of presentation and date )

COMMENT: No repeal, Continues in force under 63 (32).

§ 853 (decree directing executor or
administrator to execute conveyance
prima facie evidence of correctness
of proceedings and authority to
make conveyance )

COMMENT: No repeal. Continues in force under 63 (32).

§ 1192 (decree determining identity of
heir ptl.,Pa facie evidence of fact
determined )

COMMENT: No repeal. Continues in force under 63 (32).

§ 1233 (affidavits admissible in uncontested
probate proceedings)

COMMENT: No repeal. Continues in force under 63 (2) (a).

AGRICULTURAL CODE

(See below for comment on all hearsay sections of this
Code.)

i 160,97 (proof of failure to file report
creates presumption of no damage)

§ 438 (certain records, reports, audits,
certificates, findings, prima fadie
evidence)

§ 746.4 (certain certificates prima facie
evidence)

751

§ 768

772

('like § 746.4 supra)

(like § 746.4 supra)

(like 1) 746.4 supra)
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11 782 (like I) 746.4 supra)

892.5 (certificates as to grade, quality
and condition of barley prima facie
evidence of truth)

893

§ 920

II 1040

§ 1272

(like § 746.4 supra)

(written analysis of state Seed
Laboratory prima facie evidence of
true analysis)

(like § 746.4 supra)

(like 746.4 supra)

COMMENT: No, repeal of any of foregoing sections of

Agricultural Code. All continue in force by virtue of

63 (32) or 63A or both.

BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS CODE

(See below for comment on all hearsay provisions of

this Code.)

§ 162

1001

§ 2376

§ 4809

§ 4881

§ 6766

i 8532

(certificate of custodian of records
of Department of Professional and
Vocational Standards prima facie
evidence of certain facts)

(like § 4809 infra)

(clerk's record of suspension or
revocation of certificate to
practice medicine prima facie
evidence)

(register of Board of Examiners in
Veterinary Medicine prima facie
evidence of matters contained therein)

(like 2376 supra)

(certificate of registration
presumptive evidence of fact)

(like III 8923 infra)
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8923 (certified copies of records in
office of Yacht and Ship Brokers
Commission)

§ 10078 (like 1 8923 supra)

§ 14271 (trade -mark registration prima facie
evidence of ownership)

20768 (motor fuel pump license tag evidence
of payment of license fee)

COMMENT: No repeal of any of foregoing sections of Business

and Professions Code. All continue in force by virtue of

63 (32) or 63A or both.

CORPORATIONS CODE

See below for comment on all hearsay provisions of this

Code.)

II 833

§ 3904

6500

1 6503

1 6600

832 (original or copy of by-laws or
minutes prima facie evidence of
adoption of by-laws, holding of
meetings and action taken)

(corporate seals as prima facie evidence
of execution)

(certificate annexed to corporate
conveyance prima facie evidence of
facts authorizing conveyance)

(copy of designation of process
agent sufficient evidence of
appoirtment)

(certificate of Secretary of State
of receipt of process prima facie
eviclerca of such receipt)

(copy of articles of foreign
corporation prima facie evidence
of incorporation)

COMMENT: No repeal of any of foregoing sections of Corporation

Code. All continue in force by virtue of 63 (32) or 63A or both.
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EDUCATION CODE

(See below for comment on all hearsay provisions of

this Code.)

§ 12913 (record of conviction admissible)

II 23258 and 23260 (deed to Regents of University
prima facie evidence of certain facts)

16958 (copy of resolution declaring need
for student transportation district
admissible)

COMMENT: No repeal of any of foregoing provisions of

Education Code. All continue in force by virtue of 63 (32) or

63A or both.

FINANCIAL CODE

(See below for comment on all hearsay provisions of this

Code.)

252

i 255

3010

(papers executed by Superintendent
admissible)

(reports by Superintendent prima facie
evidence of facts stated in such reports)

(certificate by Superintendent of
Banks prima facie evidence of certain
facts)

9303 (verified copies of minutes presumptive
evidence of holding and action of
meeting)

1 9616 (Commissioner's written statement
of his determination of assets prima
facie evidence of correctness of
determination)

COMMENT: No repeal of any of foregoing sections of Financial

Code. All continue in force by virtue of 63 (32) or 63A or

both.
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GOVERNMENT CODE

(See below for comment on all hearsay provisions of

this Code)

1 23211

1 23326

1 25172

1 26662

1 27335

1 38009

C

(verified petition prima facie evidence
of facts stated)

(like i 23211 supra)

(sheriff's return upon subpoena
prima facie evidence)

(return of sheriff on process or notices
prima facie evidence of facts stated
in return)

(certified copy of record prima facie
evidence of original stamp)

(certain affidavit prima facie evidence
of facts stated)
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39341 (deed of street superintendent
prima facie evidence of facts
recited)

(-
\- 6 40807 (record with certificate prima facie

evidence of contents, passage and
publication of ordinance)

1 50113 (certain certified copies admissible)

50433 (proof of publication of notice by
affidavit)

6 50443 (resolution prima facie evidence of
facts stated)

1 53874 (deed prima facie evidence)

COMMENT: No repeal of any of foregoing sections of Government

Code. All continue in force by virtue of 63 (2) (a) or 63 (32)

or 63A.

HEALTH AND SAFETY CODE

(See below for comment on all hearsay provisions of this

Code.)

10577 (birth, death, marriage record prima
facie evidence of facts stated)

14840 (certificate prima facie evidence
of facts stated)

24207 (copy of resolution declaring need
for air pollution control district,
admissible)

1 26339 (certificate of Chief of Division of
Laboratories and Chief of Bureau of
Food and Drug Inspections prima facie
evidence of facts therein stated)

1 26563 (like 6 26339 supra)

COMMENT: No repeal of any of foregoing sections of Health

and Safety Code. All continue in force by virtue of 63 (32)

or 63A or both. -35-
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INSURANCE CODE

(See below for comment on all hearsay provisions of this

Code.)

1 38 (like 1 11022 infra)

1 772 (certain written statement prima
facie evidence of certain facts)

1740 (certificate of Commissioner certifying
facts found after hearing prima facie
evidence of facts)

1819 (like f 1740 supra)

f 11014 (Commissioner's certificate prima
facie evidence of existence of society)

1 11022 (affidavit of mailing admissible to
show mailing)

f 11028 (like 1 11022 supra)

f 11030 (printed copies of constitution of
society prima facie evidence of legal
adoption thereof)

11139 (Commissioner's report prima facie
evidence of facts stated)

COMMENT: No repeal of any of foregoing sections of Insurance

Code. All continue in force by virtue of 63 (2) (a) or 63 (32)

or 63A.

LABOR CODE

(See below for comment on all hearsay provisions of this

Code.)

1304 (failure to produce permit or
certificate prima facie evidence of
illegal employment)

1813 (failure to file report prima facie
evidence of no emergency)
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a Ir Ow.

i 1851 (like i 1813 supra)

11 6507 (admissibility of safety orders)

COMMENT: No repeal of any of foregoing provisions of Labor

Code. All continue in force by virtue of 63 (32) or 63A or

both.

PUBLIC RESOURCES CODE

(See below for comment on all hearsay provisions of this

Code.)

§ 2311 (certificate of surveyor prima facie
evidence)

§ 2318 (notice and affidavit prima facie
evidence of certain facts)

2320 (like 5 2318 supra)

i 2322 (record of location of mining claim
admissible)

5 2323 (copy of record admissible)

2606 (grubstake contracts and prospecting
agreements prima facie evidence)

5 3234 (classified records)

5 3428 (record of assessment prima facie evidence)

5559 (like 5 2318 supra)

COMMENT: No repeal of any of foregoing sections of Public

Resources Code. All (save 5 3234) continue in force by virtue

of 63 (32) or 63A or both. 5 3234 would continue effective in

same way as Vehicle Code 5 20013. See text at p. 8-9.

PUBLIC UTILITIES CODE

(See below for comment on all hearsay provisions of this Code.)

-37-
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i 1901

0 14358

i 15531

17510

0 27258

(copies of documents and ordersevidence
in like manner as originals)

(copy of order of exclusion prima
facie evidence of exclusion)

(great register sufficient evidence)

(like 0 14358 supra)

(like i 14358 supra)

COMMENT: No repeal of any of foregoing provisinns of Public

Utilities Code. All continue in force by virtue of 63 (32)

or 63A or both.

REVENUE AND TAXATIOpi CODE

(See below for comment on all hearsay provisions of this

Code.)

0 1842

0 1870

2634

0 2862

f 3004

0 3517

f 3520

* 4376

0 6714

0 7981

0 10075

(statement of secretary of board prima
facie evidence of certain facts)

(copy of order prima facie evidence of
regularity of proceedings)

(like 0 2862 infra)

(roll showing unpaid taxes prima facie
evidence of assessment, etc.)

(like 0 2862 supra)

(deed prima facie evidence of certain
facts)

(deed prima facie evidence)

(abstract list showing unpaid taxes
prima facie evidence of certain facts)

(like 0 10075 infra)

(copy of return prima facie evidence
of certain facts;

(board's certificate prima facie
evidence of certain facts)

-38-
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f 11473 (like f 10075 supra)

f 12882 (controller's certificate prima
facie evidence of certain facts)

12834 (controller's lists prima facie
evidence of certain facts contained
therein)

1 15576 (appraiser's report prima facie evidence
of value of gift)

16122 (controller's certificate prima facie
evidence of imposition of tax)

18600 (certificate of Franchise Tax Board
prima facie evidence of assessment)

f 18647 (certificate of Franchise Tax Board
prima facie evidence of certain facts)

LI 18834 (like 0 18647 supra)

19403 (like 18647 supra)

f 23302 (certificate of Secretary of State
prima facie evidence of suspension or
forfeiture)

25669 (certificate of Franchise Tax Board
prima facie evidence of certain facts)

25761b (findings of Franchise Tax Board prima
facie evidence of certain facts)

f 26252 (like i 25689 supra)

i 30303 (certificate of board prima facie
evidence of certain facts)

COMMENT: No repeal of any of foregoing sections of Revenue

and Taxation Code. All continue in force by virtue of 63 (32)

or 63A.

UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE CODE

* 1854 (certificate prima facie evidence
of certain facts)

-39-
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COMMENT: No repeal. Continues in force undir 63 (32),

VEHICLE CODE

§ 20013 (accident report not admissible)

COMMENT: No repeal. See text at pp. 8-9.

§ 40806 (on plea of guilty court may consider
police report, giving defendant
notice and opportunity to be heard)

COMMENT: No repeal, Continues in force under 63A.

§ 40832 (revocation or suspension of license
by department not admissible in any
civil action)

COMMENT: No repeal. See text at PP. 8-9.

§* 40833 and 16005 (departmental action not
evidence on issue of negligence)

COMMENT: No repeal. See text at pp. 8-9.

§ 41103 (proof of notice by certificate or
affidavit)

COMMENT: No repeal. Continues in force by virtue of 63 (2)

(a) and 63 (32).

WELFARE AND INSTITUTIONS CODE

(See below for comment)

5355 (evidence of bad repute in proceedings
to commit drug addict)

§ 6738 (certificate prima facie evidence of
sanity)

-40-
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COMMENT: No repeal. These sections continue -in force by

virtue of 63 (32).

Respectfully submitted,

James H. Chadbourn
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SUPPLEMENTAL MEMORANDUM IN RE INCORPORATING

RULES 62-66 IN THE CALIFORNIA CODES

This supplemental memo discusses several code provisions

which are germane to the subject of the original memo but

which had not been discovered when that memo was written.

References herein to 63(32) and 63(A) mean subdivision

(32) of Rule 63 proposed in the original memo as a new sub-

division (See p. 13 of the original memo) and Rule 63(A)

proposed in the original memo as a new Rule (See p. 14 of the

original memo).

CODE OF CIVIL PROCEDURE

§ 17. "... The following words have in this
code the signification attached to them in
this section, unless otherwise apparent from
the context: 7. The word 'state,' when
applied to the different parts of the United
States, includes the District of Columbia
and the territories ..."

COMMENT: Rule 62(5) provides "'State' includes the District

of Columbia." Rule 63(15) refers to "state or territory of

the United States" Rule 63(19) refers to "state or nation".

Recommendation: omit subdivision (5) of Rule 62, as not

needed in view of the provisions of C.C.P. § 17(7). Although

the latter defines "state" to include both D.C. and the

territories, this would not change the scope of 63(15) which

expressly includes territories. Nor would it change what we

suspect to be the intent of 63(19), namely that it is intended

to apply to territorial records.
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273. "The report of the official reporter,

or official reporter pro tempore, of any
court, duly appointed and sworn, when
transcribed and certified as being a correct
transcript of testimony and proceedings in
the case, is prima facie evidence of such
testimony and proceedings."

COMMENT: NO repeal. Continues in force under proposed Rule

63A.

§ 1846. "A witness can be heard only upon
oath or affirmation, and upon a trial he
can be heard only in the presence and
subject to the examination of all the
parties, if they choose to attend and
examine."

COMMENT: NO repeal. Possibly a witness's statements made at

a hearing upon private or ex parte examination of the witness

would not fall within the Rule 63 definition of hearsay.

Therefore, § 1848 had better remain as a protection against

such private or ex parte examination.

1854. "When part of an act, declaration,
conversation, or writing is given in evidence
by one party, the whole on the same subject
may be inquired into by the other; when a
letter is read, the answer may be given; and
when a detached act, declaration, conversation,
or writing is given in evidence, any other act,
declaration, conversation, or writing, which
is necessary to make it understood, may also
be given in evidence."

COMMENT: NO repeal. To the extent that this section makes

hearsay admissible, we may regard the section as a special

exception to the hearsay rule.

Under proposed new exception 63(32), § 1854 would be

continued in operation.

CIVIL CODE

§ 226 (statement of person in connection
with adoption proceedings that
person is entitled to custody of
child prima facie evidence of fact)

-2-
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§ 1183.5

§ 1189

1190.1

§ 1207

§ 1810.2

§ 2471

(certain recitals in military
certificate or jurat prima facie
evidence of truth thereof)

(out-of-state certificate of
acknowledgment prima facie
evidence of facts stated in
certificate)

(certificate of acknowledgment -
by corporation prima facie
evidence instrument act of
corporation pursuant to by-
laws)

(certified copy of record of
defectively executed instrument
admissible)

(certain record notation of mailing
and date prima facie evidenbe of
such mailing)

(certain certified copies of
entries by clerk and certain
affidavits by printer presumptive
evidence of facts stated)

COMMENT: NO repeal of any of foregoing. All continue in

operation by virtue of 63(32) or 63A or both.

PENAL CODE

269b

§ 939.6

(recorded certificate of
marriage or certified copy
"proves the marriage" for
purposes of prosecution for
adultery)

(grand jury shall receive "none
but legal evidence, and the best
evidence in degree, to the
exclusion of hearsay or secondary
evidence.")

§ 1192.4 (withdrawn plea of guilty may not
be received in evidence)

COMMENT: NO repeal of § 269b. That is continued in operation

by 63(A).
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PENAL CODE

§ 939.6. In the investigation of a charge, the
grand jury shall receive no other evidence than
such as is given by witnesses produced and sworn
before the grand jury, furnished by legal
documentary evidence, or the deposition of a
witness in the cases mentioned in subdivision 3
of Section 686. The grand jury shall receive
none but legal evidence, and the best evidence
in degree, to the exclusion of hearsay or
secondary evidence.
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410. Repeal § 939.6. Under Rule 2, the Uniform Rules seem to

apply to grand jury investigations. Since this seems to be

so and since § 939.6 may be more restrictive than the Uniform

Rules on the question of what is "legal evidence", it seems

desirable to repeal the section.

No repeal of § 1192.4. This qualifies the admissions

principle as stated in subdivision (7) of Rule 63. However,

no adjustment of the Rule seems necessary. (See original memo

at pp. 8-9.)

§ 545

1174

1435.7

PROBATE CODE

(certain entries in register of
actions prima facie evidence)

(judgment establishing death
prima facie evidence of death)

(certain medical certificate
prima facie evidence of facts
stated therein)

§ 1461 (certain affidavits prima facie
evidence of facts stated therein)

§5.1653-1654,(certain certificates prima
1662.5, 'facie evidence)
'and'

1664

COMMENT: NO repeal of any of foregoing. All continue in

operation by virtue of 63(32) or 63A or both.

CORPORATIONS CODE

§ 15011 ("An admission or representation
made by any partner concerning
partnership affairs within the
scope of his authority as
conferred by this act is evidence
against the partnership.")

COMMENT: NO repeal. Continues in force under 63(A).
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STREETSr.AND HIGHWAYS CODE

§ 6614 (bond prima facie evidence)

§§ 6768 and (certificate prima facie
6790 evidence)

§ 10423 (deed of tax collector prima
facie evidence of matters it
recites)

§ 22178 (like § 10423)

COMMENT: NO repeal of any of foregoing. All continue in

operation by virtue of 63(32) or 63(A) or both.

Respectfully submitted,

James H. Chadbourn
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Memorandum No. 38(1960)

Subject: Uniform Rules of Evidence -- Hearsay Evidence Division

This memorandum concerns Rule 63(31) -- Medical, historical, scientific

and other treatises.

Professor Chadbourn discusses this exception to the hearsay rule in the

attached memorandum. He approves EXception (31) with the following amendment:

(31) A published treatise, periodical or pamphlet on a
subject of history, medicine or other science or art to prove
the truth of a matter stated therein if the judge takes
judicial notice, or a witness expert in the subject testifies,
that the treatise, periodical or pamphlet is a reliable
authority in the subject.

The Northern Section of the State Bar Committee, at its December 8, 1959,

meeting, decided to disapprove subdivision (31) and to substitute for it the

present language of C.C.P. § 1936 which provides as follows:

Historical works, books of science or art, and published maps
or charts, when made by persons indifferent between the parties,
are prima facie evidence of facts of general notoriety and
interest.

The Southern Section of the State Bar Committee, at its January 1960

meeting, concluded that the language of C.C.P. § 1936 would be too confining and

that learned treatises should be admissible if they are sufficiently authori-

tative. However, it vas conceded that subdivision (31) of the UBE draft is

dangerous, because it apparently would make learned treatises admissible if

"a witness expert in the subject" testifies that the treatise is a reliable

authority. It probably is possible to get some such testimony with respect

to almost any treatise. The conclusion was reached, however, that this
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difficulty could be obviated by striking the phrase "if the judge takes

judicial notice, or a witness expert in the subject testifies" and substitu-

ting therefor the phrase "if the trial judge finds." This would have the

effect of placing admissibility within the control of the trial judge. The

Southern Section was of the opinion, therefore, that subdivision (31) should

be approved is amended to read as follows:

(31) A published treatise, periodical or pamphlet on a
subject of history, science or art to prove the truth of a
matter stated therein if the [sage-takes-daatetai-neteee7
er-a-witiaess-etpe-r-E-4.a-the-sabdest-testilles7) trial judge
finds that the treatise, periodical or pamphlet is a reliable
authority on the subject.

With respect to the above amendment, note that it fails to include

Chadbourn's suggested addition of "medicine or other" before the word

"science." A perhaps better phrasing of Chadbourn's suggested amendment

would be "science, including but not limited to medicine, or art." In

addition, the use of the phrase "trial" judge is inconsistent with other

provisions of the U.R.E. where only the word "judge" is used and obviously

means the trial judge.

Respectfully submitted,

John H. DeMoully
Executive Secretary
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6/8/60

Memorandum No. 55 4960)

Subject: Study No. 34(L) - Uniform Rules of Evidence.

The Commission has completed a tentative revision of the Hearsay

Division of the Uniform Rules of Evidence. .The Commission will, of course,

be reconsidering some of these decisions when it receives the comments and

suggestions from the State Bar Committee on the Uniform Rules of Evidence.

But it is anticipated that most of the tentative revision will not be

Changed as a result of these comments and suggestions.

Some time ago the Commission decided that it would publish a pamphlet

containing its interim tentative recommendation and revision of the Hearsay

Division together with the consultant's studies pertaining to the Hearsay

Division. This publication would include the rules as revised after the

Comments and suggestions of the State Bar are received. It was anticipated

that another such pamphlet would be published containing the interim

recommendation and revision of the Privileges Division of the Uniform Rules

of Evidence and the consultant's studies on privileges and also that

several other similar pamphlets would be published to complete the coverage

of the Uniform Rules. A final pamphlet would be published containing the

Uniform Rules integrated into the code with code section numbers assigned

and this pamphlet would represent the final recommendation of the Law

Revision Commission on the Uniform Rules of Evidence.

John McDonough has agreed to prepare an initial text of the recommenda-
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C tion on the Hearsay Division based on his recollection of the reasons

that influenced the Commission to make the revisions it did in the

Hearsay Division. John and I felt that the recommendation should be

brief and should indicate the existing California law and the change to

be made by the revised Uniform, Rule. If a Uniform Rule was revised or

rejected, the reason should be indicated.

John McDonough has prepared some samples of the form of recommenda-

tion we contemplate. These are attached as Exhibit I. They are in rough

draft form and are not now presented for consideration as to their sub-

stance; we only want to get the Commission's reaction to this form of

recommendation before John McDonough goes ahead and prepares similar

recommendations for the rest of the Hearsay Division rules. However, if

the recollection of any of the members of the Commission as to the reason

for the recommendation differs fraa the reason given in the attached

comment, John would appreciate knowing this at the June meeting so he can

take this information into account when he polishes up the attached

rought drafts. These recommendations probably will be presented to the

Commission for approval at the same time the Commission considers the

comments and suggestions of the State Bar.

The samples attached would, of course, be preceded by a general

statement outlining the assignment and how we have proceeded and making

reference to the research consultant's report for more detailed analysis.

Assuming this was done, do the "Comments" attached seem adequate? Or is

considerably more byway of detail and analysis necessary? Do the members

of the Commission have any suggestions for improvement in the format?

Respectfully submitted,

John H. DeMoully
Executive Secretary
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(34) 6/9/60

EXHIBIT

RULE 63. HEARSAY EVIDENCE EXCLUDED -- EXCEPTIONS.

Evidence of a statement which is made other than by a

witness while testifying at the hearing offered to prove the

truth of the matter stated is hearsay evidence and

inadmissible except:

COMMENT

This language, prior to the word "except," states

the hearsay rule in its classical form, with one

qualification: because the word "statement" as used

herein is elsewhere defined (Rule 62(1)) to mean

only oral or written expression and assertive

nonverbal conduct - i.e., nonverbal conduct

intended by the actor as a substitute for words in

expressing a matter, it excludes from hearsay at

least some types of nonassertive conduct which our

courts today would probably regard as amounting to

extrajudicial declarations and thus hearsay -- e.g.,

the flight of X as evidence that he committed a

crime. The Commission agrees with the draftsmen

of the URE that evidence of nonassertive conduct

should not be regarded as hearsay for two reasons.

-1-
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First, such evidence, being nonassertive, does not involve the

veracity of the declarant and one of the principal purposes of

the hearsay rule is to subject the veracity of the declarant

to cross-examination. Second, there is frequently a

guarantee of the trustworthiness of the inference to be

drawn from such nonassertive conduct in that the conduct

itself evidences the actor's own belief in and hence the

validity of the inference. To put it another way, these

are cases in which actions speak louder than words.

The word "except" introduces thirty-two clauses which

define various exceptions to the hearsay rule which the

Commission recommends be enacted. These are commented upon

individually below.
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(1) [A-statemeRt-pFeviemaly-made-by-a-pepsen-whe-s-ppeselgit

at-the-heag-amel-available-fep-ePees-examiRatieR-with-Fespeet-te

4ke-etatememt-and-4ts-sala6eet-rattepT-ppeveled-the-statremeRt-weultel

be-admireble-if-made-by-deelaPaRt-whle-4esfyiRg-as-a-witneesf2

When a person is a witness at the hearing, a statement made by him,

though not made at the hearing, is admissible to prove the truth

of the matter stated if the statement would have been admissible

if made by him while testifyiry and the statement:

(a) Is inconsistent with his testimony at the hearing and

is offered in compliance with Rule 22; or

(b) Is offered after evidence of a prior inconsistent

statement or of a recent fabrication by the witness has been

received and the statement is one made before the alleged

inconsistent statement or fabrication and is consistent with his

testimony at the hearing; or

(c) Concerns a matter as to which the witness has no present

recollection and is a writing which was made at a time when the

facts recorded in the writing actually occurred or at such other

time when the facts recorded in the writing were fresh in the

witnesses memory and the writing, was made (ij by the witness

himself or under his direction or (ii) by some other person for

the purpose of recording the witnesses statement at the time it

was made.
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COMMENT

The Commission recommends against adoption of Rule 63(1)

of the URE, which would make admissible any extrajudicial

statement which was made by a declarant who is present at

the hearing and available for cross-examination. URE Rule

63(1) would permit a party to put in his case through written

statements carefully prepared in his attorneyes office,

thus enabling him to present a smoothly coherent story which

could often not be duplicated on direct examination of the

declarant. Even if the declarant were then called to the

stand by the adverse party and cross-examined the net impact

of his testimony would often, the Commission believes, be

considerably stronger than it would have been had the witnesses

story been told on the stand in its entirety. Inasmuch as

the declarant is, by definition, available to testify in

open court the Commission does not believe that so broad an

exception to the hearsay rule is warranted.

The Commission recommends, instead, that the present law

respecting the admissibility of out -of -court declarations

of trial witnesses be codified with some revisions. Accord-

ingly, paragraph (a) restates the present law respecting the

admissibility of prior inconsistent statements and paragraph

(b) restates the present law regarding the admissibility of

prior consistent statements except that in both instances the

extrajudicial declarations are admitted as substantive evidence

-4-
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in the cause rather than, as at the present, solely to impeach

the witness in the case of prior inconsistent statements and

to rebut a charge of recent fabrication in the case of prior

consistent statements. The Commission believes that it is

not realistic to expect a jury to understand and apply the

subtle distinctions taken in the present law as to the purposes

for which the extrajudicial statements of a trial witness may

and may not be used. In any event, no great harm is likely

to be done by the broader rule of admissibility proposed

inasmuch as the declarant is available for cross-examination.

It is implicit in paragraphs (a) and (b), of course, that the

witness must take the stand and tell his story initially on

vive voce examination before the extrajudicial statements

covered by these exceptions are admissible.

Paragraph (c) restates and hence preserves the present rule

making admissible what is usually referred to as "past

recollection recorded." The language stating the circumstances

under which such evidence may be introduced is taken largely

from and embodies the substance of the language of C.C.P.

§ 2047. At the present time, as under the proposed provision,

such writings are admitted as substantive evidence in the

action or proceeding.
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(2) [Aggdaylts-te-the-eastent-admssPille-by-4he-statRtes

eg-t1=As-9.4atet] To the extent otherwise admissible under the

law of this State:

(a) Affidavits.

(b) Depositions taken in the action or proceeding in which

they are offered.

(c) Testimony given by a witness at the preliminary

examination in the criminal action or proceeding in which it is

offered.

(d) Testimony given by a witness at a former trial of the

criminal action or proceeding in which it is offered.

COGENT

Paragraph (a) embodies the substance of subdivision

(2) of the URE. Both simply preserve the existing law

respecting the admissibility of affidavits which, being

extrajudicial statements, are technically hearsay. The

Commission is not aware of any defects in or dissatisfaction

with the existing law on this subject.

Paragraph (b) preserves the existing law concerning the

admissibility of depositions taken in the action or

proceeding in which they are offered. The Commission

recommends against the adoption of subdivision (3) of the

URE insofar as it would make admissible as substantive
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evidence any deposition "taken for use as testimony in the trial

of the action in which it is offered," without the necessity of

showing the existence of any such special circumstances as the

nonavailability of the deponent. In 1957 the Legislature

enacted a statute (C.C.P. §§ 2016-2035) dealing comprehensively

with discovery, including provisions relating to the taking and

admissibility of depositions (C.C.P. § 2016 et see.). The

provisions then enacted respecting admissibility of depositions

are narrower than URE Rule 63(3). The Commission believes that

it would be unwise to recommend revision cf the 1957 legislation

at this time, before substantial experience has been had

thereunder.

Paragraph (c) preserves the existing law (Penal Code § 686)

insofar as it makes admissible in a criminal action testimony

taken at the preliminary examination therein. There is no

equivalent provision in the URE but there is no indication that

the draftsmen expressly intended Rule 63 to make such evidence

inadmissible; rather, it would appear that the omission of an

exception to the hearsay rule for such evidence was an oversight.

Paragraph (d) preserves the existing law (Penal Code § 686)

insofar as it makes admissible testimony given by a witness at a

former trial of the criminal action or proceeding in which it is

offered. There is no equivalent provision in the URE but, again,

this appears to be due to oversight rather than to deliberate

omission.
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(2a) In a civil action or proceeding, testimony of a witness given

in a former action or proceeding between the same parties., relating to

the same matter, if the judge finds that the declarant is unavailable as

a witness.

COMMIT

There is no equivalent provision in the LIRE but its absence

appears to be due to oversight rather than deliberate omission.

The proposed provision would permit such evidence to be

introduced in a wider range of cases than does existing law

(C.C.P. § 1870(8)) which conditions admissibility of testimony in

a former action upon the witnessts being deceased, out of the

jurisdiction or unable to testify, "Unavailable as a witness" is

defined in Rule 62 and includes, in addition to these cases, situa-

tions in which the witness is exempted from testifying on the ground

of privilege or is disqualified from testifying. The Commission

perceives no reason why the general definition of unavailability

which it has recommended for the purpose of exceptions to the

hearsay rule should not be applicable here.
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(3) [g44est-to-tke-sane-Iimitattelas-aail-eleetiess-as-theugU-ths

eileelaFaRt-weige4estifORg-Es-pawsesq-4a4-testimieny-Lq-ths-fsvm-a-s

depesitisa-takes-x-eempliases-witk-the-law-ef-this-state-Cep-use-as

testimony-a-tke-triAI-ef-tha-satiea-im-whiek-offspeliy-sp-414-Af-the-dmdge

nada-that-tke-deelapaRt-&s-usavaIable-as-a-witasss-at-the-heaptagi

testimosy-Oven-fts-a-wItaess-ia-aasthar-astlem-sp-ka-a-AapssIttsa-takem

a-eempItanme-wtth-law-for-use-as-tsst&moRy-ila-Ue-tAal-st-ansther-aet4say

wkes-W-tke-tesUarsay-is-effsped-agaisst-a-papty-wks-offepsil-it-iR-kts

gwa-behalf-en-the-g4FmaP-ogea14014/-ev-sga4ast-ths-sktovRsssw-in-llaterest-pf

su41-par*Bri-ov-444-the-IsaRs-48-sask-tUat-tha-advsyse-papty-Ign-the-tomap

sesast.ea-kai-tke-vight-aad-sppevtumity-fer-eposs-examlaatias-wi*k-aa

Illiteest.and.astivo.64,41243-*Ma*-wbAsh-tke-a4vevse-payty-kas-lia-tias

setisa-4a-wk&sh-the-testimeRy-As-effittpsElfj Subject to the same limitations

and objections as though the declarant were testifying in person, testimony

given under oath or affirmation as a witness in another action or proceed-

ing conducted by or under the supervision of a court or other official

agency having the power to determine controversies or testimony taken by

deposition taken in comEliance with law in such an action or proceeding,

but only if the judge finds that the declarant is unavailable as a witness

at the hearire and that:

(a) Such testimony is offered against a party who offered it in

evidence on his own behalf in the other action or proceeding or mainst

the successor in interest of such party; or

(b) In a civil action or proceeding, the issue is such that the

adverse party in the other action or proceeding had the right and opportunity

for cross-examination with an interest and motive similar to that which the
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adverse party has in the action or proceeding in which the testimony is

offered; or

(c) In a criminal action or proceeding, the present defendant was a

party to the other action or proceeding and bad the right and opportunity

for cross-examination with an interest and motive similar to that which

he has in the action or proceeding in which the testimony is offered except

that the testimony given at a preliminary examination in the other action

or proceeding is not admissible.

concur

This proposed provision is a modification of Rule 63(3)(b) of

the URE. The modifications narrow the scope of the exception to

the hearsay rule which is proposed by the Commissioners on Uniform

State Laws,

At the same time this provision goes beyond existing Cali-

fornia law which admits testimony taken in another legal proceed-

ing only if the other proceeding was a former trial or a preliminary

hearing in the action or proceeding in which the testimony is

offered. It should be noted that there are two substantial pre-

liminary qualifications of admissibility in the proposed rule:

(1) the declarant must be unavailable as a witness and (2) the

testimony is subject to the same limitations and objections as

though the declarant were testifying in person. In addition, the

testimony is made admissible only in the quite limited circumstances
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delineated in paragraphs (a), (b) and (c). The Commission believes

that with these limitations and safeguards it is better to admit than

to exclude the former testimony because it may in particular cases be

of critical importance to a just decision of the cause in which it is

offered.
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(4) A statement:

(a) Which the judge finds was made while the declarant was perceiving

the event or condition which the statement narrates, describes or explains;

[] or

(b) Which the judge finds (was-made-wa=le-the-4RelaNalat-was-gRdpv-tko

Atwps-of-a-movvolas-exeitemmt-eausea-by-slaek-peFeeptiRy-ey] (i) purports

to state what the declarant perceived relating to an event or condition

which the statement narrates.) describes or explains and (ii) was made

spontaneously while the declarant was under the stress of a nervous excite-

ment caused by such perception.

[4e)--f-the-ilselaraat-Is-waavalable-as-a-wttness7-a-stat-ameat

Ravvatirtgy-IkesePibilig-im-explailAng-an-eveat-i9F-esaiglitiem-wkeh-*)ae-judgs

fia4s-was-maae-Uy-tke-fleslaPast-at-a-Ums-witen-the-mattep-ha4-beea-eseatly

14ePesIved-lay-)Aa-and-while-lais-reeeIIsetAell-was-eleay-ang-was-made-in-gee4

4a4th-priep-te-tke-essmgneememt-af-thse-ae4tent]

C ettilvIENT

Paragraph (a) appears to go beyond existing law except to

the extent that statements of this character would be admitted by

trial judges today "as a part of the res gestae." The Commission

believes that there is an adequate guarantee of the trustworthi-

ness of such statements in the contemporaneaty of the declarant's

perception of the event and his narration of it; in such a situa-

tion there is obviously no problem of recollection and virtually

no opportunity for fabrication.

-12-
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Paragraph (b) is a codification of the existing exception to

the hearsay rule which makes excited statements admissible. The

rationale of this exception is that the spontaneity of such state-

ments and the declarant's state of mind at the time when they are

made provide an adequate guarantee of their trustworthiness.

After very considerable thought and discussion the Commission

decided to recommend against the enactment of Rule 4(c) of the URE.

Its decision was not an easy one to reach. URE Rule 4(c) would

rake the statements with which it is concerned Omissible only when

the declarant is unavailable as a witness; hence its rejection will

doubtless exclude the only available evidence in some cases where,

if admitted and believed, such evidence might have resulted in a

more just decision. The Commission was substantially influenced in

reaching its decision by the fact that URE Rule 4(c) would nake

routinely._ taken statements of witnesses in physical injury actions

admissible whenever such witnesses were, for any reason, unavailable

at the trial. Both the authorship (in the sense of reduction to

writing) and the accuracy of such statements are open to consider-

able doubt, the Commission believes. Moreover, as such litigation

and preparation therefor is routinely handled it seems likely that

defendants would far more often be in possession of statements

meeting the specifications of Rule 4(c) than would plaintiffs and

it seems undesirable to the Commission thus to weight the scales

in a type of action which is so predominant in our courts.

-13-
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(5) A statement by a person unavailable as a witness because of his

death if the judge finds that it was made upon the personal knowledge of

the declarant, under a sense of impending death, voluntarily and in good

faith and (wk411-tials-geeIavalat-was-eeRgsieua-eg-hAs-A3TaR4-4.-Rd-deatli-8144

fi,1.74_1;irira] in the belief that there was no hope of his recovery. [t]

COMM

This is a broadened form of the well -established exception

to the hearsay rule which makes dying declarations admissible.

The existing law (C.C.P. § 1870(4)) as interpreted by our courts

makes such declarations %Omissible only in criminal homocide

actions and only when they relate to the immediate cause of the

declarant's death. The Commission believes that the rationale

of the present exception --that men are not apt to be untruthful

in the shadow of death --is as applicable to any other declaration

that a dying man might make as it is to a statement regarding the

immediate cause of his death. Moreover, it perceives no rational

basis for differentiating, for the purpose of the admissibility of

dying declarations between civil and criminal actions or among

various types of criminal actions.

The Commission has rearranged and restated the language

relating to the declarant's state of mind regarding the impendency

of death, substituting the language of C.C.P. § 1870(4) for that

of the draftsmen of the UBE. It has also added the requirement

that the statement be one made upon the personal knowledge of the
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declarant. The Commission's research consultant suggests that the

omission o± this language from Rule 63(5) of the OE was probably

an oversight; in any event it seems desirable to make it clear

that "double hearsay" and the declarant's surmise as to the matter

in question are not admissible.
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(6) [Ill-a-evRiRaI-pveeeed4as7as-agallast-the-aeeuageli-a-pFevlev.s

statigment-by-kkm.-pelattve-te-the-effelase-ehapge4-4ty-aail-eAly-ify-tlie

6tielge-filads-that-the-aeelasea-when-RakiRg-tke-stateRsnt-was-eeEseislas-and

was- ealiabl.e-ef-;maile*staladiag-what-ke-sal.,41-and-141.47-aR4-that-he-wae-Viet

'Iad.Reeil-te-mlike-the-gtatement-ka4-1tRARF- eemplagien-e1F-ley-4.141iet_ARR-e

t4Feate-ef-iRfletlen-ef-geffel4ng-lipea-141a-ev-allatheF7-ev-by-ppeIeRgeel

&Atewpegatea-undev-slaelt-ekaekimetmees-ae-te-PeRaep-tke-statement4Rvel-

IdittaPY7-eF-4)-lay-thFeats-sa7-vYealses-esseePnitag-aeti.eR-te-be-takela-lay-a

v4k1==.-efAeiai-vItk-pefeFellee-te-the-evime7-Iikely-tp-samse-the-aeelaseel

te-make-ableh-a-6tatemeRt-fa;:selyl-aa4-ma4e-)w-a-pereeR,-whem-tke-aeeld-se4

eaeolaalii;y-elief=prgia-t R.- have- the-Rwer-oF-aRthow44y-te-emeeu*e-tke- R Amei.)

In a criminal action or proceeding, as against the defendant, a previous

statement by him relative to the offense charged unless the judge finds

pursuant to the procedures set forth in Rule 8 that the statement was made:

i21 Under circumstances likely to cause the defendant to make a

false statement; or

(b) Under such circumstances that it is inadmissible under the

Constitution of the United States or the Constitution of this State.

COMMT

This provision states a rule governing the admissibility

of the defendant's confession and admissions in a criminal action

or proceeding. While the Commission has departed rather widely

from the language of Rule 63(6) of the URE, it is believed that

paragraph (a) states a principle which is not only broad enough

to encompass all the situations covered by UBE Rule 63(6) but
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also has the additional virtue of covering as well analogous situa-

tions which, though not within the letter of the more detailed

language proposed by the draftsmen of the ITRE is neverthless within

its spirit.

Paragraph (b) is technics:11y unnecessary inasmuch as the ground

is already covered by the Constitutions of this State and of the

United States. It seems desirable to restate the proposition here,

however, both for the sake of completeness and to make it clear that

the Commission has no thought that the Legislature, in enacting this

provision, would be asserting that the matter of the admissibility

of the confessions and admissions of defendants in criminal actions

and proceedings is a matter solely within the competence of the

Legislature to determine.

The proposed provision is believed to restate existing law in

respect of the admissibility of confessions. In treating admissions

of criminal defendants in the same way as confessions, however, the

proposed provision states a much more restrictive rule respecting

admissibility than presently obtains. The virtue of this proposed

change is that (1) it applies the same rule of law to types of

evidence which are virtually identical in substance, thus eliminat-

ing a very questionable distinction in the existing law and (2) it

will make it unnecessary in the future to attempt to make the often

difficult, if not impossible, determination whether a particular

extrajudicial statement is a confession or only an admission.
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/2/61

Memorandum No. 7 (1961)

Subject: Study No. 34(L) - Uniform Rules of Evidence
(Hearsay EVdence)

Background. Some time ago the Commission decided that it would publish

a pamphlet containing its tentative recommendatim on Article VIII (hearsay

Evidence) of the Uniform Rules of Evidence and the reaearch conialtant's

studies pertaining to this Article. This pamphlet Milk include the rules

in the Hearsay Evidence Article as revised after th3 pint meetIng with

the State Bar Committee has been held. (The date of tbts joint Meeting)

which will be held sometime early in 1961, has not ytt liven set.)

It was anticipated that another such pamphlet Witad published con-

taining the tentative rec 'riendstion on Article V (Privileges) ant the

consultant's research studies on that Article and thaieviaral other

similar pamphlets would be published to complete the abverelle of the

Uniform Rules.

This piecemeal publication is intended to give intaIestea members of

the bench and bar an early opportunity to review and coMment 4p the

Commission's tentative recommendations. After considerita complents from

these persona, the Commission plans to publish a pamphlii that 11.11

include a proposed statute setting out (1) all of the Un*farm Rulips as

revised with code section numbers assigned and (2) the alendLents grid

repeals of existing statute sections that will Le made neneseary i* the

revised rules are enacted as law. This pamphlet will reptiesept the final

-1-
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recommendation of the Law Revision Commission on the Uniform 'ivies o:"

Evidence.

The procedure outlined above is somewhat similar to the procedure we

have followed for the study on condemnation except that our tentative

recommendations and the research consultant's stud4es will be distributed

in printed form rather than in mimeographed form.

Description of Attached Material. The attached. material (24nk pages)

includes a draft of a letter of transmittal and a draft of a tentative

recommendation on Article VIII. This material is maysented. %o the Commission

for approval as to its form and content. It will, of course, be necessary

to revise the material to incorporate any (lenges resuiting from the joint

meeting with the State Bar Committee.

The text of the revised rules is set out in the att*ched material in

the form in which the text was approved by the Ocesission, except for a few

minor revisions hereinafter specifically noted. Slow the text of each rule

or subdivision of a rule is a comment. These cmorspnts have, of been

approved by the Commission. The initial draft of most of therbomments

was prepared by Commissioner McDonough and is base% on his recr.ection of

the reasons that influenced the Commission to make tie revisions'-fit did in

the Hearsay Article.

Matters Noted for Special Attention. Each qammant explaining .rade

(/1111

or subdivision of a rule should., of course, be carefdgy studied by 10e

members of the Commission. In addition, a number 4 matters are noted

below for special attention in connection with this tiptative recommend ion.

Also, where the Commission and the State Bar Commlttee are not in agreemetct:

that fact is noted. It is suggested that these areas ot4lis.sgreement be

-2-
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reconsidered by the Commission. The Commission and the State Bar tbsetOee

can then devote the time at the joint meeting to those matter% on whith ye'

cannot reach an agreement prior to the joint meeting. Unless otherwise

noted, the Commission and the State Bar Committee are in agreement.

Special attention is called to the following matter3t

Rule 62

(1) State Bar Committee Objection. The Commission an- Ta'Ire Committee

are in agreement on this Rule except that the Committee belle7AA lhat the

definitiOn of "statement'' should be subdivigion (1) of the Rult-Vatber than

subdivision (5) where the CaMmission placed it. The definition tik contained

in subdivision (1) of the Uniform Rule. The attached tentative raemmenda-

tion adopts the suggestion of the State Bar Committee end pleges this

definition in subdivision (1). The staff believes that this -,f% desirable

for two reasons. First, there will then be no need to distinglAsh between

the URE text of the rule and the revised rule when making 4 spW.fic

reference to this definition. Second, this matter can more appitlriately

be considered when the draft statute for all the Rules is consider:d and

code section numbers are assigned to the various sections of the reVised

rules.

(2) Staff revision. The staff has revised subdivisions (6) ankt7)

to uniformly refer to the person who made the statement as the "declare:It."

Under the URE text of these sUbdiVisions, the declarant is sometimes

referred to as the "declarant" and other times is Deferred to as the

"witness." This revision has been incorporated in Vie attached tentative

recommendation.

-3-
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C (3) Suggested staff revision. The objective of subdivi7'on (7),

as stated in the Comment thereto, "is to assure that unavailability is

honest and not planned in order to gain an advantage." Hence the

subdivision provides that physical absence of a person or his incapacity

to testify do not make that person "unavailable" insofar as proponent is

concerned unless such absence or incapacity is "due to procurement or

wrongdoing of the proponent . . . for the purpose of preventing the

[person) . . . from attending or testifying" or, is due to "the

culpable neglect of" proponent. For evemple, if on the del, of the'

hearing proponent gives declarant drugged whisky ter the purse of

preventing him from testifying, proponent may not viosve declirant's

out -of -court statement under any hearsay exception vOidh reit:4es

declarant's unavailability.

Moreover, if at the hearing the whereabouts of aAetlarant %re

unknown, but it appears that proponent had notice ofIdsplarant's

intended disappearance and had opportunity to place him under subpoena

but neglected so to do, this would probably be regardedea a case of

declarant's absence due to proponent's "culpable neglects,Snd, as suchb

a case in which proponent could not make use of any hearspeirexception

requiring declarant's unavailability.

In such a case, the "culpable neglect" of proponent course,

neglect with reference to formal process to secure declarant'S

attendance as witness. Probably no other kind of neglect is inAendel

by the expression "culpable neglect." Thus neglect to provide 14,110d

for declarant thereby causing his death from malnutrition or
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neglect to exercise due care thereby causing declarant's death from

negligence, not being neglect directly related to securing declarant's

attendance as a witness, is probably not within the meaning of the term

as used in the subdivision.

The above is believed to be the proper interpretation of elbdivision

(7), although the expression "culpable neglect" is considered to be

somewhat ambiguous.

However, the Law Revision Commission has amended tile subdivicion

to change its meaning as above stated. The Commission bas added language

so that a witness is not "unavailable" if the "exemptioel disqualification,

death, inability or absence" of the declarant is due to the procu4ement

or wrongdoing of the proponent for the purpose of preventing the

witness from attending or testifying or to the "mapable act or neglect"

of the proponent. The Commission, by thus adding "act or" has changed

the probable meaning of the UBE subdivision so thct the out -of -court

statement cannot be used even though the proponent's "culpable act"

was not for the purpose of preventing the deolaraxt from appearing

and testifying. Thus, a defendant charged wtbb first degree Murder

would be unable to introduce the decedent's dytng declaration showing

circumstances that would reduce the degree of the crime (such as lack

of premeditation). Under the Commission's revisieitn, the dying

declaration would be excluded because defendants "culpable act"

caused the declarant's death and therefore declezmnt is not "unavailable"

insofar as defendant is concerned. Other exempla- can be imagined

insofar as other except'.ons that depend on "unavailability" are

concerned.
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To preserve the original intent of the UBE provision (thlit 62(7)

is merely intended to assure that unavailability is honest am, not

due to an intent to keep the declarant from testifying or to a negligent

failure to produce the declarant), the staff recommends that

subdivision (7)(a) be revised to read:

(7) For the purposes of subdivision (6) of this rule,

a declarant is not unavailable as a witness:

(a) If the judge finds that the exemption, disgroilificationy

death, inability or absence of the declarant is due to [(A4]

the procurement or wrongdoing of the proponent of his statement

for the purpose of preventing the declarant from attending

or testifying; or [4it4-Oka-esipable-ae*-411-Realee*-sf-syek

psepenentf-es]

La If the judge finds that the prvinent because of

culpable neglect failed to secure the press Ice of the

declarant at the hearin or

[OW isi If unavailability is claimee because the

declarant is absent beyond the jurisdiction oiw the copurt to

compel appearance by its process and the judg4 finds bat the

deposition of the declarant could have been, tale* by t

proponent by the exercise of reasonable ditigelle and

without undue hardship or expense.

The above revision has not been incorporated in die attache.

tentative recommendation.
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Rule 63 - Opening Paragraph

The opening paragraph defines hearsay evidence as evident; of

an out -of -court statement which is "offered to prove the truth of the

matter stated" and provides that hearsay evidence is inadmissible.

In several of the following subdivisions, the exceptions to this

general rule repeat the language "offered to prove the truth of the

matter stated." For instance, in subdivision (1), the rule is

stated that hearsay evidence is inadmissible except "When a person

is a witness at the hearing, a statement made by aim though not

made at the hearing, is admissible to prove the tuth of the natter

stated, , . The underscored phrase is redundant, for if the

evidence were not offered for this purpose it woul:: tot be hearsay

under the opening paragraph and would not be inadmissible under the

opening paragraph

The underscored language is also defectiyi in that it provides*

that the statements concerned are "admissible. None of the other

subdivisions of Rule 63 provide that a statement "is admissible";

they merely provide that Rule 63 does not exclut4 the statement.

The subdivisions are merely exceptions to Rule ?Is rule ot

inadmissibility. Hence, if there is any other provision of law

which would make the evidence involved inadmissible, the subdivisions

would not make the evidence admissible.

The staff recommends, therefore, that "is aftissible to prove

the truth of the matter stated" be deleted from sutodivision (1).

The staff also recommends that the following language be delete& from

the following subdivisions:

-7-
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Subdivision (18): "to prove the truth of the recitals ti'reof."

(27): "as tending to prove the truth of the matter reputed."

(28): "to prove the truth of the matter reputed."

(29): "offered as teming to prove the truth of the matter stated."

(30): " to prove the truth of any relevant matter so stated."

There is similar language in several other subdivisions, but the

staff believes the language serves a purpose in these subdtvisionist

and should be retained. For your consideration, though, 4e

language and subdivisions are:

Subdivision (14): "to prove the nonoccurence of the act or

event, or the non-existence of the condition."

(17): "to prove the content of the record"; "to prove the

absence of a record in a specified office."

(19): "to prove the content of the original recorded document

and its execution and delivery by each person br whom it purports

to have been executed."

(20): "to prove, against such person, any fact essential to

sustain the judgment."

(21):

of damages

(22):

(31):

"To prove the wrong of the adverse part, and the amount

sustained by the judgment creditor."

"To prove any fact which was essential to the Judgment."

"to prove facts of general notoriety and in%erest."

Rule 634)

Professor Chadbourn has prepared a supplemental memoreudum on

Rule 63(1). This memorandum notes the rece$ case of People v. Gould and

suggests that the Commission's previous action on Rule 63(1) ae reconsid-

ered in light of the Gould case. The questilns presented for decision

by the Commission are stated on pages 4 and ',I of the supplemental

memorandum prepared by Professor Chadbaarns

As Professor Chadbourn points out in biz supplemental memorandum,
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under Rule 63(1) as revised by the Commission, a statement(wiether or

not in writing) of a person who is a witness at the hearing La admitted

(as substantive evidence) to prove the truth of the matter 'Gated .f

inconsistent with the testimony of the witness at the hearin... However,

under the revised rule, a statement of a witness at the hear5..ng is not

admissible to prove the truth of the matter stated where the witness

testifies that he has no present recollection of the matter even if

he testifies that the statement that he made was true (unless, of course,

the statement falls under revised Rule 63(1)(c):.

Take this case: W is a witness in a arimiort case. M,. male, and

F, a female, are the defendants and are charged +kith robbing W. 3

testifies at the trial that M. was not themanwlo :nabbed her and -A t;

although she has no present recollection as to las Identity of thalm."A

who robbed her, she made an identification of the wjman shortly after 01

robbery and that she was sure of the identity of ttt woman at that time.

P, a police officer, is offered to testify that W as one of

the robbers and also identified F as the other robber. No written record

was made of the identification. Testimony concernit3 M would come in as

evidence of the identity of the criminal -- it is inconsistent with W's

testimony at the hearing; testimony concerning F would be ea:lauded -- it

is not inconsistent with W's testimony and does not meet the enquirement

of a "writing" under revised Rule 63(1)(c).

It can be argued that a hearsay statement that is inconsistent with

the declarant's testimony on the stand is less trustworthy than e. hearsay

statement which the declarant is willing to say vas true when made. As

to the inconsistent statement, there is neither a circumstantial guilrantee
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of trustworthiness nor testimonial support for its trustworthiness. As

to the forgotten statement, there is at least testimonial support by the

declarant for the truth of the statement. Yet the Commission would admit

the inconsistent statement as substantive evidence but exclude the latter

statement unless it is in writing. It would seem that if the law is to

be changed to make the inconsistent statement substantive evidence, the

Commission should go the whole way and also make the latter statement

admissible as substantive evidence.

Accordingly, the staff suggests that the Commission consider the

addition of the following paragraph to Rule 63(1);

(d) Concerns a matter as to which the witness

has no present recollection and is offered after the

witness testifies that the statement he made was true.

Professor Chadbourn's supplemental memorandum suggests other alterna-

tives for consideration of the Commission.

In connection with the staff suggestion, it should, be recognized that

the primary justification for the "past recollection recorded" exception

to the hearsay rule (if it is to be regarded as a hearsay exception) is

that there is an element of trustworthiness in the written reword of the

statement made at the time when the facts recorded in the writing actually

occurred or at such other time when the facts recorded in the writing were

fresh in the witness's memory. This element of a written record does

not exist under the staff's suggested language. But, as noted above,

there is no such requirement as a condition to the use of a prior incon-

sistent statement -- and under the revised rile such a statement is sub-

stantive evidence even if it was not in writing and not made under oath.

If the staff suggestion were adopted, a prior statement made by a

witness who is available at the hearing colla be used if:

-10-
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(1) The statement is inconsistent with his testimony at the heari,ig

(Statemert,need not be in writing); or

(2) The statement is a prior consistent statement offertd to rebut a.

charge of recent fabrication (Statement need not be in writing),- or

(3) The statement concerns a matter as to which the witne.s has no

present recollection and the witness testifies that the statementle made

was true (Statement need not be in writing); or

(4) The statement concerns a matter as to which the witness 4.3 no

present recollection and is a writing made while the matter was frest

the witness's memory.

If the Commission's concern with the adoption of Rule 63(1) of the

URE was that it would permit a party to put in his lase through tten

statements carefully prepared in his attorney's oMee, the statutogv scheme

outlined above would accomplish the apparent ob:::.ct of the URE subdIv.:sion

without permitting the practice the Commission I.11#eved to be objectiLnable.

Rule 63(2)

The staff recommends that all of Rule 63(2: le deleted from the U11-.'orMt.

Rules. Rule 63(32) and Rule 63A will accomplish same thing as Rul:26:--;M.

If Rule 63(2) is deleted, Rule 63(2a) should be redisslgnated as Rule 65a).

Rule 63(2a)

(1) Suggested staff revision. Rule 63(2a), prproved by tNe

Commission, reads:

(2a) In a civil action or proceeding, tailtillony of a witnee

given in a former action or proceeding between -in(' same parties,
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C relating to the same matter, if the judge finds that the

declarant is unavailable as a witness.

Rule 63(2a) is based on Section 1870(8) of the Code of Civil Procedure

which reads:

In conformity with the preceding provisions, evidence
may be given upon a trial of the following facts:

* * *

8. The testimony of a witness deceased, or out of the
jurisdiction, or unable to testify, given in a former action
between the same parties, relating to the same matter.

The words "former action or proceeding" appeariv in Rule 63(2a) are

ambiguous. The staff recommends that subdivision (a) be revised so that the

subdivision will clearly indicate that it applies both to a former action

between the same parties or their predecessors in Interest and also to_a

r- former trial of the same action or proceeding. The revised subdivision is

set out in the tentative recommendation. Section I870(8) has been interpreted

to permit the introduction of evidence introduced at a former trial of the same

action or proceeding in which it is offered (Gates Y. Pendlet6d, 71 C.A. 752

(1925), hg. den.) as well as in another action between the parties. Section

1870(8) has also been interpreted to permit the intloduction of evidence

introduced in a former action between the parties' gredegeseors in interest.

(Briggs v. Briggs, 80 Cal. 253 (1889).)

The revised subdivision is consistent with Rule 63(2)(d) and Mae 63(3).

(2) State Bar Committee objection. The Southe4n Section 0 the

State Bar Committee objects to subdivision (2a). The following is an

extract from the Minutes of the Southern Section (hugest 2, 1960)1

As to the Commission's proposed near subdivision (2w), the

Southern Section is of the opinion that this nay subdivision

would broaden the scope of admissibility over whail the
Committee and the Commission previously had agrecii upon. The
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Southern Section is unaware of the Commission's motivation
in suggesting this new subdivision. In its previously
approved form, subdivision (2) would have made admissible
the testimony of a witness, without further safeguards,
only in a situation where such testimony was given in a
prior trial of the same action. The Southern Section
accepted this concept, but it did not then, and still does
not, accept the principle that the testimony of a witness
given in what could be an entirely different action should
be admissible without further safeguards, which is what
the Commission's new clause (2a) may accomplish. While
it is true that the Commission's proposed new clause (2a)
requires that the parties to both actions b* the same
and that the testimony relate to the "same matter", it
seems to the Southern Section that these conditions may
not impose adequate safeguards. For exampIet A sues B for
divorce. In that action, a property settlement agreement
is involved, and there is brief testimony coly2erning it.
Some time later, an entirely different action arises between
A and B, in which the status of one of their former assets
may be a key issue. Although testimony in the first action
technically may be related to the same matte; that is
involved in the second action, the two acts may have
an entirely different character and emphasill Apia there may
be good reasons for the testimony to have been ouch less
precise and exact in the first action than lip to second.

Also, it seems to the Southern Section that the
Commission's proposed new clause (2a) would maklladmissible
some of the same testimony which subdivision (3 of Rule 63
purports to cover, but without imposing the same safeguards
that subdivision (3) requires.

Rule 63(4)

The Commission and the State Bar Committee are in egreement on

this subdivision except that the Committee would insert 4p the beginning

of the paragraph prior to the word "statemenW the wards "if the

declarant is unavailable as a witness or testifies that he does- not

recall the event or condition involved."

Rule 63(5)

(1) State Bar Committee objection. The State Bar illhomm1We would
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substitute the words "statement by a decedent" for the words In the IMO

subdivision "statement by a person unavailable as a witness IgmalUSe of

his death." The Commission adopted, the State Bar's suggesticiLby action

on July 19, 1958, but later decided to return to the original language of

the LIRE provision. The term "statement by a person unavailable as a

witness because of his death" incorporates the definition of "unavailable

as a witness" in Rule 62(6), (7).

The defendant as well as the prosecution mar offer a Ltsp,ng declaration

evidence. But, as prenously pointed zit in eomnection wirl Rule

62(7, Au v. InzA...s,..,,L

Itecle.retion where Ike death of the deelmrelt is die to tile culpalkin tact

or neglect'of the proponent of the evidenott. This result would be

avoided, though, if Rule 62(7) were revisal'. as previously reconinendeitie,,

(2) Possible revision suggested by staff. Note that this .ax2ept02:

-- Rule 63(5) -- as new revised applies on17 when the declarant is

unavailable "because of his death." Logically, there ip no reasoa7eor

the limitation just TOted. If the guaranteris or trustporthiness

voluntary declaration, sense of impending de4th, etc. -.sere suffic es.

the evidence is no less competent because then declarant 2s unavailab_e

for some other reasart. If the statement is tristworthY, lb does not

become less so mere1y. because the declarant apxvives. Theefore, the

staff suggests that the Commission consider d4 .sting the lAtting words

"because of his death."

Rule 63(6)

(1) State Bar Committee objection. Thp said and thp State

Bar Committee are in disagreement on this sultision. The Compittee
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would accept the original UBE subdivision but would add at the end of the

subdivision the words "or (c) under such other circumstances that the

statement was not freely and voluntarily made." In addition, th!,

Committee would change the words "public official" to "public officer"

in subparagraph (b) and would eliminate the word "reasonablfin subparagraph

(b).

(2) Suggested staff revision. Subdivision (6), as revised the

Commission, may eliminate the foundation showing yaw required Wore a

confession may be introduced. The California CGEOS have resuIree that=

before offering the confession, the prosecution ;oust first lay a.f,andation

by preliminary proof of its free and voluntary nature. Revised ...1374.11K,sion

(6) would appear to make this foundation unnecestary. In additicl;

revised subdivision (6) creates a doubt as to whather the prosecution

will still have the burden of proof of showing .'lat the confession was

free and voluntary. Accordingly, the staff suggests that tqftdivision (6)

be revised to read:

(6) In a criminal action or proceedtntib as agatusAtbe

defendant, a previous statement by him rVative to the C.Venss

charged, [leas] if the judge finds pursuant to the pro!idurea

set forth in Rule 8 that the statement WS =sae:

(a) Under circumstances not likely tOr cause the deffifidant

to make a false statement; [es] and

(b) Under such circumstances that it is not inadmissilitie

under the Constitution of the United States or the Constituti.'L

of this State.

The above suggestion has not been incorporated into the attache

tentative recommendation.

-15-
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Rule 63(7)

the staff believes that the words "as against himself" in

subdivision (7) are ambiguous. Do these words mean against "himself'

in his "individual capacity" or do they permit admission of a statement

made in an "individual capacity" against, for example, an estate represented

by the declarant?

It is suggested that the subdivision would be e..larer if it were

phrased as follows:

(7) Except as provided in subdivision (61pi.this

rule, as against himself in either his individual Ot:

representative capacit, a statement by a person who .s

a party to the action or proceeding irrespectiNs of

whether such statement was made in his individual or a

representative capacity (andr.if-the-la*terl-wks-was

estviag-4as%ek-repeeseatative-eapaeMsy-in,-making-tke

sta*emen4i]
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C Rule 63(9)

The Commission and the State Bar Committee are in agreement on this

subdivision except that the Committee feels that if it is advisable to

require independent evidence of the existence of a conspiracy unfier

subparagraph (b), there should likewise be a requirement of independent

proof of agency under subparagraph (a) in order to avoid any implication

as a result of the ssosomput of subparagraph (b) that no such proof is

necessary. Accordingly, the Committee would amend subparagraph (a) to

read as follows:

(a) The statement is offered after, or ;J:t the judge's
discretion, subject to, proof by independent evidence that
an agency existed and that the declarant wax an agent of
the party at the time the statement was made, and the
statement concerned a matter within the scups of the agency
or employment of the declarant for the party and was made
before the termination of such relationship.

C.C.P. Section 1848 provides:

The rights of a party cannot be prejsfilegi by the
declaration, act, or omission of another, except bm, virtue
of a particular relation between them; theiefors, pro-
ceedings against one cannot affect another.

C.C.P. Section 1670(5) reads:

In conformity with the preceding provisions, evidence
may be given upon a trial of the following. /sots:

* * *

5. After proof of a partnership or ssenv, ti -s alt
or declaration of a partner or agent of toe pasty, within
the scope of the partnership or agency, Od during tts
existence. The same rule applies to the sat or declaration
of a joint owner, joint debtor, or other Awn jointly
interested with the party.

Under C.C.P. Section 1870(5) and Section...AB/8, declaration! of the

partner or agent cannot prove the fact of the arse; or authorit$; the

existence of the relationship must be shows Sri *niently, y the

-17-
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testimony of the agent or another.

Witkin, California Evidence, § 230, after stating the aboiP rule,

suggests this qualification:

In practice, however, this rule is subject to some
evasion: (a) The agent's statement, though not affirma-
tive evidence, may be used to impeach his testimony that
he was not an agent (Carter v. Carr (1934) 139 C.A. 15,
25, 33 P.2d 852; see 4 Wigmorel § 1078, p. 125.) (b) Tie
agent's statement may perhaps be offered as effirmative
circumstantial evidence, e.g., to show that the other part-,
dealt with him as an agent, or to show his am intent to art
for his principal rather than for himself. tSee Carter v.
Carr, supra, 139 C.A. 24; McCormick, p. 519; 4 Wigpore,
§ 1078, p. 124; of. Rest., Agency §§ 284, 289.

See the comment to Rule 63(9)(a) which points out the Changes this

paragraph will make in the existing California law.

If it is desired to incorporate a requirement 3iat the relationship

of agent, partner or employee be established by inClIsmdemt evidence, it

is suggested that the following revision be made in SLbdivision (9)(a),

rather than adopting the revision suggested by the 5A,/.74 Bar Committee;

(9) As against a party, a statement which m$41d be

admissible if made by the declarant at the hearirgAr:

(a) The statement is that of an agent, partner (4

employee of the party and (i) the statement was ikaae-vOr

to the termination of the relationship and concerned le

matter within the scope of the agency, partnership or

employment of the declarant for the party and (ii) the

statement is offered after proof by tndenendent evidence

of the existence of the relationship between the declaran

and the party.

-18-
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C Rule 63(121

The Commission and the State Bar Committee are not in apisment on

this subdivision.

The Committee agrees with the Law Revision Commission wept that

the northern section would change the words "social disapproval" to

"social disgrace." The southern section has indicated that it kas no

strong feeling one way or another on this but felt that it would be

advisable to follow the Commission.

The southern section has also suggested that the followin3 words be

inserted at the beginning of the section "except as against an Incused in

a criminal proceeding." The northern section hg.F rot as yet come to a

conclusion on this proposal.

Rule 63(1?)

The Commission adopted this section as cA. aalrly proposed.

The Stare Bar Committee would add a parartph c) to read a$ folLows:

(c) State of mind at a prior time, wham the prior state
of mind of the declarant is in issue, pmviled. that no asser-
tion of fact contained in such statement Is ccwetent to
prove the truth of the fact asserted are prcviipd, further,
that the declarant is unavailable as a witnes3,

If the State Bar's revision is acceptable tit the Commission, it is

suggested that it be rephrased to read as foil,wrt

Cc) State of mind at a prior time wiles th4 prior state

of mind of the declarant is in issue and lefklarant is

unavailable as a witness, but no assertiin cLi,faot eOntained

in such statement is competent to prove the tr of the

fact asserted.

-i9-
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The following is an extract from the Minutes of the Febrdary 13,

1960 meeting of the Southern Section of the State Bar Committee:

Messrs. Kaus and Kadison submitted a report in whici. they
suggested a revision of subdivision (12) in the light of Willams
vs. xtad, 170 Cal. 631, and other California cases dealing with
the aclnissibility of extra judicial declarations as to state of
mind. The matter was discussed at considerable length. The

niemi,rc generally were of the opinion that where state of mind
actu-aly is in issue, it is artificial and illogical to limit
the admiosibility of state of mind declarations only to those
dec10.atf.ons involving existing state of mind; that by limiting
admissioility only to declarations involving existing state of
mind we are adopting an artificial measuring rod; narely, the
manner of expression rather than the substance of what is said.
For example, assume a gift case where state of mind at the time
of delivery is in issue. Assume two alternative declarations:
(1) "I gave my property to my sister last year"; and (2) "I
don't own the property now." Although (1) and (2) mean the
same thing in substance, (1) presumably would not come in
under the existing state of mind doctrine whereas (2) would.

The committee members were in agreement that there is a
real danger in admitting declarations of past Intent in
situations where the relevancy of the declaratims is their
use as an inference to prove that some other relevant fact
occurred; that, however, there is no similar danger where
the actual issue is what the declarant's state of mind was
at a given time, and where the declarations of his LL.ent at
that time is not going to be used simply ae one relevant fact
to prove something else.

Subdivision (12) firsoly was approved in the . . . form
[set out above].

All of the members present were in gen,wal agreement as
to the desirability of the revision of subd.vision (12) as
it reads above, except that there was a substantial difference
of opinion (4 to 3 in favor) as to whether anavailability of
the declarant as a witness should be a requirement under
clause (c).

-20-
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Subdivision (12)(a) Admits many declarations which are germane to

declarant's state of mind at a prior time. To illustrate: suppose T's

will is contested on the ground of alleged undue influence of X. The will

was executed -a- .-"une I. On June 15 T said to W "I am afraid. of X." Under

subdivisicz. .2YF). W may testify to T's statement,. ahe stktfyment relates T's

state of n: E ot the time the statement is made (J=e W. Such statement

is releva: -tai-c, of mind pre-existing on Ju.a?. 3.. beer -?se it is reasonable

to infer the T's state on June 15 was lik-twise his mental state on

June 1.

In the abo,,c rear ects subdivision (12)(a) mere: ,y declares common-

law doctrines. This 1.7. made clear by the following cc)lpriAtion which

McCormick gives (p. 5.,7 and pp. 569-570):

As a later outgrowth of the exception roc. 'eclarations
of bodily pain or feeling, there evolved the pr:.sent
exception to the hearsay rule admitting stateres or
declarations of a presently existing mental sts67 attitude,
feeling or emotion of the declarant. . . .

The . . . declaration must describe a then-adsting
state of mind or feeling, but this doctrine is .34o as
restrictive in its effect as might be supposed. .mother
principle widens the reach of the evidence. Thf.s is the
notion of the continuity in time of states of :pd. If
a declarant on Tuesday tells of his then inteutxn to go
on a business trip the next day for his employe l., this will,
be evidence not only of his intention at the tfne of
speaking but of a similar purpose the next day -Alen he is
on the road. And so of other states of rdnd.

Moreover, the theory of continuity looks bickward
too. Thus, when there is evidence that swill Ms been
mutilated by the maker his subsequent declaraticas of a
purpose inconsistent with the will are received to show
his intent to revoke at the time he mutilated it
Accordingly, we find the courts saying that whetl*r a
payment of money or a conveyance was intended by the donor
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as a gift may be shown by his declarations made before, at tt e
time of, or after the act of transfer.

This rationale is followed in California. For example, in Fetate of

Anderson, 185 CR2. 700, 198 Pac. 407 (1921) decedent's will was coytested

on the grist c'. c 1.20-2.e.lifluence of her aunt. Eric'cuce was offered that

after exec' t.. the will decedent expressed fear of :per aulx.t,. The evidence

was held aLzO.E.,41./c, the court reasoning as follows:

The only except:T.on to the rule against hearsay vt-Olia
which [the evidence] . . . could come is the evleption
which admits dec2arations indicative of the des arant's
intention, feelirg or other mental state, inci ding his
bodily feelings. Bat such declarations are com,eatent
only when they are indicative of the declarant's mental
state at the very time of their utterance, and only for the
purpose of showing that mental state. . . . As ma be
seen from the foregoing statement of the exception, in
order that a declaration be within it two things are
requisite: (a) the declaration must be indicative
of the mental state of the declarant at the very time
of utterance, and (b) his or her mental state at that
time must be material to an issue in the cause, i.e.,
have a reasonable evidentiary bearing upon such issue. .

[The evidence) meets both the requirements necessary tu
order to bring a declaration within the exception. Ih
(a) indicated her then state of mind toward her aunt,
and (b) her then state of mind as so indicatell was material,
since the fact that she then feared her aunt ha4 a
reasonably direct bearing on what her mental attttude
toward her aunt may have been at a previous and wot far
distant time, when she executed the will.

See also Whitlow v. Burst, 20 C.2d 523 (1942) (issue: were H and W reconN

cited on July 16; evidence: thereafter H said they would never be reconciled;

held, admissible, because "When intent is a material eAement e disputed

fact, declarations of a decedent made after[warda] that indicate the intent

with which he performed the act are admissible ii.evidelne as an exception

to the hearsay rule . .u); Watenpaugh v. State c:hear Betiirepent, 51

C.2d 675 (1959) (issue: intent with which decedznt executed desianation of

-22-
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C beneficiary; evidence: thereafter decedent told his wife she icts beneficiorYi

held admissible because "The declarations of a decedent may be admesiblc

under certain circumstances to prove a state of mind at a given tile

although uttered . . . after that time, on the theory that underrthese

circumstances the 'stream of consciousness has enough continuity so that

we may expect to find the same characteristics for some distances up or

down the current,'" citing, inter alia, Estate of PrOerson, supra.)

Moreover, the holding in Williams v. Kidd is explainable and supportable

on the basis of this rationale. (McCormick, p. 75J, note 13; NtBsin, 19 Calif.

L. Rev, at p. 252) There, declarations of the decant showing that at the

time of the declarations he regarded himself as th'* osner of certain property

were admitted to show that he delivered a deed to" be property at a previous

time without the intent requisite to pass title.

Let us now suppose, however, that on June 15tlsoke es follows to W:

"I remember that I was afraid of X last June 1." Ttls, it seems, is in

the words of subdivision (12)(a) "a statement of the declarant's . . .

memory or belief to prove the fact remembered or belifewed," As such, the

statement is inadmissible under subdivision (12)(4 'Waver, it seems

that the statement would be admissible under the State Mar Cemaittee's

proposed subdivision (12)(c).

In the opinion of the staff subdivision (12)(e) iS not necessary to

preserve the rule of Williams v. Kidd (see above). tiAreVrOr, the Cammissiao

should consider whether in its opinion there are oth4r vapid reasons to

approve proposed subdivision (12)(c).
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As just noted, subdivision (12)(a) and the present

law provide for admitting evidence of a statement showing

an existing state of mind or intent to show the existence

of a state of mind or intent before or after the ieclaration where such

state of mind or intent is sought to be proved. Wntepaugh v. State

Teachers' Retirement, 51 Ca1.2d 675, 336 P.2d 165 (119). Also, as provided

both in the rule and by present law, a declaration flowing an existing state

of mind or intent is admissible to prove future acts Cr conduct of the declar-

ant. People v. Alcalde, 24 Ca1.2d 177, 148 P.2d 627 4944). Generally, too,

as provided in the rule, a declaration showing an exiAting state of mind

r - is not admissible to prove past acts or conduct of tal declarant. If

this limitation did not exist, the hearsay rule wou14.1 to repealed insofar

as the declarant's statements relate to his own cone et. (His statement,

"I went to Boston," would be admissible to show his $tate c mind --

that he thought he went to Boston Which is relevance to sew that he

actually went there.)

However, there is a major exception to the restrictiot that

existing state of mind is not admissible to prove past Ws up conduct.

In will cases, the declaration of a decedent that he has male a will is

admissible to show that he actually made a will. Ettatlg Mforrtee,n/

198 Cal. 1, 242 P. 939 (1926). Also, the dec:_aration of ikdecedent

that he has a will in existence is admissible to show that the decedent

4-did not do an act, i.e., did not revoke the will. Estate o nompeon,

-24.:
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44 Cal. App.2d 774, 112 P.2d 397 (1941). The Uniform Rule would exclude

such evidence as it is presently worded. It provides that the declarant's

statement of "memory or belief" is not admissible "to prove the :'act

remembered or believed." Hence, a decedent's statement that he has

or has not made a will or revoked or did not revite a will would be

inadmissible to prove that fact, even though such a statement might be

admissible to show the intent with which the rds7uted fact was done if

there was independent evidence that the disputed fact was done.

It is true that the rule in the will cases fs not based On a logical

analysis. But it is a well established rule in California and elsewhere.

Therefore, the staff has revised Rule 63(12) to eld language to codify

the rules set forth in the will cases. To be perl'eatly consistent,

the language might be broadened to apply to the dekd and gift cases.

But this would go beyond the existing law and the Its believes that

the exception dealing with declarations against intlreSt will deal

adequately with the deed and gift cases. LanguageAas

been added to Rule 63(12) as set out in the attached tentative

recommendation to codify the exception relating to wtal cases.

Rule 63(13)

The Commission and State Bar are in agreement on tois subdOision

which, as revised, embodies the present Uniform Busines.Records as

Evidence Act as enacted in California. Since the approlil of thin rule,

though, the Legislature added Section 1953f.5 to the Unifrni Act in

-25-
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1959. This section provides:

Subject to the conditions imposed by Section 1953f,
open book accounts in ledgers, whether bound or unbound,
shall be competent evidence.

Assemblyman Hanna, who introduced the bill to enact this section,

has explained that it was introduced

"because of certain trial court determinations which
raised the question whether or not card files used in
business machines came within the acceptca 1uf-2,nition of
'open book accountst; the technical distinction being
made on the bast.; that a book would be bound in some
manner. We felt that this section of the code should
keep pace with the business procedures being utilized by
a large number of wholesale and retail merchants. We
are advised that our bill made this inclusion clear."

A related bill was also introduced by Assemblyman Hanna whioh

resulted in the enactment of Section 337a of the Cole of Civil Procedure.

This section now defines "book account" to mean a deteled record of

transactions between a debtor and creditor entered in tile regular course

of business and kept in a reasonably permanent form such as a bound

book, sheets fastened in a book or cards of a permanent character.

The staff believes that Section 337a of the Code of. civil Procedure

adequately solves the problem revealed by'Assemblyman ",7a1 -..a. The staff

believes the problem is primarily a limitation of actio s problem, for

there is no requirement in the Uniform Business Records u; 2vidence Act

requiring the business records to be in an "open book." the most, all

Section 1953f.5 does is make explicit Vie liberal case-lev rule. It may,

however, have the unintended effect of,limiting the provislIns of the

Uniform Act as it was construed by prid'rt cases. Witkin's

Evidence at pages323-324 states:

The common law rule called for 'original. entries" or
"books of original entry," on the 4..sorpthat these were

-26-
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more likely to be accurate than copies subsequently entere..
Business practices, however, often made literal compliance
with this requirement impossible. And modern cases, both
before and after the Uniform Act (which eliminates the
requirement), tend to admit records kept under any kind cf
bookkeeping system, whether original or copied, and whether
in book, looseleaf, card or other form. [citing many cases
-- automobile repair shop; work cards transcribed by book-
keeper); (construction job; foreman's daily report sheets);
contractor's time -book for construction work); (pumper's
daily gauge reports, run tickets, etc.); (lien claimant's
informal "composition book" containing his entries of hours
worked and materials used); (duplicate sales tag entered
on permanent "hard sheet" comparable to ledger leaf --
Burroughs Bookkeeping 'Whim System); (linen service;
duplicate delivery tag or ticket showing amounts delivered
on particular dates); (ambulance company "trip ticket" and
"log book"); (Veterans Loan appraisal file kept by bank);
(chain store produce clerk's tally sheet)]

The Uniform Act refers to the record of "an act,
condition or event," i.e., its coverage goes beyond book-
keeping entries of debit and credit. A special report, or
report of a nonrecurring act or event, may be received if
it was made in the course of business or professional duty.
[citing cases]

Accordingly, the staff does not recommend the amendment of subdivision

(13) of Rule 63 to include the matter added to the Uniform Act in 1959.

The matter is brought to your attention, though, for the Rule as

approved does not include the 1959 addition to the Uniform Act.

Rule 63(15)

The northern section of the State Bar Committee has approved this

subdivision as proposed by the Commission. The southern section, however,

would prefer the language contained in the U.R.E. with the following

language added at the end:

. . . provided that such findings could have been

testified to by said public officer ar employee had he

been called as a witness. The fact that a public officer

-27-
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or employee has made findings of fact or drawn conclusions

shall constitute prima facie proof that he was qualified

to do so, provided, however, that no such reports or findings

of fact shall be admissible if offered in evidence by or on

behalf of any such public officer or employee makiag or

participating in the making of such investigation or

written report, or by or on behalf of any party, government

or governmental authority under whose jurisdictiOn,

authority, control, or supervision, or at whose request

such investigation or written report was made, unless

such report or finding of fact is admissible under a

statute or ordinance or rule expressly authorizin3 its

admissibility.

The northern section has not reached a final concluAloy on this proposal

by the southern section.

The language suggested by the southern section apppars to be directed

at an ambiguity in the Commission's draft. The mitanits of "statements

of fact" is somewhat unclear. Does it mean a statememe "a thing

done" (Webster's) whether or not the declarant perceivekt-The 1,1111E

reported? Or does it refer only to those things which tip declare*

perceived? Is the declarant's statement that the green ci'went thnpugh

the red light any less a statement of fact because it is bised upon 14s

conclusions from the statements of witnesses, the location -If the cars,

skid marks and other matters which he perceived?

The language proposed by the southern seation answers ttis important

question by extending the exception only to fit Limp that thec declarant

-28-
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could have testified to if he had been called as a witness.

This is in accord with the existing California law, as Ls indicated

by the following quote from Witkin, California Evidence, 1. 333:

The usual official statement received in evidence :;4
one which is based upon the performance of duty or pers:',3a1
observation of facts by the official, and this satisfiao
the knowledge requirement . . On the other hand, the
official report of an investigation may be based in wholi-
or in part on information gained from others or conclusions
of the official. Although Uniform Rule 63(15)(c) apprm%
the admission of such a report, the general tendency of Ire
courts is to exclude matters which would not be permitted
as testimony of the officer on the stand. (See Unif.
63(15), Comment [pointing out that proposed rule goes
beyond common law, and justifying departure by requiremoW
of notice to adverse party]; . . . .)

So far as the "conclusions" of a public officer or emplo3ridefre

concerned (his opinion based on the facts he otserved)A the scrAilein

section's proposal would make the report itself prime ficie evii4104 of

the qualifications of the declarant to draw such conclusions (1,p

give such opinion evidence).

Under the southern section's language, the question arises vbethdor

the court should exclude reports if it cannot determine wither the

declarant perceived the events reported. In MacLean v. SaelFrancis,u,

151 Cal. App.2d 133, 311 P.2d 158 (1957), the trial court eluded

police accident report because it did not show whether the flIcts reported

were based upon the declarant's observations or .1pon the stativents or"

bystanders; but the officers who prepared. the /arort were callilt and

testified on the matters of which they had knowledge, using the report

to refresh recollection. Under the Commissien'E vroposed language, it

might be held that such a report should be riCei-eil for it contai'ied a

statement of facts and the officer who prepaied t'_k. report had the qty

-29..
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to investigate the facts and prepare the report. But apparen'Az- the

C

southern committee's language would require the court to deter nine that

the declarant could competently testify to the matters reportet :lefore

the report could be received.

If the Commission did not intend to let reports into evidenort unless

the reporting officer had first-hand knowledge of -the reported facts or

was qualified to form an opinion from the facts ne personally Observed,

the staff suggests that this subdivision be modified as follows $? make

this intent clear:

(15) Subject to Rule 64: a statementte] [e-gaet]

contained in a written report made by a vr-ic officer or

employee of the United States or by mpublip officer or

employee of a state or territory of to Unf.t1 4 States, if

such statement would be admissible irrade 127 him at the

hearing and the judge finds that the t*king Ofltereef] A

the report was within the scope of thit duty ce such officer

or employee and that it was his duty to:

(a) Perform the act reported; or

(b) Observe the act, condition ea event ported; or

(c) Investigate the facts concerning the act, condi-

tion or overt.

One further revision to subdivision 45) shou2.4 be considered by

the Commission. Subdivision (15) is, of course, intsilmled to include

official records made by a zablic officer Oremployea. However, the

section applies only to "reorts" made by $ $ut3.ic olticer or employee.

It might be desirable to ins rt after %Triton report! the words "or
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official record" and after the word "reported" in paragraphs (a) and (b)

the words "or recorded."

Rule 63(16)

The southern section of the State Bar Committee concurre. 4th the

Commission except for the elimination of the reference to Rule 64. The

northern section objects to the elimination of the reference to Rule64

and recommends that the subdivision be limited specifically to the types

of reports that are made for vital statistics purposes, such as birth

certificates,marriage certificates and death certificates. Unless the

subdivision is so limited, the northern section recrimornds that the

subdivision be limited to "statements of fact" coltained in the writing.

The northern section, too, believes that the language, 4. . . authorited

by a statute of the United States or of a state or territory of the

United States to perform, to the exclusion of perlons not so authorizeu,

the functions reflected in the writing .", is unclear.

Concerning the elimination of the reference to Rule 64, see the

comment below relating to subdivision (17), (18) and. (19)4

One further revision of subdivision (16) should be coasidexed by

the Commission. The staff believes that subdivision (16) *val. be

improved if it were revised as follows:

(16) A statement contained in a written roport [erttihse]

made by a person (perseas] other than a public (offieers-er

empleyees] officer or employee (as-a-Pesepi7-vepert-er-findins

ef-faeti if such statement would be admissible i: made bitihim

at the hearing and the judge finds that:

-31-
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(a) The maker was authorized by a statute of the ni

States or of a state or territory of the United States to

perform, to the exclusion of persons not so authorized, the

functions reflected in the [writing] report, and was required

by statute to file in a designated public off:.ce a writtea

report of specified matters relating to the parformauce of

such functions; and

(b) The [writing] report was made and f. Led as $o

required by the statute.

Rule 63 (17), (a) and (19)

The State Bar Committee does not agree with th elimination of

"Subject to Rule 6I from these three exceptions, I'S a practigal

matter, it is difficult to understand why tlle introttction of

original official record should be subject to Rae 0 [under Ru14 15]

when the introduction of a copy of the record is mat subject to Buie 64

[under Rule 171. The Bar states that it "has found itself unable t%

understand this action."

Rule 63(20)

The State Bar Committee disapproves of this rule. It further

recommends that, if the Commission recommends the lac, the rule should

be amended to indicate the judgment is not conclusive but "tends" to

prove the necessary facts.

Rule 63(21)

The State Bar Commitee believes the subdivision ti somewhat

unintelligible. The Committee states that it believes that any change

-32-
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the rules set forth in Civil Code Section 2778 (governing the reLation-

ships between indemnitors and indemmitees) would be unwise. The Committee

suggests a revision which would read as follows:

(21) Where under the law of this State a judgment against

a person who is entitled to be indemnified or exonerated by

another against a liability is not conclusi've in any sUbsequeot

action which the former may bring against tte latter for irdeanity

or exoneration, such judgment may be offered, t evidence by. the

former in any such action as prima facie evidirse of the fasts

determined thereby.

Buie 63 (23) and (24)

The Bar Committee had approved these rules us WriVriAlly proposed

and has not taken a position on the language retaVnif to ante litem

which has been added. The Southern Section has z.eferestions about the

precise language with which the ante litem motelig3a:ification has been

added. It comments that "to exceed or fall shot% V.' Wie truth" seems to

be meaningful only with respect to statements coie2e4iins age. ;n addition,

the Southern Section believes that "existing controversy" is too vague

and can be interpreted to include backyard arguments,. I% belie es that

the subdivision should be reworded so that it cleat4 Xefers to a legal

controversy of some sort.

The Southern Committee also reports that there fs substantial ppinion

among its members that the ante litem motem qualificition shAuld go to

the weight of the evidences not its admissibility.

The complaint concerr4ng the words "to exceed or 'a;;40;11Ft of the

truth" might be met by revising them to read "to devi3te,trog *le truth."

-33-
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Rule

The State Bar Committee suggests that the subdivision be revta21

to read as follows:

(30) Evidence of (statements=eS) matters, other than,

opinions/ which are of genera interest to persons engaged in

an occupatiorIL contained in a tabulation, list, directory,

register, jpesteelteall or other published compilation (*a

prove-*e-Ursak-er-asy-relevaa4-mA443er-se-stalsedj if the

judge finds that the [eempt1atiea-44-1,014sked-feemsel

information is generally used and relied upon by persons

engaged in that occupation [sap-ts-geaeraily-used-asd-relie4

apes by -seas] for the samelDurApose or for purposes forte

the information is offered in evidence.

The phrase "to prove the truth of any relevant matter so state"

which the Bar has stricken in its suggestion is probably unnecessary, for

under the basic statement of Rule 63 the evidence is not hearsay if it is

not introduced for that purpose.

Rule 63(31).

The Bar Committee reports that its northern section appriwes of

the action of the Commission, but the southern. section preferti-the

original proposal contained in the UBE with the following modkettcations:

(31) A published treatise, periodical or pamphlet cuSa--

a subject of history, science or art to prove the truth 3f

a matter stated therein if the judge [teroes-jaittelail-asokies--

er-a-wttaess-expeirla-a-tke-sOdeet-4esWAss] finds that th(

treatise, periodical or pamphlet is a rWable auttlority in

the subject.
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However, the southern section reports that, in the interest of

umenimity, it is willing to accept the action of the Commission and

the northern section.

Rule 63(32).

The northern section of the State Bar Committee has ,not considered

this addition to the Uniform Rules. The southern section believes

that the language is inexact. It states that "any hearsaremidence

not admissible under subdivisions (1) through (31)" indica140 that.

these subdivisions state rules of inadmissibility. Actuallr, it is

Rule 63 that declares certain evidence is not admissible andAib-

divisions (1) through (31) merely declare that certain evident* %.,5 not

inadmissible. The southern section suggests -ow following revis$on

of subdivision (32):

(32) Any hearsay evidence not admissible under

raUladisasAaaa-44.41sywg4-4314-ae) this Rule U but

declared by some other law of this State to be adm4losible.

The revision suggested above is not technically accmrate because

subdivision (32) will be a part of Rule 63 and will provide that the

hearsay rule does not prevent the admission of certain hearsay evidence.

A technically accurate subdivision that will !net the qbjection of

the southern section is set out below:

(32) Any hearsay evidence (aet-camiesibie-under)

that does not fall within an exceptionstrovtdetby sub-

divisions 41) through (31) of this rule'. but iu declared

by some other law of this State to be 6ftiesible.

The changes *own above are directed to suteavision (32) as appraxed by

the Commission.
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Rowever, it is difficult to see why it is necessary to determine -dint

the hearsay sought to be introduced is inadmissible under Rule 63 befort

reliance may be placed on another law. The same result might It achieved.

if the subdivision were revised to read:

(32) Hearsay evidence declared to be admissible by

any other law of this State.

This suggested revision has been incorporated in the tentative recommendation.

Rule 63A.

Rule 63A was approved by the Commission in substantially the following

form:

63A. Where hearsay evidence fallsvithis an exeejtic4 provided

by subdivisions (1) through (31) of Rule 63 arid when ouch.evidence

is also declared to be admissible by some law f this Stye other

than such subdivision, such subdivision shall 4ot be monstruod to

repeal such other law.

The northern section of the Ear Committees has nit considered this rule.

The southern section has approved it.

The staff suggests that Rule 63A be revised to save °thaw laws both

consistent and inconsistent with subdivisions (1) throih (31) {if Rule 63. The

following language is suggested:

63A. Where hearsay evidence is declared to bt

admissible by any law of this State, nothing in Rua. 63

shall be construed to repeal such law.

This suggested revision has been incorporatod in tho tentati'

recommendation.
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Rule 64.

The Bar Committee has agreed to the inclusion of a reference to

Rule 63(29) in this rule. But it reports that it is unable to understand

the action of the Commission in deleting the references to subdivisions (16),

(17), (18) and (19). As pointed out previously, there does seem to be

some inconsistency in this action of the Commission. An original official

record must be served under Rule 64, but a copy of the same record is

admissible without such service. A record of an action by a public official

must be served under Rule 64, but an official report of an action by someone

other than a public official is not subject to this requirement, Under Rule

63(15) a report of a marriage performed by a judge is inadmissible unless

Rule 64 is complied with, but under Rule 63(16) a report of a marriage

performed by a minister is admissible without complying with Mule 64.

Rule 66.

The second paragraph of the proposed Law Revision Cammiamiou comment to

Rule 66 is not in accordance with Professor Chadbouun$s analyst,. of this Rule.

Professor Chadbaurn does not believe that the rule applies to an more than

"double hearsay." His study on this rule raises the possibilitylhat the

rule may be construed to exclude triple hearsay. The staff, however/

believes that multiple hearsay may be reached by repeated applicatiorki Of

Rule 66. For instance, if former testimony (Rule 63(3)) 10 to an admiiWon

(Rule 63(7)) and is sought to be proved by a propeAlly authenticated copy

(Rule 63(17)) of the official report (Rule 63(15)) or such testimony, the

copy is within an exception and is not inadmissible on the ground that it

is offered to prove the official report of the testimony, for the officfaX,

report is within an exception. The official report is no inadmissfble

on the ground that it relates prior testimony, for the Drter.testimony _s
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C within an exception. The former testimony is not inadmissible on the graunt

that it includes an admission, for the admission is within an exceptf.on.

However, if the Commission believes that Rule 66 is not sufficiently

clear, the staff believes that it may be clarified by revising it to read

as follows:

Rule 66. A statement within the scope of an exception to

Rule 63 is not inadmissible on the ground that (it,inelladee-a

statemes4-made-liy-ftmether-4eelarant-and-is-effereel-4e-pffeve-the

4nath-ef-the-ieeluded-statement-tf-seek-&aeluded-sta4ement-ttseati

the evidence of such statement is hearsay evidence if the hearsay

evidence of such statement consists of one or more statements

each of which meets the requirements of an exception to Rule 63.

Professor Cbadbourn included in his study another suggested revision of

Rule 66 in order to solve the problem. However, he did not recommend its

approval because he believed the courts would work out the solution to the

problem without legislative guidance. His proposed revision is as follows:

66. A statement within the scope of an exception to

Rule 63 shall not be inadmissible on the ground that it

includes [w-sta4ement-made-hy-ametheat-deslavaa4] one or more

statements by an additional declarant or declarants and is

offered to prove the truth of the included statement or

statements if such included statement (k4seaf) meets or such

included statements meet the requirements of at exception or

exceptions.
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(7-
Adjustments and Repeals of Fisting Statutes

The adjustments and repeals set out in the draft of the tentative

recommendation are in accord with decisions previously made by the

Commission except as noted below.

C.C.P. Section 1951 has been revised to conform it to Rule 63(19)

This is in accord with a previous decision by the Commission but the

Commission has never considered what changes should be made in Section

1951 to conform it to Rule 63(19).

C.C.P. Section 2047 has been revised to make it consistent 4th

Rule 63(1)(c) and to delete the last sentence which is superseded bi

Rule 63(1)(c). The Commission has never considered the specific revision

suggested in the draft of the tentative recommendat.on.,

Additional adjustments of existing statutes Brill be recommended in

the Supplement to Memorandum Vo. 7(1961) (to be sent).

Respectfully st0Mitted,

John H. -JeNbully
Ekecutive Secretary
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C

2/6/61

Supplement to Memorandum No. 7(1961)

Subject: Study No. 34(L) - Uniform Rules of EVidence
(Hearsay Evidence)

REPEAL AND =mew OF ADDITIONAL CODE SECTIONS

In NemorandumEb. 7(1961) the staff indicated that a further recom-

mendation would be made relating to the revision of existing code sections.

The sections discussed in the present memorandum have not been previously

considered by the Commission. The staff believes that certain adjustments

are needed in'the sections hereinafter mentioned in order to make them

consistent with the actions taken by the Commission on the Uniform Rules.

Attached to this memorandum on blue paper are the staff's suggested

additions to the Commission's tentative recommendation.

REVISION OF CODE SECTIONS RELATING TO

THE ADMISSION OF DEPOSITIONS IN CIVIL ACTIONS

Subdivision (d)(3) of Section 2016 of the Code of Civil Procedure

sets forth certain conditions under which a deposition may be used as

evidence in a civil action. These conditions are almost, but not quite,

identical with the conditions which must be met to qualify a person as

"unavailable as a witness" under Rule 62(6). The staff believes that

the conditions for the admissibility of depositions taken in the same

action should be no different -- and certainly no more stringent -- than

the conditions for the admissibility of testimony taken in a former action
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under Rule 63(2a) and Rule 63(3). Therefore, the staff recommends the

substitution of the "unavailable as a witness" standard for the language

used in subparagraphs (i) through (iii) of paragraph (3) of subdivision

(d) of Section 2016.

REVISION OF CODE SECTIONS RELATING TO CONFRONTATION, DEPOSITIONS

AND FORMER TESTIMONY IN CRIMINAL ACTIONS

Penal Code Sections 686, 882, 1345 and 1362 relate to the right of a

defendant to confront witnesses and the conditions under which depositions

and former testimony may be admitted in criminal actions. These sections

are not only inconsistent with the Commission's actions on the Uniform

Rules, they are inconsistent with each other.

The standard of unavailability

Section 686

Section 686 grants the defendant in a criminal trial the right to

confront the witnesses against him. Three exceptions are stated:

(1) Where the charge has been preliminarily examined and the testimony

taken down in the presence of the defendant and subject to the defendant's

right of cross-examination, "the deposition of the witness may be read,

upon its being satisfactorily shown to the court that he is dead or insane

or cannot with due diligence be found within the state";

(2) Where the testimony of a prosecution witness who is unable to

give security for his appearance has been taken conditions -11y in the presence

of the defendant and subject to the defendant's right of cross-examination,

"the deposition of the witness may be read, upon its being satisfactorily
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shown to the court that he is dead or insane or cannot with due diligence

be found within the state"; and

(3) Where testimony has been given on a former trial of the action

in the presence of the defendant and subject to the defendant's right of

cross-examination, such testimony may be admitted if the witness is "deceased,

insane, out of jurisdiction" or "cannot with due diligence, be found within

the state."

These standards for the admission of depositions and former testimony

are inconsistent with the Uniform Rules as approved by the Commission.

Rule 63(3) provides that the former testimony of a person who is unavailable

as a witness may be admitted in crimina3 proceedings (a) where the de-

fendant offered the testimony on his own behalf in the former action, or

Cc) where the former action was a criminal proceeding against the defendant

and he had the right and opportunity to cross-examine the witness at that

time with a similar motive.

Thus, if Section 686 is left unmodified, the testimony of a witness

at the preliminary examination of the same action and the testimony of a

witness unable to give security for his appearance taken by deposition in

the same action will be admissible only if such witness is dead or insane

or cannot be found within the State; but the testimony of a witness in a

former action (including a former civil action) may be admissible if the

witness is unavailable for any of the reasons specified in Rule 62(6) --

e.g., privilege, disqualification, death, physical or mental disability,

absent beyond the reach of the court's process, or the proponent can't

find him.

Similarly, if Section 686 is left unmodified, the testimony of a
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witness at a former trial of the same action is admissible only if the

witness is dead, insane or out of jurisdiction; but the testimony of the

witness at a trial of a different action may be admissible if the witness

is unavailable for any of the reasons stated in Rule 62.

For the sake of consistency, the staff recommends that Section 686

be amended to provide that the former testimony referred to therein is

admissible when the declarant is "unavailable as a witness within the

meaning of Rule 62 of the Uniform Rules of Evidence."

Sections 882, 1345 and 1362

There is a further difficulty with Section 686. It is inconsistent

with Sections 1345 and 1362 even though all of these sections were enacted

in 1872. Section 1345 appears in a chapter dealing with the taking of

depositions of witnesses who may be unable to appear at the trial (the taking

of the deposition is referred to as a "conditional examination" of the

witness). Section 1345 provides that the deposition, or a certified copy

thereof, may be read in evidence if the witness is unable to attend by

reason of "death, insanity, sickness," "infirmity" or "continued absence

from the state." Section 686 recognizes only death, insanity and absence

from the State as grounds for reading a deposition.

Section 1362 appears in a chapter dealing with the depositions of

material witnesses for the defendant who are out of the State. Here, the

deposition may be read if the witness is unable to attend from "any

cause whatever."

So far the differences between Section 686 and Sections 1345 and 1362

have merely been inconsistencies in principle. However, by virtue of the

provisions of Section 882, there is a direct conflict between Section 686
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C and Section 1345. Section 882 appears in a chapter dealing with the taking

of depositions of material witnesses who cannot give security for their

appearance. It provides that the deposition of such a witness may be used

upon the trial "except in cases of homicide, under the same conditions

as mentioned in section thirteen hundred and forty-five." Thus, 882 and

13145 provide that a deposition of a witness who cannot give security may

be read where the witness is dead, insane, sick, infirm or absent from the

State; but 686 provides that such a deposition may be read only where the

witness is dead, insane or absent.

The staff recommends that these inconsistencies be eliminated by

substituting the standard used in Rule 63(3) -- that the declarant is

"unavailable as a witness" -- in both Sections 1345 and 1362. This change

will also prevent a defendant from using a deposition under these sections

if the defendant caused the unavailability to prevent the deponent from

appearing.

Cases in which depositions max be used.

Another matter should be noted also. Section 882 provides that the

deposition of a witness for the people who is unable to give security for

his appearance may be read "except in cases of homicide." Section 686, in

referring to the reading of such a deposition, does not mention any

limitation as to the nature of the case in which the deposition may be

read. Section 1345, which deals with depositions of material witnesses

who are about to leave the State or who will be unable to attend the trial

because of sickness or infirmity, is subject to the provisions of Section

1335, which provides that the people may not take the deposition of such
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a witness in death penalty cases. The

limitation contained in Section 882 be

686 that deals with the reading of the

give security for his appearance. The

staff recommends that the "homicide"

incorporated in the portion of Section

deposition of a witness unable to

staff does not recommend any other

adjustment of these sections insofar as the "homicide" or "death penalty"

limitations are concerned, for there is no direct conflict between the

sections even though the principles are somewhat inconsistent.

Former testimony in another action.

Another matter should also be noted. Section 686 purports to list

all of the situations in which a defendant does not have the right to

confront the witnesses against him. It makes no exception for the

situations that are covered by Rule 63(3)(a) and (c) -- testimony in a

former action introduced by the defendant and testimony in a former criminal

action in which the defendant had the right and opportunity to cross-examine

with a

force,

states

similar motive. The enactment of Rule 63(3) will not, of its own

make the evidence listed therein admissible. Rule 63(3) merely

an exception to Rule 63. That is, subdivision (3) merely provides

that nothing in Rule 63 will make the evidence mentioned in subdivision (3)

inadmissible. Hence, it is possible that Section 686 would render such

evidence inadmissible despite the enactment of Rule 63(3). Therefore,

the staff recommends that Section 686 be amended to permit Rule 63(3) to

operate as an exception to the right of confrontation as well as an

exception to the hearsay rule.

Use of depositions taken in the same action under Sections 1345 and 1362.

Section 686, too, does not refer to the deposition evidence which is
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admissible under Sections 1345 and 1362. For some reason, insofar as

depositions are concerned it refers only to the type of deposition taken

under Section 882. If Sections 1345 and 1362 mean what they say -- that

the depositions there mentioned may be read by either party at the trial --

Section 686 should also be amended to indicate that this nay be done

despite the right of confrontation.

_7_

Respectfully submitted,

Joseph B. Harvey
Assistant Executive Secretary
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If the recommendations made in the Supplement to Memorandum No. 7

(1961) are approved, the following material should be added to the section

on Adjustments and Repeals of Existing Statutes that is contained in the

tentative recommendation on hearsay evidence:

Code of Civil Procedure

Section 2016. This section should be revised so that it conforms to

the Uniform Rules. The revision merely substitutes "unavailable as a

witness" for the more detailed language in Section 2016 and makes no

significant substantive change in the section. The revised portion of the

section would read as follows:

(d) At the trial or upon the hearing of a motion or an

interlocutory proceeding, any part or all of a deposition, so

far as admissible under the rules of evidence, may be used against

any party who was present or represented at the taking of the

deposition or who had due notice thereof, in accordance with any

one of the following provisions:

( ) Any deposition may be used by any tarty for the purpose

of contradicting or impeaching the testimony of deponent as a

witness.

(2) The deposition of a party to the record of any civil

action or proceeding or of a person for whose immediate benefit

said action or proceeding is prosecuted or defended, or of

anyone who at the time of taking the deposition was an officer,

director, superintendent, member, agent, employee, or managing

agent of any such party or person may be used by an adverse

party for any purpose.
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(3) The deposition of a witness, whether or not a party,

may be used by any party for any purpose if the court finds:

(i) that the witness is unavailable as a witness within the

meaning of Rule 62 of the Uniform Rules of Evidence; or [dead*

eP4W-that-tke-wtness-ts-at-a-gpeateF-distanee-than-I90-miles

gvem-tke-pIaee-ef-tpial-612-keapingy-eli-s-ewt-of-tke-Statey

less-tt-appeaFs-that-the-shames-of-the-witness-was-ppeelarea

by-the-papty-elgeFing-the-gepesitiesk-sr-WO-that-th-witness

is-usalle-te-attesd-ev-testify-beealise-ef-agey-siekmessy-ixf4pmkty7

eip-iminaisenmsstf-eF4W-that-the-papty-effegiag-tke-4epesitien

has-been-unable-to-Freelip9-the-atteRdanee-sf-the-witaess-by

slalpeeRaf-eP-(0111.1.)upon application and notice, that such

exceptional circumstances exist as to make it desirable, in

the interest of justice and with due regard to the importance

of presenting the testimony of witnesses orally in open court,

to allow the deposition to be used.

Penal Code

Section 686. This section should be revised to read:

686. In a criminal action the defendant is entitled:

1. To a speedy and public trial.

2. To be allowed counsel as in civil actions, or to appear

and defend in person and with counsel.

3. To produce witnesses on his behalf and to be confronted

with the witnesses against him, in the presence of the court,

except [tkat] :
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Where the charge has been preliminarily examined before

a committing magistrate and the testimony taken down by question

and answer in the presence of the defendant, who has, either

in person or by counsel, cross-examined or had an opportunity

to cross-examine the witness, the testimony of such witness at

the preliminary examination may be read if the judge finds that

he is unavailable as a witness within the meaning of Rule 62

of the Uniform Rules of Evidence. 4-epl

(b) The deposition of a witness taken in the action may

be read to the extent that it is otherwise admissible under the

law of this State. [Wkepe-the-testimeay-ef-a-14tRess-en-tke

paPt-sf-the-psepIsy-wke-is-uRable-te-give-seety-fep-his

appeaPaResy-kas-been-takes.-eentlitieaally-In-tke-Itke-asaner-la

tbsi-pPesgRes-a-tke-defemilaRty-whe-has7-eitAeF-la-pepsimi-o:P-by

setanse17-evess-examalae4-ev-kad-an-sppoirtAnity-te-eress-emamlae

the-wtaessy-tiva-4epesitieR-ef-slaell-witRess-may-be-weady-laFea

Its-telAg-satinfasterly-showa-te-Us-sel,wt-that-he-i-s-elead-ov

insaas-ap-eaniaet-with-gue-ggense-be-feung.-wf,thiR-the-statet-aadi

(c) [emeept-else-that-ill-the-sase-ef-effeases-kepeafteP

eemmAti6E4] The testimony on behalf of the people or the defendant

of a witness bieeeasedy-iasaney-eut-ef-4uPisdietien7-er-wke

egaBot-vi:;h_aue_ailigelleey-be-geuRd-witkill-tka-stateyj given on

a former trial of the action in the presence of the defendant

who has, either in person or by counsel, cross-examined or had

an opportunity to cross-examine the witness, may be admitted

if the judge finds that the witness is unavailable as a witness

-10-
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within the meaning of Rule 62 of the Uniform Rules of Evidence.

(d) The testimony given in a former action or proceeding

may be admitted to the extent that it is otherwise admissible in

a criminal action under the law of this State.

(e) Hearsay evidence may be admitted to the extent that it

is otherwise admissible in a criminal action under the law of

this State.

The amendments to subdivisions (a) and (c) (which substitute the

phrase "unavailable as a witness" for the phrase "dead or insane or

cannot with due diligence be found within the state" or a similar phrase)

would make the standard for the admission of former testimony in the same

action identical with the stanaard for admitting former testimony in a

prior action under the provisions of Rule 63(3).

Subdivision (b) has been revised to reflect existing law. The pro-

vision which has been deleted from this subdivision inaccurately states

the conditions under which a deposition may be admitted under the provisions

of Penal Code Section 882 and entirely fails to provide for the admission

of depositions as provided in Penal Code Sections 1345 and. 1362.

Subdiviqions (d) and (e) have been added so that Fc?..ral Code Section

686 will coletely and accurately cover the subject of confrontation.

Sections 1345 and 1362. These sections should be revised so that

the conditiu_ ur admitting the deposition of a witness that has been

t4.1 -ten in action axe consistent with the conditions for admitting

the test i=: of a witness in a former action under Rule 63(3). The

:2evised s,1.(1.1-:_o/s would read:
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1345. The deposition, or a certified copy thereof, may be

read in evidence by either party on the trial [7-upen-its-appeapiRg]

if the judge finds that the witness is [ana'SIe-te-atteR47-by-Feassa

ef-his-deatiqq-iasaaityy-siekaessy-ep-infilamIty7-ep-ef-tis-eentinue4

abseaee-fram-the-state] unavailable as a witness within the meaning

of Rule 62 of the Uniform Rules of Evidence,

depesttiAR-IR-evilleRee7) The same objections may be taken to a

question or answer contained ithepeia] in the deposition as if

the witness had been examined orally in court.

1362. The depositions taken under the commission may be read

in evidence by either party on the trial [7-,apea-It-Iseiag-skew]

if the judge finds that the witness is bolabIe-te-attend-gpam-any

ealase-whatevey*-ana] unavailable as a witness within the meaning

of Rule 62 of the Uniform Rules of Evidence. The same objections

may be taken to a question in the interrogatories or to an answer

in the deposition [y] as if the witness had been examined orally

in court.
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